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Grab the wife! Hide the kids!–

Those fun-loving
PLASTIC WARRIORS

are back!

This time, they hit on such topics as
•  critters

•  demolitions
•  magic

•  shadow gear
•  vehicles
•  & more!

In addition, the book provides
optional rules for enhancing your
SHADOWRUN game, errata sheets
for a number of official
SHADOWRUN books, two new
contacts, and a character record
sheet expansion! 

SHADOWRUN is a registered trademark of FASA
CORPORATION. Used without permission. This
non-official Shadowrun piblication is copyright
© 1995 by Gurth.

Barcodes? ISBN? What are those?
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• C4: Carl Rigney, Gurth
• Errata: the FASA folks
• Gear: A.R. Gay, Gurth, Bob Ooton
• Japanese critters: AGE
• Rules: Brian Angliss, Gurth, Nightfox, Marc A.

Renouf, Carl Rigney
• Shadowgear: James L. Finney
• Slayer!™ catalog: Jani Fikouras
• Sporting goods: FASA, Gurth
• Thaumaturgy: Jani Fikouras, Gurth, Scott (Reaver)
• Vehicles: Aaron Wigley, Gurth
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• Gurth
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• Japanese critters: Miss Panic
• Slayer!™ catalog: Gurth
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• Sporting goods: the FASA illustrators • The rest: Gurth and various other sources
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M[�=ej�9edjWYj�
How to contact us? Send your email to GURTH@DDS.NL or
GURTH@XS4ALL.NL, though the latter is preferred.
Criticism on our publications is welcome. You can visit
Gurth’s WWW page at HTTP://WWW.XS4ALL.NL/
~GURTH/INDEX.HTML

©efoh_]^j�Dej_Y[
The copyrights of the individual articles are held by
their respective authors. This publication is copyright ©
1995 by Gurth.

:_iYbW_c[hi
I>7:EMHKD is a registered trademark of <7I7

9EHFEH7J?ED. Used without permission, but without
commercial or other evil intentions :)
97H�M7HI is a registered trademark of IJ;L;� @79AIED
=7C;I. Again used without permission, but we
recommend everyone to buy the catalog in order to
make full use of the conversions presented in these
pages.
No infringement of anyone’s copyright or trademark is
meant, even though almost anything can be construed
as such1, so please don’t sue (it causes such a mess… :)

Ifh[WZ_d]�J^[�:_i[Wi[��7dZ�J^_i�<_b[�
You may freely copy and distribute this file and its
corresponding covers (the file PROJECT3.COV) in either
electronic or hardcopy form, or both, but only on the
following conditions:
• do not modify the files in any way unless it is for

personal use
• don’t distribute modified versions of these files
• distribute the complete files
• you may not make a profit (in monetary or other

terms) from the distribution.

9^WhWYj[h�CehjkWho
If you’ve got a character who died during an adventure
(or between them), we’ve got the place to put him or
her to rest! Mail the following details of your character
to Gurth and all will be taken care of: character name,
character occupation (archetype, class, etc), character
gender, game system, date of birth, date of death, place
of death, cause of death, and player name. Optionally,
the next of kin can provide an epitaph and/or picture of

                                                  
1 Semi-inside joke: Where do I want to go to today?

the deceased, either of which will be added to the
mortuary in addition to the character.
Visit our beautiful Character Mortuary at
HTTP://WWW.XS4ALL. NL/~GURTH/MORTUARY.HTML to pay
your last respects to characters who died in the line of
adventure. Characters from any game system accepted!
(Yes, even **&* :)

PROJECT 3 is the third Plastic Warriors release for
SHADOWRUN SECOND EDITION, and was finished late

in
CWhY^�'//+�ed�W�hW_do%idemo%m_dZo�ZWo$�CWdo
thanks to all who contributed and commented on

the previous books. We’ve upgraded to an
.&*.,:N"(�Xkj�Wh[�ij_bb�ki_d]�j^[�ej^[h�ebZ�`kda$

7^�m[bb$

7dZ� dem!� X[YWki[� m[Ál[� ]ej� ifWY[� b[\j!� iec[
ceh[�]h[[j_d]i���j^Wdaiµ
• J.D. Falk — RTDF! (which one? *grin*)
• Maurice Francke — come on, get VDO to give back

Neuromancer!
• Paolo Marcucci — a great page, keep it up!
• Joel “Renegade” Ricker — still saving money for

that plane ride?
• SK “I Want Bioware” Khoo — keep bugging Phill

and I bet you’ll get it. Eventually. Maybe. Hopefully.
:)

• Martin Steffens — got your disks yet?
• The PBEM-ers in my campaign(s): Carsten, Christian,

Jani, Karina (now, about that other campaign…),
Robert, and Steve.

• XS4ALL.NL — for somehow not sending me a bill
yet :)
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Issue 1
Issue 2
Issue 3
Issue 4
Issue 5
Issue 6
Issue 7

D$;$H$F$I$�Fhe`[Yji

Foundations (Who? What? Where?)
ShadowLore
ShadowLore II
Shadows of the Mind (Psionics!) sort of

Dragonlore (provisional title)
FbWij_Y�MWhh_ehi�kd��FkXb_YWj_edi

Chromebook Conversions (Goodies!!)
Project 3 (It’s here!)
Running Gear (Digging around the net…)
Tech Specs

F B 7 I J ? 9 � M 7 H H ? E H I 0 � F H E @ ; 9 J � )

ShadowGear Catalog Winter 2050/2051
Vehicles
Picture File
Thaumaturgy
C-4 Explosive Notes
Japanese Critters
Sporting Goods
Chopper’s Gear
Slayer™ Catalog
Gear & Equipment
Uncle Albert’s Catalog

:EMDBE7:�7BB5�
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Aaaannnnddd……here’s another one! Another book full of
interesting stuff for everyone who calls himself a
shadowrunner.

This time, there is not so much new stuff, but a lot of
things found in various corners of the net, plus of course new
material from various sources. Many thanks to Jani and Bob
for contributing some interesting things, now I’m hoping that
other people will do the same (hint, hint).

This issue sees a change in that we’ve made the layout
even better than it was before. We received compliments on
how good Hkdd_d]� =[Wh and J[Y^� If[Yi looked, but now
we’ve gone a few steps further by using the Shadowrun font
(courtesy of Paolo Marcucci’s home page) and spending even
more time on making it all look good. As the local saying here
goes, the eye wants something too… For those with color
printers, there is color on some of the pages as well as the
cover, but it should all print up just fine in black and white for
those who only have access to black & white printers.

On the next page is an enquiry. Please fill it out and mail it
to the address given, so we can get a clearer picture of who
our “audience” is, and what you like to see.

—Gurth

As always, if you like what you see here and want to contribute, mail your submissions (or suggestions)
to gurth@xs4all.nl, and we’ll consider it for future publications—but please contacts us first before sending
large files. The sorts of things we’d like to see are the sorts of things that appear in this publication and our
previous ones, though we’ll consider anything related to Shadowrun. For instance things like new equipment
of all types and uses, new vehicles to drive around in, new spells with nice effects, new contacts to meet,
those house rules you’ve been using to replace or augment some official rule, that self-designed program
that totally killed off that black IC, etcetera, etcetera, etcetera.

We are also desperately looking for someone with good drawing skills (at least level 3 :) to decorate
these pages with original artwork instead of things we happen to “find” somewhere… If you feel you are the
one we’re looking for, contact us. We don’t promise any payments because we don’t get paid for doing this
either, but it does means your work will be available worldwide (provided someone downloads the file :).

,1752�%/85%
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FbWij_Y�MWhh_ehi0�;dgk_ho
Please take the time to fill out this enquiry, and mail it to Gurth@xs4all.nl. If you are using both a word

processor and mail reader that work under Windowsfragging™, simply select the text below and copy it into a
new message in your mail reader; otherwise, you’ll probably have to manually copy it. Please place an X in
the applicable boxes, like so: [X].

---PLASTIC WARRIORS ENQUIRY---

Where did you obtain Project 3?
   [ ] from Gurth’s WWW page
   [ ] from somewhere else on the net
       (please state the URL and/or directory: __________________________)
   [ ] someone gave it to me on disk
   [ ] other (please state how: _________________________________________)

Which of the following Plastic Warriors releases do you own?
   [ ] Running Gear
   [ ] Tech Specs
   [X] Project 3

How would you rate them for the following qualities, on a scale of 1 to 10?
(1 = sucks, 10 = super)

                         Running Gear     Tech Specs    Project 3
   Artwork/pictures         [  ]             [  ]          [  ]
   Complexity               [  ]             [  ]          [  ]
   Game balance             [  ]             [  ]          [  ]
   Layout                   [  ]             [  ]          [  ]
   Organization             [  ]             [  ]          [  ]
   Originality              [  ]             [  ]          [  ]
   Value for time/money     [  ]             [  ]          [  ]
   Overall                  [  ]             [  ]          [  ]

Which other net.publications for Shadowrun do you own, and how do you rate
them (on a scale of 1 to 10)?
   ____________________________ [  ] ____________________________ [  ]
   ____________________________ [  ] ____________________________ [  ]
   ____________________________ [  ] ____________________________ [  ]
   ____________________________ [  ] ____________________________ [  ]

What kind of things would you like to see printed in a future Plastic
Warriors release?
   _______________________________________________________________________
   _______________________________________________________________________
   _______________________________________________________________________
   _______________________________________________________________________

Do you think the Plastic Warriors should branch out into publishing
material for other game systems, and if yes, which ones?
   _______________________________________________________________________
   _______________________________________________________________________
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Hey guys! Here’s a LONG list of Shadowrun items I’ve
gathered from hard to find places in soucebooks, adventures,
etc., combined with some non-cyber versions of usually cyber-
only items, and a bunch of “You know, It’d be really nice to
have...” stuff. Most of this gear has been playtested, but I
STRONGLY recommend each group have a “trial run” to decide if
an item is OK  to use or not.  If one of these things upsets game
balance, don’t be afraid as a GM to take it out. You may also
wish to alter some items to make them fit  into your campaign

better. Above all– enjoy this stuff!

¾Beea�Wj�Wbb�j^_i�ijk\\�je�8KO�¿�½�7kjkcd
Jm_b_]^j!�fem[h�i^eff[h$

!!!!!>,� IRXQG� WKLV� ILOH�� SXW� WRJHWKHU� E\� -DPHV� /�� )LQQH\�� RQ� 3DROR
0DUFXFFL·V�:::�SDJH��7KLV�WLPH��,�HYHQ�DWWHPSWHG�WR�FRQWDFW�-DPHV�WR
DVN�KLV�SHUPLVVLRQ�WR�XVH�LW�KHUH��EXW�DOO�,�JRW�EDFN�ZDV�D�PHVVDJH�IURP�KLV
PDLO�VHUYHU� WKDW�KH�FRXOGQ·W� UHFHLYH�PDLO�DQ\PRUH�� 7KHUHIRUH� ,�GRQ·W� WKLQN
ZH·YH�JRW�SHUPLVVLRQ�WR�SXW� LW� LQ�KHUH��EXW�ZKDW�WKH�KHOO«�/LNH�,�VD\�HYHU\
WLPH��,�HGLWHG�WKH�WH[W�D�ELW��EXW�PDGH�QR�UHDO�FKDQJHV��H[FHSW�IRU�DGGLQJ
WKH�OHJDOLW\�FRGHV�@�����

³*XUWK��������������������
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FWhj�'�M[Wfedi�WdZ�WYY[iieh_[i$

7+(�8=,��6 ��*
The new Uzi 3S has all the same features as the standard Uzi 3, but boasts an

internal sound suppressor.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

SMG 5 24 (c) SA/BF 6M 2.5 10/36hrs 900¥ 2

6,/(1&(56�6281'�68335(66256 $6�:($321
A full line of noise dampening devices:

J^[�Ib_cb_d[�i_b[dY[h
Smaller than your average silencer, the Slimline provides an

equal amount of silencing power without adding much to your
gun’s profile.

6+$'2:*($5�&$7$/2*�����
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J^[�C_d_
Smaller than the slimline, this silencer doesn’t dampen the sound much, but

doesn’t compromise your gun’s concealability.

?cfhel[Z�I_b[dY[h%IekdZ�Ikffh[iieh
No larger than your average silencer/sound suppressor, these devices are quieter.

I^^^^�-&&&�IekdZ�Ikffh[iieh
Extra quiet for those extra sensitive runs.

All silencers and sound supressors are available in 100% macroplast versions at
double cost.

Cekdj 9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[

j

?dZ[n

Slimline Barrel -1 — .2 6/48hrs 2,500¥ 2
Mini Barrel — -1 .1 6/48hrs 2,500¥ 1
Improved
Silencer

Barrel -2 +1 .2 8/72hrs 5,000¥ 2

Improved
Suppresso
r

Barrel -2 +1 .5 8/72hrs 7,500¥ 2

Shhhh 7K Barrel -3 +2 1 9/72hrs 11,250¥ 2.5

%,2�,1-(&725 �3�0�
A wrist mounted device that inserts a laminated monofilament injector spike with

a sensor guided tip into a target in melee. Holds 4 doses– can be same or different
drugs.

9edY[Wb H[WY^ 7cce :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

8 0 4 (b) 5L + drug .5 10/96hrs 15,000¥ 1

Does 5L stun damage. If counterattack/combat pool dice modified by 1/2 impact armor (because the
injector spike is so smart, strong, flexible and thin) do not prevent damage, the target is also injected with a
dose of drug.

63(('�/2$'(56 /(*$/
Available for most guns.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

8 — .5 2/24hrs 10¥ .75

67,/(772 ��$
Been around for years– they’ll be around for years to come.

9edY[Wb H[WY^ :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

14 0 (str-1)L .1 2/24hrs 10¥ .5

%5$66�.18&./(6 ��&
Ditto stiletto. Available in metal or densiplast.

9edY[Wb H[WY^ :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

16* 0 (str+1)M Stun .2 2/24hrs 20¥ .75
* = Concealability is 4 when worn
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75$&(5�5281'6 $6�:($321
Also known as “lit” ammo. Great for night runs- illuminate target for coordinated

attacks.

9edY[Wb :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

8 as weapon .5 4/24hrs 30¥ 1
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1(('/(�$002 $6�:($321
1.5mm explosive ammunition. Any weapon can be converted (at 10% of base cost)

to use needle rounds. Needle rounds are useless against vehicles, except to scratch
the paint.

9edY[Wb :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

8 as weapon .5 4/36hrs 40¥ 1

The weapon uses its normal Damage Code, needle rounds use Impact armor. However, needle rounds will
not penetrate Impact armor of 3 or greater as the rigid plating in these types of armor stops them.

32:(//�.1,)(�3,672/ ��%���(
A light pistol disguised as a knife. Perfect for those places where blades are

acceptable, but not firearms.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ

[

:WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Light 8* 1 (b) SS 6L/(str)L** .5 5/48hrs 250¥ 1
* = Target Number to recognize it as a pistol is 12
** = pistol damage/knife damage
Uses hold out pistol ranges, +1 to Target Numbers.

+(50(7,&$//<�6($/('�',6326$%/(�0$&523/$67�&/,36 $6�:($321
Each hand sealed by a real hermetic mage. Just kidding. Perfect for getting by

chemsniffers. Use with macroplast guns for a virtually undetectable combination. Most
gun & ammo types available. All slugs are densiplast.  Sorry, no APDS.

7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij* Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Standard ammo 4/3 days 6¥ 1
Explosive 5/4 days 12¥ 1
Gel 6/4 days 8¥ 1.5
Stun 6/4 days 22¥ 1.5
Tracer 6/3 days 8¥ 1.5
Flechette 5/4 days 22¥ 1
Needle 6/3 days 10¥ 1.5

* = per round in the clip

&$1(�6:25' ��%
Don’t go out undefended– or in bad taste. Cane swords are a traditional way to

arm yourself inconspicuously. A variety of styles to chose from. Cane knives also
available.

9edY[W

b

H[WY^ :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j

?dZ[n

Cane Sword 2* +1 (str+1)M 1 10/7 days 600¥ 2
Cane Knife 2* +1 (str+1)M 1 10/7 days 600¥ 2

* = to recognize as knife or sword requires a Perception (9) test.

0(/((�:($3216

<bW_b )"9
A 50cm haft with a 30cm cable at one end. A 500g densiplast mace head is

mounted on the end of the cable.
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BWdY[ ("9
Two meters long and five centimeters thick with a blunt “point,” a lance can be

used as a staff or like an old time knight’s lance (at up to 560kph!!!)

CWY[ )"9
A 70cm high impact plastic shaft with a 750g densiplast headball (occasionally

spiked).

J[jikXe ("9
Two meters long, tapering from about 8cm thick at the head to 3cm at the butt.

Set with metal or densiplast bosses and a 750g striking head.

M^_f B[]Wb
A two meter bullwhip of reinforced polycarb filament, breaking strain of about

1,500kg. Two types of attack are possible; the normal lash and the wrap around
attack. If the attacker scores more successes than the defender, the whip is then
wrapped about the defender, and a strength check is in order to determine who gets
pulled to who.

9edY[Wb H[WY^ :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j

?dZ[n

Flail 3 +2 (str+1)M
Stun

.75 4/12hrs 50¥ 1

Lance — +2 (kph/5)M 2 4/12hrs 60¥ 1
Mace 4 +1 (str+1)M

Stun
1 2/6hrs 40¥ 1

Tetsubo — +2 (str+3)S 3 5/24hrs 500¥ 1
Whip 6 +2 (skill/2)L .5 5/24hrs 200¥ 1

602.(�	�*$6�*5(1$'(6 /(*$/��3�,
A popular item– available in motion arrest, 5 phase, 10 phase and 20 phase

delays. Smoke/Gas dispersion takes place at 3m radius the first second, 2 more
meters the second, and the final meter the third second. Note the cloud deforms to fill
the space that encloses it. Mini grenades fill their 4m radius cloud instantly. Smoke &
thermal smoke, Neurostun IX, Niref D, Mace XII and Green Ring 4 available. (Yes, nerve
gas grenades. Any character stupid enough to use one deserves what they get.)
Colorless and odorless gasses have visual and olfactory tracer particles included in the
grenade.

9edY[Wb M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Smoke 6 .25 4/4 days 30¥ 2
Thermal Smoke 6 .25 5/4 days 40¥ 2
Neurostun IX 6 .25 6/6 days 50¥ 2
Green Ring 4 6 .25 10/6 days 80¥ 2.5
Mace XII 6 .25 8/6 days 50¥ 2
Niref D 6 .25 10/6 days 80¥ 2
Mini smoke (either) 8 .1 10/6 days 50¥ 2
Mini gas (any but GR4) 8 .1 10/6 days 100¥ 2
Mini Green Ring 4 8 .1 14/6 days 120¥ 3

0$&(�;,,
A long standing favorite of city dwellers. 10 uses/container.

:WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

special .1 2/24hrs 20¥ .75
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Adds +4 to all tests for 20 minutes/body or willpower (whichever is higher) test sucesses vs. a target
number of four.  Speed is instantanious. Uses taser ranges.

*5((1�5,1*��
Same effect as Green Ring 3 in the D[e"7dWhY^_ijiÁ� =k_Z[� je� H[Wb� B_\[, but

persists for only 10 minutes.

1,5()�'
A nervous system stimulator. Niref D is highly unstable and will fully oxidize in 3

minutes. Speed is instantaneous.

Niref D forces anyone inhaling it to pass a body test (target 12) or add 8 to all their target numbers. This
effect lasts or 30 seconds after the victim stops inhaling the gas.

$*21$',1(�'(/7$
Dr. What’s favorite killing drug! As soon as the dose is injected, the drug causes

nerve pain. The victim falls, screaming uncontrollably, and dies in 10 minutes if not
treated successfully.

There is a Body (8) test to resist the nerve pain, adding +4 to the victim’s Target Numbers. At the end of the
turn when the poison was injected, the target must attempt to resist the poison. If it inflicts a deadly result, the
pain increases to extreme levels. If the poison does less than deadly damage, the pain diminishes to dull
irritation. Injection only. 40¥/dose.

FWhj�(�;b[Yjhed_Yi

5$',2�-$00(5 �3�(�
Blocks all radio communication on selected band or on all bands designated for

two-way short range communication. Range can be set at 10m to up to 500m.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

— — — 5/36hrs 100¥ 1

3$1,&%87721��-$00(5 ��(�
Sends a radio "white noise" signal powerful enough to disrupt any PANICBUTTON™

in the area. 20m range.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

— — — 8/48hrs 200¥ 1

3257$&20�-$00(5 �3�(�
Sends an oscillating radio signal out on portable phone/portacom frequencies.

Keeps units within 10m from functioning, interferes with units up to 50m away.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

— — — 4/24hrs 20¥ 1

May attract the attention of the phone company (Target Number of 8, 1 hour response time if in class B or
above area.)
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8/75$6281'�'(7(&725�',67257(5 ��(�
The Ultrasound Detector listens for the high frequency sounds emitted by an

ultrasound sight, emits a warning beep and triggers the distorter. The distorter sends
out the same frequency sound as the sight, interfering with the sight. The sight is
practically useless when the distorter is in effect.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

8 — .2 8/48hrs 1,500¥ 1.5

5$',2�75$160,66,21�6&5$0%/(5 �3�(�
Similar to the crypto-circuit headware device, this is a non-cyber version that

functions in the same manner. Most radios can be adapted to accept scrambler
circuitry.

B[l[b 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

1-4 5/24hrs Level x
1,000¥

1

5-7 5/24hrs Level x
2,000¥

1.25

8-9 6/36hrs Level x
3,000¥

1.5

10 8/36hrs 50,000¥ 1.25

6&5$0%/(�%5($.(5 ��(�
Similar to the Scramble Breaker HD, this is a non-cyber version. Most radios can

be adapted to fit one.

B[l[b 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

1-4 5/36hrs Level x
2,000¥

1.5

5-7 5/36hrs Level x
4,000¥

1.75

8-9 6/36hrs Level x
5,000¥

1.75

10 9/36hrs 60,000¥ 1.7

+($5,1*�$03/,),(56 /(*$/
Hearing amplifiers work in the same way as cyber hearing amp. They consist of a

pick-up/amplifier and ear plugs/headphones. They come in ratings 1-8.

IjWdZWhZ

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

12 - (2x Rating) 1-8 .2 x rating 4/24hrs Rating x 200¥ 1
C_Yhe

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

12 - Rating 1-8 .1 x rating 6/36hrs Rating x
500¥

1.5

25,(17$7,21�81,7 /(*$/
When in operation, the unit’s exact positioning and elevation relative to sea level

or street level can be displayed.  Interfaces with standard electronic maps.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

6 — .5 5/4 days 1,500¥ 1
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(1+$1&('�681*/$66(6 /(*$/
Tired of bulky, indiscreet goggles? Our new line of vision enhancement sunglasses

is for you. Available in thermographic, smartgun display and flare compensation
(options are now stackable!)

9edY[Wb M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j

?dZ[n

Thermographi
c

12 .1 4/24hrs 2,600¥ 1.25

Smartgun 12 .1 4/24hrs 1,950¥ 1
Flare Comp. 12 .1 5/24hrs 2,000¥ 1.5

3257$%/(�027,21�'(7(&725 /(*$/
Take security with you! Sounds a LOUD alarm when anything within its 90 degree

range of vision trips its light & infrared sensors. Can also be set to activate URA
(Universal Remote Activation) compatable devices (in 2051, everything from lamps to
toasters are URA equipped.) Rated 1-5.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

— 1-5 2 4/24hrs Rating x
200¥

1.25

Opposed Success Test of rating vs. Stealth of anyone moving less than ½ meter/turn. Anyone moving faster
than ½ meter per turn automatically sets it off.
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.(<3$'�6(48(1&(5 ��(�
Specially designed to feed keypad locks a series of passcode sequences based on

very advanced mathematical algorithms. The device must be attached to the keypad’s
circuits.  Available in ratings 1-6.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

— 1-6 .5 (rating/2)/10 Rating2 x 500¥ Like it’s legal
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days

5(7,1$/�3$77(51�,1387�'(9,&( ��(�
Want to use that retinal duplication cybereye mod? This device scans in a retinal

pattern, then outputs it to your cybereye. Ratings 1-9.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

4 1-9 .5 10/6 days ratxing x 1,000¥ 4

5(7,1$/�3$77(51�'83/,&$725 ��(�
Scans in retinal pattern then projects it on a cybereye-like device. Ratings 1-10.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

3 1-10 1 14/10 days rating x 60,000¥ Yeah. Right

/$6(5�'(7(&725 /(*$/
Checks incoming light for analogous frequencies. Detects any laser (including

targeting lasers, so beware false alarms.) Ratings 1-6.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

6 1-6 .3 8/72hrs rating x
5,00¥

1.75

To see if the detector senses a laser system, roll its rating vs. a target number of three times the rating of
the laser system, plus any modifiers from the table below.

7_h�GkWb_jo�CeZ_\_[hi

+6 for filtered air in airlocked area
+3 for filtered air in area rooms away from ouside air
+0 for filtered air
-3 for unfiltered air
-6 for dusty or very damp air

0$*1(7,&�$120$/<�'(7(&725 /(*$/
A hand-held wand-type metal detector. Ratings 1-4.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

3 1-4 1 8/4 days rating x 5,000¥ 1

&+(0,&$/�'(7(&7,21�6<67(0 /(*$/
A hand-held wand-type chemsniffer. Ratings 1-3.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

3 1-3 1 12/6 days rating x 70,000¥ 1.25
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&+(0,&$/�$1$/<=(5 /(*$/
This device requires a small sample of the compound to be analyzed in order to

determine its chemical composition. The analyzer will provide the raw chemical
composition or breakdown, common or industrial compound names, and will prepare
a short precis on the applications and properties of the material in question. A data
display device is needed for output. Ratings 1-6

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

5 1-6 .5 4/5 days 7,500¥ + level x
2,500¥

1

Functions at Chemistry skill = rating +2.

*$6�'(7(&725 /(*$/
9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

4 1-6 .5 (rating x3)/7
days

rating2 x
5,000¥

2

Characters using a portable gas detecting system must roll a number of dice equal to the system’s rating
against a target number of six at the first exposure to the gas, and again at every additional second of
exposure, adding -1 to the target number for every additional second of exposure. However, some gases are
easier to detect than others. For example, the Neuro-Stun series is particularly difficult to detect, and the
detection system receives no modifiers to detect these gases. Characters wearing, or in the proximity of, a gas
detector may make a Surprise Test to take appropriate action if they have a delayed action available (or act on
that combat phase) and are receiving their initial exposure to the gas in the combat phase in which the gas
detector sounds the alarm.

*$6�63(&7520(7(5 /(*$/
The spectrometer will provide the raw chemical composition or breakdown,

common or industrial compound names, and will prepare a short precis on the
applications and properties of the gas in question. A data display device is needed for
output. Ratings 1-6.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

5 1-6 .5 4/5 days 7,500¥ + level x
2,500¥

1

It provides a -2 modifier to the perception test for recognizing the presence of a gas. Functions at
Chemistry skill = rating +2.

FWhj�)�7hceh�WdZ�Ybej^_d]$

$5025�675((7�&/27+(6 /(*$/
Tired of looking like a corp suit or salaryman just because you need the armor

protection? Now you can dress in the latest street fashions yet not give up your
security.

9edY[Wb 8Wbb_ij_Y ?cfWYj M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Type 1 12 3 1 1.5 3/24hrs 500¥ .8
Type 2 12 2 2 1.5 3/24hrs 500¥ .8
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7+(50$/�5(*8/$7,21�68,7 /(*$/
Keep warm or cool from -5 degrees Celsius to 35 degrees Celsius. The Gel Paks

last for 108 hrs. The suit does not hamper IR detection of the wearer. Fits easily under
clothes or armor.

9edY[Wb 8Wbb_ij_Y ?cfWYj M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

14 — — 2 6/48hrs 8,000¥ 2

6+$'2:�68,7 /(*$/
Black armored singlesuit– just like the Shadowrunners on trid wear. Buy now and

we’ll throw in a ninja style hood free. Created expressly for people named Dave. Not
stackable with formfitting armor.

9edY[Wb 8Wbb_ij_Y ?cfWYj M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

12 4 1 1.5 6/48hrs 800¥ 1

0,/,7$5<�&+(068,7 /(*$/
The military issue “X-E” suit stops gases that will diffuse through ordinary

chemsuits.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

— 15 Body x 1.5 18/14
days

15,000¥ 2

)$6+,21�*/29(6 /(*$/
A full line of synthleather fashion gloves from Vashon Island with a little extra

something set into the knuckles and along the edge of the hand: a special formation
of thin macroplast with the density of lead. The macroplast is so thin that it doesn’t
show, so you can’t tell it’s there unless you pick the glove up.

9edY[Wb H[WY^ :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

— 0 (str+1)M Stun .2 4/36hrs 350¥ 1

FWhj�*�9oX[hmWh[$

%,2021,725 /(*$/
The biomonitor consists of sensors in the lungs, heart, major arteries, adrenal

gland, major muscle groups and central nervous system. It displays information such
as heart rate, blood pressure, sugar & oxygen consumption,
adreanaline/noradreanaline and endorphine levels to the user through a display link.
The user can then adjust his or her actions to maximize his or her potential.

;ii[dY[�9eij 7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

.5 4/36hrs 40,000¥ 1

+2 dice to Athletics.

&<%(5$50�$''�,1�237,216

8_e"_d`[Yjeh ,F"97
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Built into a cyberarm, it’s undetectable.

I^eYa�?dZkY[h *"97
Like a shock glove, but part of your hand.

JWi[hJekY^ *"97
Induces taser effects on contact.

7cce :WcW][ 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Bio-Injector 4 (b) 5L + drug 14/96hrs 30,000¥ 1
Shock Inducer — 7S Stun 8/48hrs 2,000¥ 1
TaserTouch — 10S 8/4 days 2,000¥ 2

8/75$6281'�9,6,21�02',),&$7,21 /(*$/
See in complete darkness, through smoke or visual illusions. Works like a bat’s

radar. However, it becomes very hard to differentiate between like objects.

;ii[dY[�9eij 7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

.8 14/7 days 25,000¥ 1.5

Recognition tests are at +4.

FWhj�+�C_iY[bbWd[eki$

6<17+(7,&�35,17�'83/,&$7,21�(48,30(17 ��(�
Needed for making false palm prints. 500¥.

7lW_bWX_b_jo

4/12hrs

Supplies to make one print are 200¥/rating point, ratings 1-4.

&25526,9(6 /(*$/
Corrosives come in epoxy-like containers, and mix in the air as they are sprayed

on. Do not breathe fumes. They will eat through anything in 30 seconds.

9edY[W

b

HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Compound
1

4 1 .4 5/48hrs 1,000¥ 2

Compund 4 4 4 .4 8/7 days 4,000¥ 4

Fumes do 6M damage. The compound dissolves 8,000 x Rating/Barrier Rating cubic centimeters per
container.

0212:,5( /(*$/
Available on spools in multiples of 10m, 2¥/meter.

)2/',1*�32&.(7�237,&$/�%,12&8/$56 /(*$/
Seven power binoculars that fold small enough to slip in you pocket.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

8 7x — always 50¥ 1
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6:,66�$50<�.1,)( /(*$/
An all-purpose utility tool. Don’t even think of leaving home without it. 30¥.

'8&7�7$3( /(*$/
Made of duraplast fibers, this stuff is TOUGH (breaking stress of over 1000 kg.) A

perfect compliment to the Swiss Army Knife, especially if you happen to be named
McGyver. 10¥/35m.

0$*/,7( /(*$/
For years the best in the flashlight biz. Adjustable beam, waterproof, shock-proof.

Doubles as a club. Comes in 3, 4, 5 or 6 cell sizes. 40¥, 60¥, 80¥, 100¥ respectively.

6:,66�$50<�&+5212*5$3+ /(*$/
A superior timepiece. Waterproof, shockproof, scratch resistant. Stopwatch, alarm,

countdown timer. Resets itself to the broadcast standard time once every 24 hrs or on
command. 120¥.

.(9/$5�%/$1.(7 /(*$/
Place over the top of monowire to ensure a safe passage. Wrap around you for

(2/0) protection. Can also keep you warm on those winter stake-outs.

8Wbb_ij_Y ?cfWYj M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

2 0 — always 500¥ 1

6((�7+528*+�3$3(5�635$< /(*$/
Makes ordinary papers temporarily transparent. Simply spray the paper for a few

seconds and you can see what’s beneath it. Works with most papers, including brown
kraft paper. Will not work with plastic composite papers. Dries in about 30-60
seconds, leaves no scent or stain & won’t affect the material inside. Nonflammable,
non-toxic. 20 applications/bottle, 15¥.

/$6(575$&.��$(5262/ /(*$/
When used in conjunction with a laser detector, guarantees the detector will find

the beam.  Makes visble spectrum lasers evident to the naked eye. 20 uses
(40cu.m)/can.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

— — — 4/24hrs 50¥ 1

May set off sensitive detectors (roll rating of laser system vs. a Target Number of 6).

-2+$11�%5,1.0$1�%87721��)25�<28�&<%(5381.�3/$<(56�:+2�5($'�7+,6�
Stylish 7cm diameter button shows a picture of Johann Brinkman and reads “Have

you seen me?” 2¥.

Thanx go to Darkman, Darkwing and YoYo.
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Comments/Questions/Flames go to:

James L Finney (00jlfinney@leo.bsuvc.bsu.edu)

!!!!!>,W�DSSHDUV�OLNH�-DPHV·�DGGUHVV�LV�QR�ORQJHU�UHFHLYLQJ�PDLO«@�����
³*XUWK��JXUWK�JXUWK�
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$5(6�&2<27(�$77$&.�+(/,&237(5 $$521�:,*/(<
Designed for the North American market, the Coyote

features battlefield survivability combined with a heavy punch.
Its unique avionics and tactical package provides two battle
computers, one for flight control, the other dedicated entirely to
weapons, allowing the gunner to simply designate the priority of
each target, and letting the system have free reign.

The primary armament consists of twin HMG Miniguns in the
nose, which are independantly servo driven, allowing each to
track different targets, or both focus on the same target. It brings a new dimension to
‘walking the fire.’

Crew consists of: Pilot in the forward seat, and gunner in
the aft, elevated seat. Their tasks are assisted by the autopilots.
Control is primarily via rigger gear, but manual backups are
standard.

>WdZb_d] If[[Z 8%7 I_] 7f_bej 9eij

Coyote 5 200/400 5/12 5(2) 5 ?
I[Wj_d]0 1+1 integrated bucket
seats

7YY[ii0 1+1 canopy

;Yedeco0 0.8 km per liter <k[b0 1,500 liters
IjehW][0 2 CF
I[diehi0 Military II (7) ;9C%;99C0 Military II (4)/Military II (4)
BWdZ_d]%JWa["e\\�Fhe\_b[0 VTOL/VTOL
7YY[iieh_[i0 Armored crew compartments (Armor 5 ballistic rating), electronics bay (5 CF of
removable avionics), Envirosealed compartments, life support (40 manhours), integrated
controls, rigger control gear.
The engines have a turbine-boost feature, allowing the Coyote to rapidly accelerate to a speed
of 600 (normal unboosted flank speed is 400). During the boost, the signature drops to 2, and
fuel economy drops to 0.1 km/liter.

M[Wfedi�Ekj\_j

9^_d0 chin mounted remote small turret, with twin Ares HMG-MG’s. (recoil compensation 4).
Dedicated 2x2CF ammuniton bins for the chin guns (3,200 rounds total).

M_d]�IjkXi0 small winglets to the left and right of the airframe provide three hardpoints each
- two slung underneath, and one one the wingtip.

Fuselage: Two hardpoints are provided underneath the airframe between the retractable
landing gear, suitable for ECM pods, TARPS pods, fuel packs, or missiles.

7\j0 remote micro turret rear of the engine, usually computer guided, provides a measure of
defence from the rear. It cannot engage targets above the horizontal. Usual armament a
LMG-MG for field supression. 500 rounds internal storage provided, belt fed.

!!!!!>«�@�����
³(\H�LQ�WKH�6N\�����������1RY������

9(+,&/(6
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$=7(&+12/2*<�*&5��� $$521�:,*/(<
This is the big brother to the Aztechnology GCR-23C Crawler, it is sizably larger, at

almost 80 centimetres long, 50 cm wide, and 40 centimetres high. Designed to take a
punishment, it is often used in extremely dangerous situations, such as dangerous
chemical spills, and firefighting work. A variant exists for anti-bomb work, being
equiped with an arm fitted with a shotgun.

>WdZb_d] If[[Z 8%7 I_] 7f_bej 9eij

GCR-50 4/4 5/15 3/3 3 — ?
Ef[hWj_edWb�:khWj_ed0 ? I[j"kf%8h[WaZemd�J_c[0 ?
Ijeh[0 30 CF
;Yedeco0 ? <k[b0 ?
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%((&+&5$)7�02'(/������67$56+,3��� $$521�:,*/(<
First flight took place on 29 August 2049, to commemorate the first flight of the

Beechcraft Model 2000 Starship 1 prototype, which later lead to a highly successful
series of aircraft. Based, like all the other aircraft of the Starship range, on the formula
of a cantilever low wing monoplane, built from composite materials for strength and
lightness, with a variable geometry sweptback foreplanes.

>WdZb_d

]

If[[Z 8%7 I_] 7f_bej 9eij

Model 2400 5 460/585 6/1(3) 4 4 ?
I[Wj_d]0 2 + 9 bucket seats 7YY[ii0 1 forward, 1 emergency over wing
;Yedeco0 2.5 km per liter <k[b0 IC/2,000 liters
BWdZ_d]%JWa["e\\�Fhe\_b[0 STOL/STOL
7YY[iieh_[i0 GPS

'81(�%8**<
Popular in California Free State, these dune buggies are normally built onto

extensively modified chassis of existing cars (the sample below is built on the basis of
a Ford Americar), although the original vehicle can often not be recognized in the final
construction anymore. No two vehicles are exactly alike, but all are built for off-road
driving, and are fitted with extensive roll bars and performance enhancements. Many
discard body shells completely, leaving nothing but roll bars on the outside of the
vehicle.

>WdZb_d] If[[Z 8%7 I_] 7f_bej 9eij

Dune Buggy 5/4 40/120 3/0 1 1 15,000¥
I[Wj_d]0 twin bucket seats 7YY[ii0 open top
;Yedeco0 35 km per liter <k[b0 IC/80 liters
7YY[iieh_[i0 off-road suspension (2), off-road tires, roll bars, turbocharger
(2), white light headlamps

!!!!!>8VHG�TXLWH�D�ORW�E\�VPXJJOHUV��WRR��<RX�FDQ�XVH�WKRVH�UROO�EDUV�WR�QHDWO\�IL[�DOO�VRUWV�RI
SLQWOH�PRXQWHG�ZHDSRQV�RQWR��QRW�WR�PHQWLRQ�WKH\�IRUP�JUHDW�UDFNV�WR�KROG�FDUJR�@�����

³3KRQHFDOO��������������������

*0&�%($&+&5$)7�675,.(5

To complement the capabilities of the well-known Patroller, GMC introduces the
Striker, a one-person armed ACV for military and security tasks! Capable of operating
over land and water, the Striker comes equipped with a small, remote-controlled
turret (weapons not included) and unpowered wheels for maneuvering on land. Full
rigger controls are of course fitted as standard.
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>WdZb_d] If[[Z 8%7 I_] 7f_bej 9eij

Striker 4 80/200 4/6 5 2 500,000¥
I[Wj_d]0 bucket seat (ejection) 7YY[ii0 full canopy
;Yedeco0 0.5 km per liter <k[b0 IC/750 liters
9Wh]e%IjehW][0 4 CF storage
I[diehi0 Advanced (3)
7YY[iieh_[i0 Armored bucket seat (2), boat hull, datajack link, integrated
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controls, rigger control gear, roll bars, small remote turret

0,/���
A Russian attack helicopter built in Mil’s new factory in Los Angeles (CFS), this

state-of-the-art machine incorporates all advances made in its field in the last few
years, while building on the steady foundations laid down by the Mil designs of the
past century! Each of its two stub-wings has two firmpoints for a varied weapons load,
while the chin micro-turret holds an NR-10 machine gun (page 58) with 1470 rounds
of ready ammunition!

>WdZb_d] If[[Z 8%7 I_] 7f_bej 9eij

Mil-62 4 240/480 4/8 4 3 1.9M¥
I[Wj_d]0 1 + 1 integrated bucket
seats

7YY[ii0 1 + 1 canopy

;Yedeco0 1.25 km per liter <k[b0 900 liters
I[diehi0 Military I (6) ;9C%;99C0 Security III (3)/Security I

(1)
BWdZ_d]%JWa["e\\�Fhe\_b[0 VTOL/VTOL
7YY[iieh_[i0 Chin micro-turret with 2 CF dedicated ammo storage, datajack link, 4 forward-
firing Firmpoints, rigger control gear

02675$16�.97��
The KVT-2 is a large transport ACV capable of carrying a large vehicle or up to 70

troops (on removable, folding bench seats) in its spacious cargo hold. Originally
designed for military use in the Russian Republic, it has since been made available to
private purchasers, and is in use with various corporations worldwide, especially
those operating heavily in coastal areas and swamps. The roll-on roll-off (RORO)
design with large front and rear ramps makes access easy for both vehicles and
personnel, allowing them to mount and dismount quickly. The bridge/cockpit is
located over the main cargo area, and is occupied by a pilot and co-pilot with full
rigger controls. The craft has a further six crewmembers, and full accomodations for
all eight of them to eat, sleep, and live inside the craft for up to a week.

The military version comes with twin remote micro-turrets mounting a heavy
machine gun with 880 rounds of ready ammo each; civilian models lack the turrets.
Some of these vehicles are rumored to be in use by Carib League smugglers.

>WdZb_d] If[[Z 8%7 I_] 7f_bej 9eij

KVT-2 5 35/105 14/3
0

3 4 90M¥

I[Wj_d]0 twin bucket seats 7YY[ii0 front ramp, two + two
standard, rear ramp

;Yedeco0 .1 km per liter <k[b0 10,000 liters
9Wh]e%IjehW][0 2,500 CF cargo (cargo bay w x l x h = 3m x 17m x 2.5m)
I[diehi0 Security I (4) ;9C0 Security II (2)
7YY[iieh_[i0 Boat hull, datajack link, EnviroSeal™, life support system (1,500
manhours), rigger control gear

!!!!!>7KH�FLYLOLDQ�PRGHO�FDQ�YHU\�HDVLO\�EH�ILWWHG�ZLWK�WKH�UHPRWH�WXUUHWV��7KH�FDEOLQJ�LV�WKHUH��DOO
\RX�KDYH�WR�GR�LV�UHPRYH�D�IHZ�EROWV�DQG�VRPH�FRYHUV��DQG�WKHQ�MXVW�ORZHU�WKH�WXUUHWV�LQWR�WKHLU
PRXQWLQJV��+DSS\�KXQWLQJ�@�����

³5LPPHUZRUOG��������������������
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3$752/�9(+,&/( 65�
This tracked ground vehicle performs perimeter patrol and defense. These remotes

carry one firmpoint, one hardpoint, and armor. The sensor equipment usually consists
of only thermohraphic receptors.

>WdZb_d] If[[Z 8%7 I_] 7f_bej 9eij

Patrol Vehicle 3 35/70 3/6 3 2 10,000¥
Ef[hWj_edWb�:khWj_ed0 fuel-limited I[j"kf%8h[WaZemd�J_c[0

Ijeh[0 10 CF
;Yedeco0 50 km per liter <k[b0 IC/5 liters
9Wh]e%IjehW][0 1 CF internal
I[diehi0 Standard (1)
7YY[iieh_[i0 Firmpoint, Hardpoint (both forward-firing)

(Dej[0 this one is from the IH?? rules, but updated to the statistics found in the H_]][h�8bWYa�8eea.)

3,3(5�0217(%$1. $$521�:,*/(<
Designed as a dual role acrobatic/utility aircraft, the Montebank was first unveiled

in the early 2040’s. It found popularity for both its grace, functionality, and low cost,
and has been adapted as a trainer for the Quebec Airforce.

>WdZb_d] If[[Z 8%7 I_] 7f_bej 9eij

Montebank 2 300/500 3/0 3 2 50,000¥
I[Wj_d]0 twin bucket seats 7YY[ii0 Full canopy
;Yedeco0 3 km/liter <k[b0 450 liters
9Wh]e%IjehW][0 5 CF in cabin
BWdZ_d]%JWa["e\\�Fhe\_b[0 STOL
Efj_edi0

7YY[iieh_[i0 Datajack link, electronics bay, fly-by-wire system (2), integrated
controls, passive thermal masking (2)

68=8.,����(7
Fully-enclosed, this new Suzuki protects its rider better than any other cycle on

the market today! The canopy opens to accomodate a single rider, who is fully
protected from inclement weather, as well as from crashes by means of the roll bars
built into the shell. Small side-wheels automatically deploy at low speeds to prevent
the motorcycle falling over, and the sophisticated autopilot aids the rider in controlling
this superb machine!

>WdZb_d] If[[Z 8%7 I_] 7f_bej 9eij

500ET 3/6 90/270 1/2 2 3 25,000¥
I[Wj_d]0 1 7YY[ii0 full canopy
;Yedeco0 100 km per liter <k[b0 IC/10 liters
9Wh]e%IjehW][0 1 CF trunk
Efj_edi0 reinforced seating available for 300¥ extra
7YY[iieh_[i0 performance tires, roll bars

!!!!!>7UROOV�GRQ·W�ILW�XQOHVV�\RX�UHPRYH�WKH�FDQRS\��7RS�VSHHG�GURSV�E\�VRPH�ILYH�SHUFHQW�LI
\RX�GR��WKRXJK�@�����

³.\OH��������������������

!!!!!>+HDU�WKDW��5LFKLH"�'RQ·W�EX\�WKLV�ELNH�LI�\RX�ZDQW�WR�ILW�LQ�@�����
³6WHYH��������������������

!!!!!>,�ZRQGHU�LI�ZH�VKRXOG�WDNH�WKLV�DV�DQ�LQVXOW�WR�5LFKLH�RU�WR�WUROOV"@�����
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!!!!!>6R�� ZKDW� GR� DOO� WKRVH� ZHDSRQV DQG�RWKHU�WKLQJV�UHDOO\�ORRN�OLNH"�6XUH��\RX·YH
JRW�WKH�SLFWXUHV�LQ�WKH�6WUHHW�6DPXUDL�&DWDORJ�DQG�RWKHU�ILOHV�OLNH�WKDW�RQH�EXW�\RX·YH�DOVR�JRW�ORWV�RI�ZHDSRQV�\RX·YH�QHYHU
VHHQ�EXW�ZRXOG�OLNH�WR�VR�\RX�NQRZ�ZKDW�\RX·UH�IDFLQJ�RQ�WKH�VWUHHW�LI�\RX�GR�FRPH�DFURVV�WKHP��SKHZ����:LWK�WKDW�SXUSRVH
VWURQJO\�LQ�PLQG��ZH·YH�FRPSLOHG�D�VHOHFWLRQ�RI�SLFWXUHV�IURP�ZHOO�NQRZQ�HTXLSPHQW�DQG�SXW�WKHP�KHUH�IRU�DOO�WR�VHH��7KH
SLFWXUHV�FDPH�IURP�YDULRXV�VRXUFHV��EXW�DOO�DUH�FUHGLWHG�ZLWK�WKH�SLFWXUH�@�����

³*XUWK���WKH�IXVHV�ZHUH�D�ORW�VORZHU�LQ�P\�GD\�

M[Wfedi

7LJEC7J�A7B7I>D?AEL7�/-

The well-known AK- 97 assault rifle, dating from 1997
but one of the most common assault rifles to be found
anywhere on the streets. The less-common AK-98 is very
similar but has a 6-shot grenade launcher mounted
under its barrel. The weapon in the picture has a top-
mounted laser sight.

(Picture credits: from the first-edition Shadowrun rules)

!!!!!>$OPRVW� ��� \HDUV� ROG� E\� QRZ�� DQG� VWLOO� JRLQJ
VWURQJ�@�����

³)LUH��������������������

8;H;JJ7�'&'"J

Not a common street weapon, it is used most often by
corporate security personnel. Though a good weapon, it
is not particularly powerful, which makes that it sees
little use with shadowrunners.

(Picture credits: from the first-edition Shadowrun rules)

<78H?GK;�D7J?ED7B�>;7LO�7II7KBJ
H?<B;

Another often-seen corporate rifle. The illustrated
weapon has a bipod, which is not common on weapons
encountered on the street, but many military HARs do
have this feature.

(Picture credits:from the first edition Shadowrun rules)

!!!!!>,W� ORRNV� OLNH�GUHN��EXW� LW·V� RQH� KHOO� RI� D�ZHDSRQ�
DQG�FHUWDLQO\�LI�\RX�FXVWRPL]H�LW�D�ELW�@�����

³-DQH�'RH��������������������

<78H?GK;�D7J?ED7B�KP?�???

The Uzi has been around for a long time, and will be
used well into the future. It normally comes with a laser
sight (not present on the weapon illustrated), though
many users replace this with a smartlink system. The
illustration shows two spare clips in addition to the
weapon.
(Picture credits: from Mercenary World Magazine, 2043 edition)

3,&785(�),/(
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This S variant of the popular HK-227 is used mainly by
corporate security forces, but only differs from the more
common model in having a silencer instead of a gas vent
system. The weapon in the illustration has a
thermographic telescope sight.

(Picture credits:from the first edition Shadowrun rules)

?D=H7C�C7HA�((

A very simple weapon made from steel stampings, the
Ingram Mk.22 is a very useful street weapon, though it is
very basic. The illustrated weapon has its folding stock
extended and features a barrel-mounted sound
suppressor.
(Picture credits: from Jane’s Corporate Weapons, 2048 edition)

H7D=;H�7HCI�IC")

Designed exclusively for sniping duties, the SM-3 is only
found among corporate assassins and shadowrunners
with very specific firearm needs.

(Picture credits: from the first edition Shadowrun rules)

!!!!!>1RW�YHU\�LPSUHVVLYH�DQ\PRUH�DIWHU�WKH�%DUUHW����
KLW�WKH�VWUHHWV�@�����

³3V\FKR�3XQN��������������������

!!!!!>'RQ·W� XVH� LW� DV� D� FRPEDW� ULIOH� ·FDXVH� \RX·UH
JRQQD�ZUHFN�LW�SUHWW\�VRRQ�@�����

³$XQW�$QQLH��������������������

H;C?D=JED�CE:;B�-+&

An American sporting rifle with an integral magazine, the
Remington 750 is very accurate and powerful. Its large
length makes it difficult to conceal under anything but a
long coat. The Model 950 is very similar but has a longer
barrel.

(Picture credits: from the first edition Shadowrun rules)

!!!!!>2QO\�D�FRPSOHWH�IRRO�RU�D�YHU\�GHVSDUDWH�UXQQHU
ZRXOG�XVH�WKHVH�ZHDSRQV�LQ�D�ILUHILJKW��7KH\�SDFN�D�ORW�RI
SXQFK�� EXW� \RX·UH� PXFK� EHWWHU� RII� XVLQJ� D� URRP�
EURRP�@�����

³'DYH��������������������

!!!!!>5RRP�EURRP"� ,� WDNH� LW� WKDW·V� VRPH� RWKHU
GLVJXVWLQJ�WKLQJ�WKDW�JHWV�XVHG�D�ORW�E\�WKH�SHRSOH�ZKR�YLVLW
WKHVH�ILOHV�UHJXODUO\"@�����

³&RQFHUQHG�&LWL]HQ��������������������

!!!!!>6LQFH�\RX·UH�KHUH�QRZ��UROO�RQ�RYHU�WR�WKH�5XQQLQJ
*HDU�ILOH�DQG�FKHFN�RXW�WKH�$UDVDND�5DSLG�$VVDXOW�6KRW����
7KDW·V� ZKDW� ZH� FDOO� D� URRP�EURRP�� DQG� IRU� JRRG
UHDVRQ«KHK�KHK�KHK«@�����

³*XUWK��������������������>\HV��D�UHDO�7�'�VWDPS�@�

!!!!!>'DUQ���.QRZ�,·P�FHUWDLQ�ILOHV�OLNH�WKHVH�VKRXOG�EH
EDQQHG��7KLV�ZRQ·W�EH�WKH�ODVW�\RX�KHDU�IURP�PH�@�����

³&RQFHUQHG�&LWL]	H�-�#h5Q?:�^:6+��)�
�������������������
!!EDG�FRQQHFWLRQ��
!!FRQQHFWLRQ�WHUPLQDWHG�E\�KRVW��

!!!!!>,
YH�GRQH�XV�DOO�D�IDYRU�DQG�PDGH�WKLV�JX\�XVH�D
ILUH� H[WLQJXLVKHU� RQ� KLV� WHUPLQDO� $6$3�� +H�ZRQ·W� ERWKHU� XV
DQ\PRUH�@�����

³%ODFN�6KDUN��������������������
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Not common on the streets but likely to be found among
corporate forces, this weapon can be converted into four
different models. Illustrated above are the submachine
gun (top) and assault rifle (bottom), the latter with a one-
shot grenade launcher mounted under the barrel (note
the the version used by the CAS military has some detail
differences to the weapos pictured above). The carrying
handle incorporates a laser sight.
(Picture credits: from Jane’s Corporate Weapons, 2050 edition)

!!!!!>2QH�KHOO�RI�D�ZHDSRQ��,W�FRPHV�ZLWK�DOO�SDUWV�LQ�D
YHU\�QLFH�FDUU\LQJ�FDVH�WKDW�ORRNV�OLNH�D�EULHIFDVH��<RX�FDQ

DVVHPEOH�LW�LQWR�MXVW�DERXW�DQ\�FRQILJXUDWLRQ�\RX�QHHG�E\
XVLQJ�WKH�YDULRXV�SDUWV�@�����

³)L[��������������������

IJH;;JB?D;�IF;9?7B

Hardly a serious weapon, this is useful as a self-defense
tool against unarmored opponents, as it takes great skill
to actually injure anyone with a hold-out pistol.

(Picture credits: from the first edition Shadowrun rules)

!!!!!>:RQ·W�HYHQ�VFUDWFK�DQ�HOI·V�VNLQ�@�����
³/DWH[�/RXLV��������������������
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9oX[hmWh[

9>?F@79A

After the datajack probably one of the most common
cyber enhancements. Chipjacks are usually implanted
behind the ear (as in the picture), though versions
mounted in other places also exist, such as in the
temples, at the base of the neck, etc.

(Picture credits: from the first edition Shadowrun rules)

:;HC7B�FB7J?D=

One of the common samurai implants, dermal plating
places plastic plates underneath the skin and is an
obvious enhancement.

(Picture credits: from the first edition Shadowrun rules)

<?D=;HJ?F�9ECF7HJC;DJ

Very hard to detect, and of very little use. They’re hardly
large enough to conceal a chip, so the most common use
is to hide a monowhip in. This is what makes such
compartments dangerous.

(Picture credits: from the first edition Shadowrun rules)

>7D:�H7PEHI

When retracted, they’re almost impossible to detect, but
once extended they tend to reflect light like a mirror. The
picture shows an internal view of a finger with an
extended hand razor.

(Picture credits: from the first edition Shadowrun rules)

!!!!!>'DPQ�KDUG�WR�VSRW�ZKHQ�UHWUDFWHG�@�����
³&KDW��������������������

!!!!!>&XWV�OLNH�D�NQLIH�@�����
³0ROO\��������������������
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9ecXWj�If[bbi

?d\[hde Xo�@Wd_�<_aekhWi

This spell detonates an explosion that produces a heatwave strong enough to
send the biggest troll sprawling and sets all flamables in the area of effect on fire. This
area-effect spell causes Stun damage and uses the elemental effect of fire.
Jof[0 Mana HWd][0 Limited JWh][j0 Willpower

:WcW][�B[l[b0 S :khWj_ed0 Instant :hW_d0 [(F/2)-1]D

?bbki_ed�If[bbi

8bWYa�MWbb Xo�=khj^

This spell creates a wall of impenetrable darkness in the same area a Barrier spell
(p.158, IH??) creates a barrier. This wall appears to block all light, including infrared
light (thermographic vision is also affected, in other words), but it is all in the mind…
it’s an Illusion, after all, though a very complex, area-effect one.
Jof[0 Mana HWd][0 Limited JWh][j0 6
:khWj_ed0 Sustained :hW_d0 [(F/2)+1]M

!!!!!>9HU\�HIIHFWLYH�WR�EORFN�/26�ZLWKRXW�KDYLQJ�WR�EXLOG�D�UHDO�ZDOO�@�����
³6WHHO��������������������

!!!!!>5HPHPEHU�WKDW�LW�GRHVQ·W�EORFN�VRXQG��VR�DQ\�MDFNDVV�ZLWK�DQ�XOWUDVRXQG�ZLOO�ORRN�ULJKW
WKURXJK�LW�@�����

³2OG�7LPHU��������������������

!!!!!>1RW�RQO\�XOWUDVRXQG�VHHV�WKURXJK�LW��YLGHR�FDPHUDV�GR�DV�ZHOO��6WUDS�D�F\EHUFDP�WR�\RXU
IDFH�DQG�ORRN�WKURXJK�WKDW³KH\�SUHVWR��QR�ZDOO�DW�DOO��WKDW�UK\PHV��@�����

³'RR�'D��������������������

<bWi^ Xo�=khj^

Upon casting this spell, a bright flash emmanates from the caster’s hands (or the
fetish, if that is used for casting). Anyone looking into the direction of the flash
receives a penalty to all Target Numbers equal to the number of successes rolled on
the Spell Success Test. Targets may roll a Quickness Resistance Test (to look away
from the flash) to offset the caster’s successes on a one-to-one ratio. Flare
compensation halves the penalty, rounding down.
Jof[0 Physical HWd][0 LOS JWh][j0 4 (R)
:khWj_ed0 Instant :hW_d0 [(F/2)+1]M

!!!!!>1LFH�LQ�DQ�DFDGHPLF�NLQG�RI�ZD\�� ,I�\RX� LQWHQG�WR�EOLQG�\RXU�RSSRQHQWV� WDNH�D�IODVK
JUHQDGH�DORQJ��,W�LV�FRQVLGHUDEO\�OHVV�GUDLQLQJ�@�����

³3HUHJULQH��������������������

!!!!!>'RQ·W�XQGHUHVWLPDWH�WKLV�VSHOO��,I�FDVW�ZHOO�LW�IODVK�GD]]OHV�\RXU�WDUJHW�PXFK�EHWWHU�WKDQ�D
IODVK�JUHQDGH��DQG�LW�KDV�WKH�ERQXV�WKDW�LW�FDQQRW�EOLQG�LWV�FDVWHU�@�����

³+HOHQD��������������������

7+$80$785*<
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>ebe]hWf^ Xo�=khj^

This spell allows the magician to build a permanent, three-dimensional picture of
the area of effect of this spell. The area of effect is reproduced at a scale of 1:25 onto
any object the magician desires. For instance, if a magician with a Magic Attribute of 8
casts this spell, the whole area of effect is reproduced into a 32 centimeter radius
sphere (the area of effect is 8 meters in radius, so the radius of the picture is 8
divided by 25, or 0.32 meters). The picture must be cast onto a solid object; moving
this object also moves the picture.

If any movement occurs in the area of effect before the spell becomes permanent,
this is not reflected in the picture: the picture depicts the situation at the moment the
spell becomes permanent. Only things the magician can see in the area of effect at the
time the spell becomes permanent appear in the final picture.
Jof[0 Physical HWd][0 Limited JWh][j0 4
:khWj_ed0 Permanent (5 turns) :hW_d0 [(F/2)+2]L

F[h[]h_d[Ái�CW]d_\_Y[dj�?bbki_ed Xo�@Wd_�<_aekhWi

Have you ever wondered why when the drek hits the fan all those neat illusion
spells you spent so much time and credit learning, are suddenly as much help as your
next door shaman? Well we are here to help YOU with this  incredible offer.
Peregrine’s Magnificent Illusion makes it possible to charm the socks off even the
most cynical sammie. Experience the ultimate in Illusion magic, create your very own
100% realistic images with practically no restrictions.
Jof[0 Physical HWd][0 LOS JWh][j0 Intelligence (R)
:khWj_ed0 Sustained :hW_d0 [(F/2)+2]S

Dej[0 I got sick and tired of all those pansy voluntary-target illusion spells and so I created this. Simply put
this is the ultimate Illusion spell. —Jani

L_Z[e Xo�=khj^

Very similar to the Holograph spell (above), the Video spell produces a moving
image; any movement that occurs in the area of effect between the time the magician
starts casting the spell and the spell becoming permanent will be reflected in the
picture. This can be compared to a video which restarts itself immediately after being
played completely. No more than 30 seconds (10 turns) of video can be “recorded” by
means of this spell.
Jof[0 Physical HWd][0 Limited JWh][j0 6
:khWj_ed0 Permanent (10
turns)

:hW_d0 [(F/2)+1]M

CWd_fkbWj_ed�If[bbi

=hWl_jo�H[ijh_Yj_ed Xo�C_a[!�J=9

The Gravity Restriction spell restricts gravity while propelling yourself by
telekinetic control. The spell’s speed is spell Force + number of successes generated
in meters. Even if locked or sustained by an elemental, the spell imparts a +1 Target
Number to the user because it requires constant telekinetic control. The Personal
version of this spell has a Drain Code of [(F/2)+2]S.
Jof[0 Physical HWd][0 Self JWh][j0 4
:khWj_ed0 Sustained :hW_d0 [(F/2)+8]D
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Some people feel that Levitate Person only allows you to fly (Magic x successes) meters before you have to
recast it, others don’t. For the former, this spell was created. If your GM says that you can fly an infinite
distance with Levitate Person, why bother with this spell?

?cfhel[Z�CWkb[h�l[hi_ed�'$( Xo�H[Wl[h

Here’s the spell that goes with the MPAC system (page 30).
The Improved Mauler spell creates a beam of charged particles which is

accelerated at a target.  When the beam strikes the target, it does so with almost
explosive force, causing massive kinetic damage with blast effect. The beam also acts
as a lightning bolt against air elementals since the charged particles ionize the
atmosphere. The beam will stretch out for twice the magicians rating, striking anything
in its path. It should be noted that anything in the beams path will reduce the
coherency and potency of the beam. Every 2 points of natural Body or Barrier Rating
will reduce the spell’s rating. The beam is approximately 1.5 meters in width. The
beam creates a thunderclap when fired and has a blue-white light to it.
Jof[0 Physical HWd][0 See above JWh][j0 Body
:WcW][�B[l[b0 D :khWj_ed0 Instant :hW_d0 [(F/2)+4]D

Okay, some people may think it’s silly, but it has come in handy. I imagine it would have an interesting and
demoralizing effect to the natives too. Not to mention the look of the nice big cannon it came out of. The drain
is not as bad as some of the spells I've created, but then I don’t know if anyone is interested in getting into
that. I myself love the physics side of the spell, especially with a calculus centering skill :).—Reaver (1:37:28/2-11-95)

F[h[]h_d[Ái�;d[h]o�M[X Xo�@Wd_�<_aekhWi

Energy web is a sustained damaging manipulation spell, it creates a web of mana
energy visible in the physical plane as a crackling net of bluish color spewing forth
from the caster and covering an area equal to the area of effect. The spell does
physical damage for every Complex Action the caster sustains it as long as the targets
remain in its area of effect.
Jof[0 Mana HWd][0 Limited JWh][j0 4
:WcW][�B[l[b0 S :khWj_ed0 Sustained :hW_d0 (F/2)D

!!!!!>,�WKLQN�,�NQRZ�ZKDW�SURPSWHG�WKH�FUHDWLRQ�RI�WKLV�VSHOO«@�����
³*XUWK��VWDQG�EDFN�

!!!!!>:HOO�LVQ·W�WKLV�D�VPDOO�QHW"�,�KDYH�QR�LGHD�KRZ�WKLV�FDPH�WR�EH�KHUH��EXW�,�PLJKW�DV�ZHOO
JLYH�\RX�VRPH�WLSV��1HYHU�IRUJHW�WKLV�LV�D�VXVWDLQHG�VSHOO��\RX�RQO\�KDYH�WR�FDVW�LW�RQFH��VR�LWV�ZHOO
ZRUWK�WKH�VRPHZKDW�KLJKHU�GUDLQ�ULVN�@�����

³3HUHJULQH��������������������

Jej[ci

9hem Xo�@Wd_�<_aekhWi

;dl_hedc[dj0 anywhere near mankind
7ZlWdjW][i0 +2 dice for summoning Hearth and City Spirits, +2 dice for Detection and
Manipulation spells
9^WhWYj[h0 Crow the messenger of doom, the scavenger and lurker in the shadows, the
thief, has always been a companion of mankind during its journey through the dark
aeons of its history. Constantly watching and biding his time, he is the dark guardian
keeping eternal vigil over his flock as it goes through hardship and pain in all eternity.
Waiting for the ultimate moment of release of the immortal soul, Crow swoops down
from his hiding place amongst the shadows to seize this glittering prize and to send it
on its way to its ultimate destination. Crow is a dark character and may easily appear
to be cold and dispassionate even evil at times, but his wisdom is great and his heart
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does bleed when he sees injustice being done and sometimes even Charon can do
naught else, but intervene…

Crow shamans are extremely rare, about 40 years after the Awakening only a
handful exist in the whole of North America. Little is known about them mainly
because of their secretive attitude. They seem to be an indecisive lot tending to stalk
their target or topic of interest, examining its progress and very often just doing
nothing about it. On the other hand they are sometimes given to mysterious bouts of
atypical activity. These chaotic bursts seem to have one thing in common — justice.
Crow does not tolerate injustice and although he very seldom intervenes, when he
does he really makes his presence felt. There is one last point that Crow shamen
themselves choose to ignore or outright deny, but its a definite fact that Crow is a
most romantic figure. Followers of Crow often exhibit an inane flair for the dramatic,
as well as a love of beautiful objects they always manage to dig up no matter where
they are (not always by honest means).  These objects apparently play for them the
role of emotional “souvenirs” that remind them of precious moments in their past.
These character quirks and their cold, dispassionate image are probably what's
responsible for the weird, eerie  sometimes evil reputation they seem to enjoy.
:_iWZlWdjW][i0 Willpower (6) test and a good reason along Crow’s mindset, in order
to take direct action. All foci, fetishes etc. must be items of great emotional
importance. Loyal to the death, once a crow shaman has pledged himself to help
someone he will come through or die trying. A crow shaman will always attempt to
take direct action in the face of outright injustice, if his Willpower test fails (GM’s
discretion) he will give whatever indirect help he can and promise to return in the
future.

129$67$5�0$1�3257$%/(�$66$8/7�&$1121�6(5,(6 %<�5($9(5
(Taken from Novastar’s 2054 catalog.)

The Man Portable Assault Cannon (or MPAC) series is designed primarily for
combat mages who would like an edge in the field. The basis behind the MPAC series
is that the weapon itself is a specific spell focus for a spell known as Improved
Mauler (page 29). The spell literally brings into existence a charged particle beam
which, when the weapon is used, appears to be fired from the cannon. The spell is a
damaging manipulation with blast effects.

The weapon also contains advanced electronics to provide the perfect point and
shoot system. A sensor cluster located below the weapon contains a laser designator
(1,500m range), IR sensor, mm wave designator (1,000m range, acts as an improved
ultrasound), motion detector and low-light system. The data from the cluster is sent to
a computer sight which processes all the data. The computer sight also has a air
motion sensor to determine wind velocity. The sight then displays it's readings onto a
large flat-screen (for non-smartlinked magicians) or to a smartgun system.

Aside from being a spell focus, the cannon also sports a secondary weapon of the
buyers choice. The weapon comes with a gas-vent 4 in all applicable cases and they
are all drum fed from the rear of the weapon. A pneumatic recoil stock can be added
to further reduce recoil from the weapon. A bipod can also be attached. A pintle
mount, swivel attachment comes standard with the weapon.

Additional features can include a stim patch secretion pad built into the pistol
grip. On each side of the weapon is a slide lock that holds a drum approximately
25cm long and 15cm in diameter. These drums hold the circular magnet fetish that we
suggest for use if the mage wishes to learn it exclusively. The drums are spring loaded
so that the magnets won’t make noise while moving. It should be noted that the
smartgun unit does not use a palm induction pad due to the possible use of the stim
patch pad, although one could be installed. To solve this problem, the weapon has a
datajack plug that receives the data stream from the weapon via radio transmission. At
the rear end of the fork is a place to fit up to four anchor cylinders which are
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threaded so that they screw into place. This allows the magician to anchor up to four
spells onto the weapon for use ahead of time.

The MPAC series is completely modular. The main body of the weapon is always
the same, a large and sleek weapon with a fork at the front of the weapon. The
weapon comes completely disassembled on order and all parts are handmade so that
putting the weapon together will provide the owner the Karma reduction for
handmade telesma. Prices and options are listed below for your ordering convenience.

EFJ?EDI M[_]^j 9eij

Main Weapon
MPAC-18 (with Ingram Smartgun SMG) 5.5 6,000
MPAC-20 (with FN HAR assault rifle) 6.5 6,200
MPAC-22 (with Ares MP LMG) 9.5 8,200
MPAC-24 (with FN MAG-5 MMG) 11.5 9,200
MPAC-26 (with Ares laser rifle) 27 125,000
MPAC-18 Ammo drum (80 round capacity) 4.75 25
MPAC-20 Ammo drum (50 round capacity) 3.25 25
MPAC-22 Ammo drum (45 round capacity) 3.25 30
MPAC-24 Ammo drum (30 round capacity) 2.25 35
MPAC-26 Battery pack (20 round capacity) 5 500
Magnet fetish (one pair) .25 35
Fetish Ammo Drum (6 round capacity) 2.25 20

Electronics
Computer sight with Mag-3 enhancement .5 0
Sensor cluster attachment .25 20

Laser designator (1,500m range) .25 1,400
Low-light system .25 1,500
Motion detector .25 1,250
mm Wave designator (1,000m range) .25 1,500

Smartgun system (level I) .5 1,500
Smartgun system (level II) .25 3,000

Misc.
Pneumatic recoil stock 2 750
Shock pads .25 200
Bipod 2 400
Stim patch dispenser .25 1,000
Stim patch drug cartridge — 25
Battery cartridge (24 hour charge) .5 250
Anchor cylinder .25 25
Screen glare cover — 20
Focus formula (Imp mauler rating 6) — 35,000
Focus formula (Imp mauler rating 8) — 45,000
Imp. Mauler spell formula (rating 6) — 15,000
Imp. Mauler spell formula (rating 8) — 35,000
Imp. Mauler spell formula (rating 10) — 45,000

M7HD?D=0 Some assembly is required.

That about wraps up that weapon. If you have any questions, feel free to ask, my address is
YUBM21A@PRODIGY.COM.

The flat-screen provides non-smarted mages with a normal smartgun bonus and cuts invisibility modifiers
in half.  Smarted mages get thier smartgun level bonus as well as reduced invisibility modifiers. The weapon’s
trigger is split into two halves. The top half fires single shot mode (or burst if a red button next to the trigger is
depressed) while the lower half fires full-automatic. This allows the magician to switch fire modes without
expending an action. The stim patch cartridge holds six levels of drug which can be released in any dose (up to
6 of course) that the mage desires. The fore-grip of the weapon has a keypad that allows the mage to control
all of the data displays and controls by expending a free action.

The basic system includes the main body, secondary weapon, gas vent 4, computer sight/scope, standard
stock, 2 ammo drums, 2 fetish drums, 1 battery cartridge, and proper assembly tools. Damage codes for the
secondary weapons is equal to thier normal ratings. The weapon has no concealability at all, never has and
never will (unless you physically mask it). An intelligence(6) test is required to assemble the weapon into its
proper working order. Base time is 24 days.
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!!!!!>2ND\�ER\V�DQG�JLUOV��OHWV�JR�LW�RYHU�RQH�PRUH�WLPH��EHFDXVH�,�WKLQN�,� OHIW�VRPH�YDJXH
VSRWV�LQ�WKH�ILUVW�PHVVDJH��7UXH�WKDW�DOO�RI�WKH�FRPSRQHQWV�DUHQ·W�FRPSOHWHO\�PDGH�E\�KDQG��EXW
PRVW� WKDW�FDQ�EH�DUH��(VSHFLDOO\� WKH�PDLQ�ERG\� �JHW� WKH�KLQW���0\�DSRORJLHV� IRU� VWDWLQJ� WKDW� LW
UHGXFHV�.DUPD�FRVWV��,W�GRHV�QRW��$OO�LW�UHGXFHV�LV�WKH�(QFKDQWLQJ�7DUJHW�1XPEHU��DQ�(QFKDQWLQJ
WHVW�ZKLFK�WKH�EX\HU�ZRXOG�KDYH�WR�GR��KHQFH�WKH�IRFL�IRUPXOD�OLVWHG�LQ�WKH�VDOHV�VKHHW���7KH�VWLP
SDWFK� GLVSHQVHU� LV� QRW� D� UHTXLUHPHQW�� \RX� GRQ·W� KDYH� WR� RUGHU� LW�� DQG� LW� LV� GLVSHQVHG� LQ� DQ\
FRQFHQWUDWLRQ�\RX�ZDQW��IURP�OHYHO���WR�����7KH�FRPSXWHU�VLJKW�ZRXOG�QRW�DQG�VKRXOG�QRW�JLYH�\RX
DQ\�ERQXVHV�ZKHQ�FDVWLQJ�D�VSHOO�ZLWK�WKH�IRFXV��EXW�UHOHDVLQJ�DQ�DQFKRU�IURP�LW�VKRXOG��VLQFH�QR
FDVWLQJ�LV�UHTXLUHG�IRU�WKH�DQFKRU��6RPHRQH�DVNHG�ZK\�RQH�ZRXOG�ZDQW�WR�SXW�DQFKRUV�RQ�LW�WR
EHJLQ�ZLWK��KRZ�GRHV���'�IRXU� WLPHV� LQ�D�VLQJOH�URXQG�JUDE�\D"�7KH�V\VWHP� LV�SUHWW\�PXFK� OLNH
%XUJHU�.LQJ��JHW�\RXU�ZD\��7KHUH·V�QR�UHDVRQ�ZK\�\RX�FRXOGQ·W�KDYH�LW�GLVSOD\HG�WR�D�+8'��,�P\VHOI
KDYH�D�VPDUWJXQ�,,�OLQN�VR�LW·V�QRW�D�SUREOHP�IRU�PH��$V�IRU�WKH�GXDO�WULJJHU�V\VWHP�WKDW�VRPHRQH
ZRQGHUHG�DERXW��\HV�LW� LV�SRVVLEOH��7KH�*HUPDQV�GLG�LW� LQ�::,,�ZLWK�WKHLU�PDFKLQH�JXQV��:LWK�65
WHFKQRORJ\�\RX�FRXOG�GR�LW�ZLWK�GLJLWDO�VZLWFKLQJ��$OO�LQ�DOO��LWV�GHVLJQHG�WR�ILW�PDJHV�DW�YDULRXV�OHYHOV
RI�QHHGV��ZKLFK�LV�ZK\�LW
V�RUGHUHG�LQ�SLHFHV��,I�\RX�KDYH�DQ\�RWKHU�TXHVWLRQV�RU�FRPPHQWV��SOHDVH
IHHO�IUHH��,�JHW�WKH�IHHOLQJ�,�ZDVQ·W�DV�SUHFLVH�DV�,�VKRXOG�KDYH�EHHQ��EXW�WKHUH·V�D�ORW�RI�WKLQJV�WR
UHPHPEHU�DERXW�LW�@�����

³5HDYHU������������������

!!!!!>)RU�WKRVH�ZKR�GRQ·W�NQRZ�WKH�EDFNJURXQG�EHKLQG�WKH�UDPEOLQJV�DERYH��EDVLFDOO\�ZKDW
KDSSHQHG�ZDV�WKDW�5HDYHU��RU�0U��'HOLYDQ�6��+DUGHU��RU�6FRWW��RU�ZKDWHYHU����SRVWHG�WKH�ZHDSRQ
RQ�WKH�6KDGRZ51�PDLOLQJ�OLVW��DQG�PDQ\�SHRSOH�FRPPHQWHG�RQ�LW�E\�VD\LQJ�WKLV�ZDVQ·W�SRVVLEOH�
WKDW�WKDW�ZRXOGQ·W�ZRUN��VXFK�DQG�VXFK�ZDV�LPSUDFWLFDO��HWFHWHUD�HWFHWHUD��0\�DGYLFH�LV�WR�PDNH
RI�LW�ZKDW�\RX�ZLOO��DQG�PDLO�5HDYHU�DERXW�DQ\�TXHVWLRQV�\RX�PLJKW�KDYH�@�����

³*XUWK��������������������
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!!!!!>$QRWKHU� ILOH� ,� IRXQG�RQ 3DROR·V�:::�SDJH��WKLV�WLPH�DERXW
&��H[SORVLYHV�E\�&DUO�5LJQH\�>FGU#DPG�FRP@��&DUO�ZURWH�WKH�IROORZLQJ�DV�DQ�LQWUR�

9"*�;nfbei_l[�dej[i
—Carl Rigney (cdr@amd.com)

I pulled my copy of the Ranger Handbook (ST
21-75-2) off the shelf (every GM should have one
of these lovely pocketfuls-o-fun) and looked it
up. C-4 is 1.34x as powerful as TNT; I’ll give the
formulas so you can figure things for yourself
with whatever new joys 2050 military tech has
come up with.

6R�ZKDW�IROORZV�LV�WKH�DFWXDO�WH[W��ZLWK�VRPH�FRPPHQWV
RI�PLQH� UHJDUGLQJ�PHWULF� PHDVXUHV� �WKH� 8�6�� $UP\� RI
FRXUVH�XVHG�,PSHULDO�WKLQJV�OLNH�SRXQGV�DQG�IHHW���-XVW�DV
D�UHPLQGHU��D�IRRW�LV������FP�DQG�D�SRXQG�LV�DERXW����
JUDPV�@�����

³*XUWK��&��&��&��&��&��&��

The “minimum safe distance for personnel in
the open” for demolitions is 77 meters times the
cube root of the weight of the TNT in kilos. For C-
4 its 85 meters times the cube root of the weight
of C-4 in kilos.  So for a 200kg C-4 explosion
we’re talking 500 meters.  Now, that’s just for
people, and I assume it includes a healthy safety
margin.  Buildings aren’t going to be leveled all
the way out.

Incidentally, cutting down a foot-thick tree
takes 3/8 kg of C-4 if you do it the smart way;
nearly 4x as much if you just tie it next to the
trunk.

Now for the reinforced concrete wall. The
handbook doesn’t give an explicit case for
blowing a hole in the ceiling, probably because
Rangers aren’t supposed to do anything quite that
stupid.  But for a wall the charge
of TNT in pounds (divide by 3 for
C-4 in Kg) is given by the
formula P=KCR3, where R is
breaching radius in feet
(thickness), K is the material
factor, and C is the Tamping
Factor. The number of charges
used is N=W/(2R) where W is
the width of the breach.

!!!!!>,I� \RX�ZDQW� WR� ILOO� LQ�PHWULF
XQLWV� DQG� ILQG� WKH�DPRXQW� RI� 717� LQ
NLORJUDPV� GLUHFWO\�� XVH� WKH� IROORZLQJ
IRUPXOD�

3� �.�&��5�������
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'LYLGH�WKLV� UHVXOW�E\������ WR� ILQG� WKH�DPRXQW�RI�&��\RX
QHHG�@�����

³*XUWK��������

C ranges from 1 to 3.6 depending on how
well tamped the explosive is; 2.0 is pretty easy.
For a ceiling tamping’s not easy, so let’s call it 3.6.
K ranges from 0.07 for earth, up to 1.76 for small
holes in reinforced concrete.  The values for
reinforced concrete are:

H�����������������A�����
1’ or less 1.76
1’-3’ 0.96
3’-5’ 0.80
5’-7’ 0.63
7’ or more 0.54

!!!!!>$OO� WKLV� FRQYHUWV� WR� WKH� IROORZLQJ� WDEOH
�DSSUR[LPDWHO\��IRU�5�DQG�.

5�����������������������.��������
��FP�RU�OHVV ����
��FP��P ����
�P��õP ����
�õP��P ����
�P�RU�PRUH ����@�����

³*XUWK��:KR·V�JRQQD�VWRS�XV�QRZ"�

So if it’s 1 foot of reinforced
concrete the charge size is
(1.76•3.6•13)/3 = 2kg/charge, and for
a 4’ wide breach (no trolls in the
party) you need 4/(2•1) = 2 charges.
So 4kg of C4 will do it.  If it’s 2’ of
reinforced concrete you’ll need
(0.96•3.6•23)/3 = 9kg in a single
charge. Assuming (with typical
Shadowrun logic) that C-12 is 3x as
good as C-4 :-) then adjust to taste.
Note that this only blasts away the
concrete; it doesn’t cut the
reinforcing steel, but depending on

&���(;3/26,9(�127(6
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what mesh was used in creating the building you
may be able to squeeze or torch your ways
through that easily enough, although possibly not
before someone comes to find out what the hell
that incredibly loud noise is. Note that if you can
place the charges inside the concrete by inserting
them through the pipe you can get a much better
C-factor, like 1.0. So that would drop your charge
size to a little over a kilo for 1’ of concrete, 2.5kg
for 2’, 45kg for 6’.

Commercial demolition is somewhat
different: 30kg was used to bring down a 10-
story hotel by putting it in the critical places and
weakening load-bearing structures, etc. That
takes MUCH longer, but it also comes down
safely by toppling in on itself.

Disclaimer: I’m not a combat engineer so if
anyone out there has real experience in these
matters I’d love to be corrected. Of course, don’t
try this stuff at home. :-)

“5 grams of this explosive will level this
building.”
“How much you got?”
“A truckload.”

(advertisement)

P.S.C.
Do you need to be safe at all times? Of

course you do. But do you have the money to
pay for a bodyguard to be with you 24 hours a
day? If you don’t, we provide exactly the
service you need!

Our clients are protected around the clock.
As soon as one of our offices receives a
distress signal from one of our clients, an
armed response team is immediately
dispatched to the location in order to extract
the client safely from any danger he or she
may be in! The emergency team is guaranteed
to arrive within 10 minutes of a signal being
registered!

For further details, contact Mr. Jarveys,
Public Informations Manager, on LTG# 206
(52-7216).

Personal Security Corporation
Bell Street & 3rd Avenue

Seattle, UCAS

(service available in Seattle only)

!!!!!>-HVXV�� ZKDW� LV� WKLV� ZRUOG� FRPLQJ� WR"� 7KH\·UH
HYHQ� DFFHSWLQJ� DGYHUWLVHPHQWV� LQ� WKLV� KHUH� GDWDPDJ
DOUHDG\«@�����
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8Wia[jXWbb

60$57%$//�6<67(0 /(*$/
A combination of a ballistic computer and a cyberoptic scanner which allows the

user to throw balls much more accurately than ever before! Very common in
basketball and football.

;ii[dY[�9eij 7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

.5 4/48hrs 4,000¥ 1

This gives the user a -2 Target Number for Throwing skill, but any single system only helps in one
Specialization, which must be chosen before purchase. Other Specializations within the same Concentration
receive only a -1 modifier. Any other Specializations and Concentrations of Throwing skill remain unaffected.

9ecXWj�8_a[h

$8726+27�5,27�*81 ��*
The weapon carried by almost all goalies in the big leagues! Fully-automatic and

smartlinked, for your enjoyment.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Shotgun 2 20 (c) SA/FA 9S 4.5 10/7 days 1,500¥ 2

!!!!!>,W�PLJKW�EH�D�´VSRUWµ�JXQ��EXW�VWLFN�D�FOLS�RI�H[SORVLYH� LQ� LW�DQG�\RX
YH�JRW�RQH�RI� WKH
PHDQHVW�ZHDSRQV�RQ�WKH�VWUHHW�@�����

³:DLW��������������������

%2'<�$5025 /(*$/
The armor the real players wear! Available in the colors of all major teams, as well

as custom prints and styles! Approved by the WCCL.

9edY[Wb 8Wbb_ij_Y ?cfWYj M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Light — 3 2 1.25 4/48hrs 900¥ 1
Heavy — 6 5 2.75 4/48hrs 1,200¥ 1
Helmet — +1 +1 .5 5/48hrs 600¥ 2

!!!!!>1RW�VXLWDEOH�IRU�RQ�WKH�VWUHHW��WDNH�LW�IURP�PH�@�����
³+DQQLEDO��������������������

!!!!!><HDK��,�UHPHPEHU�\RX�ZHDULQJ�WKDW�GD\�JOR�RUDQJH�ERG\�DUPRU�ZLWK�WKH�KHOPHW�ZLWK
WKRVH�\HOORZ�ZLQJV�\RX�IRXQG�LQ�WKH�VSRUWV�VHFWLRQ�RI�WKDW�GHSDUWPHQW�VWRUH�RYHU�RQ���WK��GXULQJ
WKDW�UXQ�WKDW�\RX�UR\DOO\�KRVHG�XS�ODVW�\HDU«�,W�VWLOO�EULQJV�D�VPLOH�WR�P\�IDFH�ZKHQ�,�WKLQN�DERXW�LW«�,
DOPRVW�IHOW�VRUU\�DERXW�VKRRWLQJ�\RX«@�����

³1DPH�/HVV��������������������

63257,1*�*22'6
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5,27�*81 �3�(
Three-shot capacity as required by the WCCL, this weapon packs enough punch

to dismount any player! Comes with an integral smartlink.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Heavy 8 3 (c) SA 9S(f) 2 4/48hrs 500¥ 1

KhXWd�8hWmb

%2'<�$5025 /(*$/

Body armor for all positions, fully-equipped with the
correct surrender and penalty lights! Helmets incorporate
a two-way radio, and all armors are available in almost
any desired color schemes*. Fully approved by the ISSV!

*) Heavy armor only available in white.

9edY[Wb 8Wbb_ij_Y ?cfWYj M[_]^j

Light — 3 2 1.25
Medium — 4 3 1.5
Heavy — 6 4 2.5
Helmet — +1 +1 .5

7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Light 4/48hrs 700¥ 1
Medium 4/48hrs 750¥ 1
Heavy 4/48hrs 1,000¥ 1
Helmet 5/48hrs 600¥ 2

!!!!!>7KLV�DUPRU�LV�RQO\�RI�PRGHUDWH�XVH�IRU�WKH�VHULRXV�ILUHILJKWHU��$W� OHDVW� LW� ORRNV�OLNH�PLOLWDU\
DUPRU��XQOLNH�&RPEDW�%LNHU�JHDU��WKRXJK�WKH�SHQDOW\�OLJKWV�PDNH�LW�ORRN�OLNH�D�IUDJJLQJ�FKULVWPDV
WUHH�LI�\RX�VZLWFK�WKHP�RQ��'LVDEOH�WKHP�DQG�VSUD\�SDLQW�WKH�DUPRU�LQ�VRPH�QRUPDO�FRORU�DQG�\RX
DQ�TXLWH�HIIHFWLYHO\�FUHDWH�D�JRRG�VHW�RI�DUPRU�IRU�\RXUVHOI�@�����

³$6')��������������������

!!!!!>2U�\RX�FDQ�JHW�\RXUVHOI�D�VHW�ZLWK�WKH�QDPH�RI�\RXU�IDYRXULWH�SOD\HU�RQ�LW�@�����
³)ODVK��������������������
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Based on the popular Harley-Davidson Scorpion, the Brawler is a custom bike
designed for the rough-and-tumble world of professional urban brawl. With a

strengthened chassis, improved armor,
and full rigger controls, the Brawler is
the bike to beat. Used by licensed
urban brawl teams throughout the
world, the Harley-Davidson Brawler is
not street-legal and remains
unavailable on the open market.

>WdZb_d] If[[Z 8%7 I_] 7f_bej 9eij

Brawler 5/7 64/192 4/6 1 2 26,000¥
I[Wj_d]0 1 front + 1 rear 7lW_bWX_b_jo0 12/21

days
Ijh[[j�?dZ[n0 3

;Yedeco0 36 km per liter <k[b0 IC/30 liters
IjehW][0 2 CF underseat + 2 CF per sidebox
7YY[iieh_[i0 3 Firmpoints (2 facing forward, 1 facing the rear), vehicle
control rig

(IekhY[�dej[0 appears in the A_bb_d]�=bWh[ adventure.)
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DUH� WKUHH� FULWWHUV� IURP� WKDW� DUHD� FRXUWHV\� RI� $*(
�1%%�����#QLIW\VHUYH�RU�MS!� �ZULULQJ��� -81� �0*+�����#QLIW\VHUYH�RU�MS!� �(QJOLVK� WUDQVODWLRQV��� 3$1,&
�*&%�����#QLIW\VHUYH�RU�MS!� �LOOXVWUDWLRQV��� DQG� *HQ�LFKL� 1,6+,2� �QLVKLR#LR�FRP!� �+70/� OD\�RXW��� ,� FRUUHFWHG� VRPH
VSHOOLQJ�DQG�JUDPPDU�HUURUV�DQG�SXW�LQ�WKH�OD\�RXW�\RX�VHH�KHUH��WKDW·V�DOO�@�����

³*XUWK��UXQ�RXW�RI�WLPH�GDWH�VWDPS�LGHDV�

PWi^_a_"MWhWi^_

Size Comparison Chart for Zashiki-Warashi

?Z[dj_\_YWj_ed

The Zashiki-Warashi is fairy of hearth which
guards a house and its inhabitants. It often
appears in fairy tales or native myth.

Once a Zashiki-Warashi inhabits a house, it
brings the house and its other inhabitants
prosperity and happiness, and keeps them from
danger. On the other hand, however, if the
Zashiki-Warashi left them, they would possibly
fall.

!!!!!>6RUU\�� ,� GLGQ·W� UHDOO\� XQGHUVWDQG� WKDW� ODVW
VHQWHQFH�HLWKHU�@�����

³*XUWK��������������������

The typical Zashiki-Warashi manifests as a
little child, usually a little girl, wearing short bob
style hair and kimono.

Reasons why, and how, the Zashiki-Warashi
choose her residence are unknown. Some claim
that the Zashiki-Warashi is a spirit of the
inhabitant’s ancestor.

CW]_Y�9WfWX_b_jo
Inate. Some of them are magically active.

>WX_ji
The Zashiki-Warashi usually resides in astral

space. Only when something happens, i.e.
inhabitants are meeting danger, threats come
close, or else, it manifests to save the house and
inhabitants.

 The Zashiki-Warashi prefers an old house.
Few new houses are exceptionary holding the
Zashiki-Warashi,but no corp office or lab because
it only inhabits with everyday life.

 They tried holding the Zashiki-Warashi in
corps, but all of their effort including constructing
a suburban lodge are in vain.

9ecc[djWho

-$3$1(6(�&5,77(56
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To keep a Zashiki-Warashi in the house, the
Zashiki-Warashi must be noticed and cared for
properly. Too much care drives it out. The
Zashiki-Warashi is essentially childlike and
sometimes it causes trouble. When in such
trouble, it is important to behave like to a little

child, i.e. talk and excuse gently. Anger drives it
out, too. Because the Zashiki-Warashi just means
to serve, a little bit excessive.

In addition, some claim that the Zashiki-
Warashi is not a fairy but a spirit from its nature.

�IWjeh_

Size Comparison Chart for Satori

?Z[dj_\_YWj_ed
Some say retired or hiding Sen-nin (a kind of

shaman-like druid, following ancient Chinese
Tradition. for more, request China Sourcebook)
end up as the Satori.

The average Satori stands 1.7m, weighs 60kg,
and appears like a humble human with rather
hairy skin. Closer look reveals an unnaturally
deep sharp glow in its eyes.

In spite of its quiet appearance, the Satori is a
horrible critter. The Satori reads all of its victim’s
thoughts and emotions and indicates her next

move. Victims who recognize they are read-out
are gradualy driven insane (think of living without
a minimum privacy, chummer). Insanities are
followed by a tragic end, from mental burn-out to
death.

Some claim that the Satori robbed its victim
of her body and inhabited it, but that’s
suspected.

CW]_Y�9WfWX_b_jo
Innate. Some of them are magically active.

>WX_ji
The Satori resides mainly in remote

mountains, sleeps in thick forests or in a cave,
and hunts small animals for food. It sometimes
comes down to a nearby village.

The Satori doesn’t have fertility and how can
the Satori reproduce itself is unkown. However,
its life span is said to be beyond a few hundred
years.

9ecc[djWho
The Satori resembles humankind too much to

make a distinction by the physical look. But, on
the other hand, the aura of the Satori is different
enough from human to find its nature relatively
easy from astral perception. Of course, Satori’s
dual nature gives astral perception some danger.

7ZZ_j_edWb�Fem[hi
Here are additional powers for the Satori. Yes.

More house rules. They, especially ‘Madness,’
may spoil your game balance. Make yourself
responsible for Installation. I don’t want to drive
you MAD.

CWZd[ii
This power sows seed of madness in the

victim’s mind and destroy it.
For using this power, make an opposed

success test with the critter’s essence and
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victim’s willpower or intelligence (whichever is
higher). Comparing successes, each of the
critter’s successes exceeding the victim’s reduces
both her willpower and intelligence by one. Ties
go to the victim, well, nothing happens. Take it
easy.

This loss of attribute is usually temporary but
if the victim’s intelligence or willpower goes to
less than zero (i.e. minus), the victim will burn-
out totally. At this moment, the victim is driven
mad and dies instantly.

And if either victim’s intelligence or
willpower is boosted by cyber and/or biowares,
first effect of this power (reduce  two attributes

by 1) results in loss of all the boost at the same
time (cyber and/or biowares are destroyed!!).

In addition, while the victim’s attributes are
decreasing, she is subject to the effect same as
that of  the Chaos spell.

This power works until the critter’s death or
[essence x D6] hours.

C_dZb_da
This power has the same effect as the

Mindlink spell with a force rating of the critter’s
essence (see =h_ce_h[� ?? p.128). Differences with
spell version are;  the target is not specified and
the critter needs eye-contact with the target.

AWffW

Size Comparison Chart for Kappa

?Z[dj_\_YWj_ed
The kappa is Awakened otter. The typical

kappa is larger than normal otter, stands about
80cm with a keratinized shell on its back.

It is a brown-furred except for the top of its
head (this saucer-like bald spot is very
distinctive), upright biped.

>WX_jWj
River-side, lake-side.

CW]_Y�9WfWX_b_jo
Innate

>WX_ji
Unlike normal otters, the kappa feeds on not

only small fishes or animals but plants. And it is
often observed a kappa drags a rather big animal
into water and eats the victim.

Fem[hi
 Concealment, Confusion, Enhanced Sense

(Thermographic vision), Enhanced Physical
Attributes (Strength), Accident, Hardened armor

M[Wad[ii
The kappa hates dry. Dry environment adds

+2 target modifier to all tests the kappa makes,
and does L(Stun) damage for every one hour
(check one box on Stun condition monitor).

A7FF7�¼�=7C;�?D<EHC7J?ED
8 G I 9 ? M ; H 7jjWYai
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3/3 4x4 4(+6) — 3/4 3 (6) 5* 3L -1
Reach
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60)�.� ��-

This is the latest battle rifle, a high power, high penetration weapon for use
against hardened infantry targets. Firing caseless Flechette
rounds (not the common packet flectettes, but a single APDS
dart per round) this weapon is 1.2 metres long, has a Bullpup
frame with sliding stock and ambidextrerous operation. Rate  of
fire is slow, allowing controled fire. Fitted with Gas vent 2 and a
folding stock as standard.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j

?dZ[n

Sniper NA 30 (c) SA/FA* 10S** 5 14/21 days 2,000¥ 3
* = Max ROF is 5, recoil is +2 on first  round, +1 from each round after that. Single shots are simple

actions, but the second shot is at +2 Target Number from recoil.
** = use one-half Ballistic armor to defend.

60)�¶,17(5',&725· �3�(
This is the largest calibre, mass produced heavy handgun on the market, and SMF

expect demand will increase as it is  used. At the moment the gun is treated as an
expensive curiosity, as no army will bring a heavy handgun into general service. The
gun is a Large revolver with a solid steel frame. Ammunition is CASED in brass with
‘SMF-I’ on the base. Standard ammunition is concave on both front and rear faces, so
the bullet expands into the barrel rifling when fired, and also expands in the wound
when it hits. Can mount a scope or laser sight. Cannot mount any recoil
compensation.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Heavy 3 5 (cy) SS 11M 3.5 10/7 days 950¥ 2

Firing the gun is a Complex Action as it goes off like a cannon. +1 to hit with the gun unless you’ve
practiced with it. (Can be used as a melee weapon, reach 0, STR+1 M damage.) Reduce Power by one if target
is wearing armour of 5+. Increase by one if target has no armour. Can mount a scope or laser sight. Cannot
mount any recoil compensation. All ammo costs are doubled as it has to be imported.

&5$:/(56 ��,
Take the flechette or splinter from the grenade. Fix hundreds

of tiny barbs along its sides, made of memory metal or plastic.
The barbs are pressure responsive, so they ‘soften’ under high

&+233(5·6�*($5
7A7�J>;�<B?FF;H�?I�:;7:�9O8;HFKDA�J>?DAJ7DA�_i�fhekZ�je�fh[i[dj
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pressure. In the body, this little monster ‘crawls’ through flesh as you move, pushed
forward by your movement, then held  in place by the barbs, turning toward the
highest pressure area…

…your heart…

9hWmb[h�Wcce�\eh�]kdi��fWYa[j�e\�'&�0

9edY[Wb :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

8 as flechette .5 14/14 days 100¥ 6
9hWmb[h�]h[dWZ[i��[WY^�0

9edY[Wb :WcW][ Fem[h�B[l[b M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

6 as
normal

as normal .25 20/14 days 150¥ 6

The heavy crawlers are metal, and easy to spot. (Biotech skill test with Target Number 5, less with
sophisticated equipment) lighter ones of ceramic and plastic are invisable to x-rays and have Target Number 8.
Removing the crawler is Surgery, Target Number (8-successes rolled to spot).

Crawlers kill in (Body) hours from a Serious Wound, (Body x 3) for Moderate or Light. To worry players, roll
1D6 and add it to this time. Then roll 1D6 and subtract it. That gives Body (x3) ± 5 hrs

!!!!!>(YHQ�D�IOHVK�ZRXQG�LQ�WKH�DEGRPHQ�FDQ�JLYH�\RX�D�FUDZOHU�LQ�WKH�KHDUW�ZLWKLQ����KRXUV�
,I�KLW��JHW�WR�D�*22'�GRFV�IDVW��7KHQ�WU\�WR�PRYH�DV�OLWWOH�DV�SRVVLEOH�@�����

³&KRSSHU��������������������

/$6(5�%851(5
The Ultimate Underslung Magic Weapon from SMF Paris — a preset laser sight and

a Force 5 Fire elemental with 1+ services. The elemental has been ordered to stay with
the gun and attack anything the laser illuminates.

9eij0 1,000¥ + cost of summoning element materials x shots (services)
:WcW][0 as Elemental
7lW_bWX_b_jo���Ijh[[j�?dZ[n0 experimental military

685(�+,7�0��
This system uses either a minigrenade laucher or shotgun with a laser sight and an

Air elemental. When the weapon is fired, the elemental guides the projectile (grenade
or slug) to the target illuminated by the laser. If the target runs, the elemental follows
at top speed, and keeps trying to hit…

9eij0�weapon + 1,000¥ + cost to summon x services
:WcW][0 as weapon
Ijh[[j�_dZ[n0 4?

The elemental is usually Force 3. Acts as if the firer had extra skill dice = elemental’s Force. If it misses, on
its next action the elemental tries again, and again until the round hits or explodes.

CHOPPER
Just a thought, nothing more.

!!!!!>,�WKLQN�LW·V�RIILFLDO«�&KRSSHU�LV�WZLVWHG���@�����
³*XUWK��DQG�,�WKRXJKW�,�ZDV«�
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IB7O;H�� is proud to present you with our winter catalog.
Our collection of medieval instruments of death and destruction
will hopefully accommodate even your most sadistic and cruel
needs. All our wares are of Q9EDD;9J?ED�8HEA;DS

!!!!!>,�GHFLGHG�WR�VSDUH�\RX�WKH�UHVW�RI�WKDW�EODWKHU��*RG�ZKHUH�LV�WKLV
ZRUOG�FRPLQJ�WR��HYHQ�6OD\HU�KDV�D�PDUNHWLQJ�GHSDUWPHQW�@�����

³&UXVKHU��������������������

Q9EDD;9J?ED� H;IKC;:S and can be dikoted and
customized on request. Available patterns include Nordic, Greek, Roman, Celtic and
Arabic designs. We hope that in this catalog you’ll find all you
need to crush, hack and slash, impale and beat your enemies to
a pulp in style.

!!!!!><RX�EHW�\RXU�KRRS��GR� \RX� NQRZ�ZKDW� ´6OD\HU�µ� VWDQGV� IRU"
)UDJJLQJ� 6RFLHW\� IRU� D� /LIH� LQ� $QDFKURQLVP� ²� PD\� <RXU� (QHPLHV
5RW�@�����

³&RQFHUQHG�&LWL]HQ��������������������

!!!!!>7KDWV� ZK\� ,� OLNH� WKHP� DQG� QRZ� 6+87� 7+(� )5$*� 83�� <28
)5$**,1*�:866,(������@�����

³-DFN�WKH�5LSSHU��������������������

DEJ;0 All prices do not include ornamentation or Dikote™ treatment unless stated
otherwise. Custom design (including ornamentation) means a 100% price increase, the
cost of dikoting depends on the size of the object in question. All items can be
ordered via email, we guarantee delivery within the next 48 hours.

!!!!!>:HOO�LI�\RX�DVN�PH�WKRVH�SHRSOH�KDYH�D�IHZ�VFUHZV�ORRVH��,�PHDQ�WKH\�VHOO�RUQDPHQWHG
DQG�GLNRWHG�PHGLHYDO�ZHDSRQU\�DQG�KDYH�WKH�QHUYH�WR�FODLP�WKDW�WKH\�DUH�LQ�WKH�VHOI�GHIHQVH
LQGXVWU\�IRU�FKULVWV�VDNH����@�����

³1RW�IURP�KHUH��������������-8/����

!!!!!>$�FKXPPHU�WROG�PH�WKDW�6OD\HU�DOVR�VHOO�RULFKDOFKXP�YHUVLRQV�RI� WKHVH�EHDXWLHV��FDQ
DQ\RQH�FRQILUP�WKDW"@�����

³-RKQ�0DJH��������������������

%$77/(�$;(6

Whether you are the fearless barbarian or the hard-bitten, stout dwarf this
weapon is the perfect companion in battle. The reinforced alloy and the dikote coating
will pull you through even the worst scrape. Face of your
enemies feeling its comforting weight in your hands.

6/$<(5��&$7$/2*
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9edY[W

b

H[WY^ :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Gasher 2 1 (str)S 2 6/48hrs 1,000¥ 3
Decapitator — 2 (str+4)S 11 6/48hrs 2,000¥ 3

The Decapitator has a Strength minimum of 6.

!!!!!>,�KDYH�D�IULHQG�ZKR�VZHDUV�WR�2GLQ��\HV�KH�GRHV�D�ORW�RI�WKDW��WKDW�KH�KDV�FXW�D�PDQ�LQ
KDOI�ZLWK�WKH�'HFDSLWDWRU�@�����

³&UXVKHU��������������������

!!!!!><HV�WLV�WUXO\�D�ILQH�ZHDSRQ�@�����
³:DUORUG��������������������

!!!!!>,V�WKLV�JX\�D�UHODWLYH�RI�'U��'RRP"@�����
³*XUWK��DOO�ULJKWV�RI�WKH�SURGXFHU�DQG�RI�WKH�RZQHU�RI�WKH�ZRUN�UHSURGXFHG�UHVHUYHG�

&/8%6
A small and very concealable weapon, ideal for confrontations in small dark alleys

with little or no room for maneuvering.

9edY[Wb H[WY^ :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

5 1 (str+1)M Stun 1.5 2/6hrs 10¥ 1

'$**(56
Every warrior’s closest friend. An extremely concealable weapon of last resort, the

trusty dagger has saved many a day. The stiletto version can be used as a throwing
weapon.

9edY[Wb H[WY^ :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Gutter 8 — (str)M .5 6/48hrs 1,000¥ 1
Stiletto 10 — (str)L .3 6/48hrs 1,000¥ 1
Bear-
Knife

3 — (str+2)M 1 6/48hrs 2,000¥ 1

The Bear-Knife has a Strength minimum of 3.

!!!!!>,�RQFH�VDZ�D�JDQJHU�FRPLQJ�XS�DW�PH�ZLWK�RQH�RI�WKRVH�%HDU�NQLYHV��,�IUDJJLQJ�WKRXJKW
KH�ZDV�FDUU\LQJ�D�IUDJJLQJ�VZRUG��7KDW�WKLQJ�LV�%,*���@�����

³-HUU\��������������������

!!!!!><HDK��WRR�ELJ�IRU�PH�³�QRW�P\�VW\OH�@�����
³-DFN�WKH�5LSSHU��������������������

!!!!!>7KLV�6OD\HU��FRPSDQ\�LVQ·W�LQWR�PDNLQJ�ZHDSRQV��WKH\·UH�LQWR�ULSSLQJ�SHRSOH�RII� LI�\RX
DVN� PH�� $� WKRXVDQG� EXFNV� IRU� D� IUDJJLQJ� NQLIH"� $QG� QRW� HYHQ� 'LNRWHG""� *LPPH� D
EUHDN�@�����

³*XUWK��,Q�7KLV�3URXG�/DQG�:H�*UHZ�8S�6WURQJ�
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0$&(6

Weapons in the true medieval tradition, maces dominated the battlefields of that
era because of their cruel efficiency. Custom stud configurations are possible.

9edY[W

b

H[WY^ :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Mace 2 1 (str)M 5 6/48hrs 700¥ 3
Morning
Star

2 1 (str+1)M 7 6/48hrs 1,000¥ 3

Devil’s Star — 2 (str)S 10 6/48hrs 1,500¥ 3

Additional studs raise the Power by +1, the Morning Star has a Strength minimum of 3, the Devil’s Star has
a Strength minimum of 4.

!!!!!>,·P�WHOOLQJ�\D�FKXPPHUV��GLV�LV�GD�EHVW�WLQJ�
ERXW�GHP�PRUQLQJ�VWDUV��,�JRW�PH�XQ�DQG
UHFRQIJUG�LW��SXW�·QRWKHU����VWXGV�RQ��/HPH�WHOO�\D�XQ�WLQJ��QR�JDQJDU�KDV�JLYHQ�PH�DQ\�KHDW�VLQFH
GHQ��LI�\D�FDWFK�P\�GULIIW�@�����

³'D�7UROOVWHU��������������������

!!!!!>:DOO\"�'DW�\RX"@�����
³*XUWK��\RX�NQRZ«�*XUWK�

:$5�+$00(56
A weapon of brute strength and efficiency that requires great skill. Very few things

this side of hell can stand up to a war-hammer wielding warrior who knows what he
is doing.

9edY[W

b

H[WY^ :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Skull
Crusher

2 1 (str)S 5 6/48hrs 1,000¥ 3

Mjolnir — 2 (str+4)D 15 6/48hrs 2,000¥ 3

Strength minimum for the “Skull Crusher” is 5 whereas “Mjolnir” has a minimum of 7. The “Skull Crusher”
can also be used as thrown weapon.

!!!!!>,V� LW� WUXH� ZKDW� WKH\� VD\� DERXW� WKH� 0MROQLU"� <RX� NQRZ� DERXW� WKDW� FRS� DQG� KLV
KHOP"@�����

³6KDGRZ)DQ��������������������

%2:6
Elegant weapons of another era, bows will permit you to operate in the style that

befits you. Outfitted with the latest in targeting electronics and built from the finest
materials modern day science has to offer these weapons can take it up with any
firearm while giving you the added advantage of surprise.

9edY[W

b

Ijh$�C_d$ :WcW][ M[_]^

j

7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j

?dZ[n

Whispering
Wind

5 1+ (str+3)M 1 6/6hrs 1,000¥ 3
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Elven Dream 2 1+ (str+5)M 1.5 6/48hrs 2,000¥ 3

7hhem^[WZi0

Warheads (Any mini grenade)
Mince Meaters (-4 to Power, +1 Damage Level)

+500¥ for a smartlinked version.

!!!!!>$�YHU\�SUDFWLFDO�DV�ZHOO�DV�HOHJDQW�ZHDSRQ��WKDW�FDQ�SURYLGH�\RX�ZLWK� WKH�QHFHVVDU\
ILUHSRZHU�ZLWKRXW�KDYLQJ� WR� VDFULILFH� VWHDOWK�� ,I� WKH�FRQFHDODELOLW\� VFDUHV� \RX�DVN� IRU� WKH�F\EHU�
LPSODQW�YHUVLRQ�@�����

³)HDQRU��������������������

!!!!!>'R�WKH\�VHOO�GLNRWHG�DUURZKHDGV�ZLWK�DQFKRUHG�VSHOOV�RQ�WKHP"@�����
³0XQFKHU��������������������

!!!!!>&\EHU�LPSODQW�ERZV""�7KDW·V�WKH�ILUVW�WLPH�,·YH�KHDUG�WKDW�@�����
³*XUWK��ZRRRVVKKK��
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&5266%2:6
Crossbow quarrels can penetrate even the best of armors while making no more

sound than a passing breeze. Crossbows are nevertheless much less cumbersome
than most projectile weapons. A fine choice for those who value stealth and do not
which to sacrifice their freedom of movement.

9edY[Wb Ijh$�C_d$ :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Light 4 3 6M 2 6/6hrs 800¥ 3
Heavy — 4 8S 4 6/48hrs 1,500¥ 3
Ballista — 5 10S 7 6/48hrs 2,000¥ 3

!!!!!>,�KDYH�XVHG�D�FURVVERZ�IRU�TXLWH�VRPH�WLPH�QRZ�DQG�EHOLHYH�PH�LWV�WKH�EHVW�WKLQJ�WR
KDYH�LQ�D�UXQ��(VSHFLDOO\�LI�\RX�KDYH�VRPH�FXVWRP�PDGH�EROWV��2K�DQG�%7:�,�DP�QRW�RQH�RI�WKRVH
FRRNV�ZKR�SUD\�WR�2GLQ�EHIRUH�JRLQJ�WR�EHG�@�����

³$UFKDQJHO��������������������

32/(�$506

Be it staff for the solemn magician, or halberd for the fearless warrior this
collection of weapons will definitely give you the edge you have been looking for in
hand to hand combat.

9edY[Wb H[WY^ :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Halberd 2 2 (str)S 6 6/48hrs 1,000¥ 3
Long
Spear

2 2 (str)S 4 6/48hrs 1,000¥ 3

Scythe — 2 (str+1)S 7 6/48hrs 1,000¥ 3
Staff 2 2 (str+3)M

Stun
2 3/24hrs 100¥ 1

NOTE: Strength minimum for the Scythe is 4.

!!!!!>7KDW�GRHV�LW��$�6&<7+(�"�"�7+(6(�3(23/(�$5(�&5$=<�³�,·OO�JHW�WKH�6WDU�RQ�\RXU�KHDGV��\RX
DUH�QRW�JHWWLQJ�DZD\�ZLWK�WKLV�@�����

³&RQFHUQHG�&LWL]HQ��������������������

!!!!!>'R�DOO�RI�XV�D�IDYRU�DQG�VKRYH�LW�ZLOO�\D"�,·YH�KDG�HQRXJK�RI�\RXU�ZKLPSHULQJ�@�����
³&UXVKHU��������������������

!!!!!>+D��KD��KD��<RX�GLH�WRPRUURZ�@�����
³*ULP�5HDSHU���

:+,36
A real treat for all those sadistically inclined out there. This extremely painful

weapon has been historically used for execution by torture. But be warned some of
this stuff is banned in some states.

9edY[Wb H[WY^ :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Bullwhi
p

8 2 (str)L 1 6/48hrs 100¥ 1

Flogger 6 2 (str)M 1 6/48hrs 500¥ 3
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Cat with
nine
tails

5 2 (str+2)M 3 6/48hrs 1,000¥ 3

!!!!!>,�GRQ·W�PHDQ�WR�LQWHUIHUH��EXW�GRQ·W�\RX�WKLQN�WKLV�LV�D�ELW�WRR�PXFK"@�����
³1RW�IURP�KHUH��������������-8/����

!!!!!>%\�QR�PHDQV��ZH�DUH�DOO�DGXOWV�WKDW�FDQ�MXGJH�ULJKW�IURP�ZURQJ��,�FDQ·W�ZDLW�WR�WU\�WKDW
VFRXUJH�RQ�D�JX\�,�NQRZ�@�����

³-DFN�WKH�5LSSHU��������������������

6/,1*
A weapon of truly unparalleled performance considering its size, weight,

concealability, cost and ease of use. Three words chummers “David and Goliath.”

9edY[Wb Ijh$�C_d$ :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

10 1 (str)M Stun .1 3/24hrs 100¥ 1

!!!!!>,�VXUH�GLG�KLP�LQ�WKH�H\H�GLGQ·W�,"@�����
³'DYLG��������������������

6:25'6

A sword has always been a sign of nobility and strength, the weapon of choice for
warriors and gentlemen since the dawn of time. Make your opponents shiver in fear
before you run them through with a high quality blade from our collection.

9edY[W

b

H[WY^ :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Rapier 5 1 (str+2)M 2 6/48hrs 1,000¥ 3
Scimitar 4 1 (str+2)M 1.5 6/48hrs 1,000¥ 3
Shortsword 5 1 (str)M 2 6/48hrs 1,000¥ 3
Broadsword 4 1 (str+1)M 2 6/48hrs 1,000¥ 3
Longsword 4 1 (str+2)M 2 6/48hrs 1,000¥ 3
Two Handed 2 1 (str+3)S 5 6/48hrs 3,000¥ 3
Katana 3 1 (str+3)M 2 6/48hrs 2,000¥ 3
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!!!!!>1R�� ,·P� QRW� JRLQJ� WR
LQWURGXFH�WKLV�RQH��1RSH�@�����

³*XUWK��VR�ZKDW�\RX·UH�VD\LQJ��=LJ��LV�WKDW�\RX·UH�UHIXVLQJ�WR�LQWURGXFH�WKH�DG�EUHDN"�

7cckd_j_ed

$17,�3(56211(/�0,1( ��,

A small mine with a pressure detonator, to
cause serious injury to anyone who steps onto
it! Made almost completely out of synthetics to
make it much harder to detect than traditional
mines!

9edY[Wb :WcW]

[

Fem[h�B[l[b M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

6/18* 6D -3 per meter .25 14/10 days 50¥ 4
* = concealability is 18 against metal detectors

Damage is applied as normal, but armor does not defend against this mine, unless the GM rules that the
character hits the mine with an armored body part (wearing armored boots, for instance). Vehicles passing over
such a mine will suffer damage to a tire if a mine gets underneath one (GM’s decision); tracked vehicles are
unaffected by the relatively low effect.

!!!!!>&DQ�ZH�VD\�RXFK�NLGGLHV"�2QH�RI�WKHVH�IUDJJHUV�WRRN�ERWK�OHJV�RII�D�FKXPPHU�RI�PLQH
RQ�D�PLVVLRQ�RQH�WLPH��'RQ·W�ERWKHU�XVLQJ�D�PHWDO�GHWHFWRU��%HVW�ZD\�WR�ILQG�WKHP�LV�JHW�RQ�\RXU
EHOO\�JUDE��\RXU�NQLIH�DQG�VWDUW�SURELQJ�IRU�WKHP��7KDW�DQG�MXVW�SUD\�WKDW�WKH�VHQVWLYLW\�RQ�WKDW�VHQVRU
LVQ·W�VHW�ZD\�KLJK@�����

³6DQGPDQ��ZHOOBHUP�PDQ�

!!!!!>1RWH�KHUH�WKDW�ZKLOH� WUDGLWLRQDO�PHWDO�GHWHFWRUV�PD\�QRW�EH�HIIHFWLYH��D�FKHP�VQLIIHU
PD\�ZHOO�KHOS��$QG�LI�\RX�WKLQN�\RX·UH�JRLQJ�WR�UXQ�LQWR�ODQGPLQHV��JHWWLQJ�D�PDJH�DORQJ�WR�PRYH
\RX�RYHU�WKHP�PLJKW�EH�D�ZLVH�SUHFDXWLRQ��$OVR�QRWH�WKDW�WKHVH�WKLQJV�ZLOO�PRVW�OLNHO\�RQO\�EH�XVHG
RQ�WKH�SHULPHWHU�RI�ZLOGHUQHVV�LQVWDOODWLRQV��,Q�WKH�FLW\��WKH\�PDNH�WRR�PXFK�QRLVH��DQG�LQVLGH��ZHOO�
WKH\�WHQG�WR�EH�PHVV\�@�����

³0DOB���������������������

$3'6�)/(&+(77(�$002 ��/
Packing a single dart instead of a full-caliber bullet or a load of metal slivers,

APDS-F rounds are highly effective against armor, and since the darts curl up inside
the target, give devastating tissue damage!

9edY[Wb :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

8 +1 Damage .25 14/14 days 100¥ 4

These rounds are totally ineffective against all Hardened armors, no matter what their ratings or the Power
Level of the firing weapon. Against normal (worn) armor, they are very effective: use one-half (round down) the
Ballistic rating of the armor to defend against them. The +1 Damage Level is against all targets, armored or
unarmored.

*($5�	�(48,30(17
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,1&(1',$5<�*5(1$'( ��,

Setting a fire never was so easy as with these grenades! The
fragments generate intense heat, hot enough to set alight almost
any flammable substance!

9edY[Wb :WcW][ Fem[h�B[l[b M[_]^j

6 10M/10L -1 per ,5 meter .25
7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j

?dZ[n

10/8 days 100¥ 3

Similar to white phosphorous grenades, these grenades use all WP damage rules
(p.86, <_[bZi�e\�<_h[ and p.83, this book), but have a Firesetting rating of 10 (p.72, J[Y^
If[Yi).

!!!!!>7KHVH�DUH�QDVW\�IUDJJHUV� LI�\RX·UH�RQ� WKH� UHFHLYLQJ�HQG��EXW�YHU\
KDQG\� WR� FOHDU� URRPV� ZLWK�� 7KH\� FRPH� UXQQLQJ� RXW� VFUHDPLQJ� RQFH� WKHLU� FORWKHV� DUH� RQ
ILUH�@�����

³+DLU\�+DUU\��������������������

!!!!!>$LQ·W�\RX�WKH�RQH�ZKR�JRW�VHFRQG�GJUHH�EXUQV�RQ�KLV�KDQGV�EHFDXVH�RI�D�PHOWLQJ�60*�
DQG� WKHQ� VFUHDPHG� KLV� OXQJV"� $QG� QRZ� \RX·UH� XVLQJ� LQFHQGLDU\� JUHQDGHV� RQ� RWKHU
SHRSOH«<RX·UH�RQH�ZHLUG�IUDJJHU��+DUU\�@�����

³'HERUDK��������������������

/$5*(�&$3$&,7<�&/,36 $6�:($321
These clips are available for numerous weapons, and are all designed with one

thing in mind: providing longer firing time and less time spent reloading. Developed by
Confederated Arms Technologies and marketed by Ares Arms, these clips are sure to
enhance your firepower as much as the original improved clips did back in ’50!

M[Wfed 7cce 9edY[WbWX_b_jo 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n IekhY[

AK-97/98 75 -2 4/24hrs 10¥ 1 O
Armalite 44 13 -1 3/24hrs 10¥ 1 O
Browning Ultra-Power 12 — 3/24hrs 5¥ .8 SSC1
Defiance T-250 7 — 4/24hrs 65¥ 1 O
Federated Arms X-22 14 — 3/24hrs 5¥ .8 O
FN HAR 50 -1 4/24hrs 10¥ 1 O
H&K MP-5 TX 30 — 3/24hrs 5¥ .8 SSC1
Ingram Valiant 100 — 4/24hrs 10¥ 1 O
Mossberg CMDT 12 — 4/24hrs 10¥ .8 O
Remington 750 & 950 10 — 4/24hrs 55¥ .9 O
Sandler TMP 28 — 3/24hrs 5¥ .8 SSC1
Seco LD-120 18 — 3/24hrs 5¥ .8 SSC1

The IekhY[ indicates where the clip came from: SSC1 is the first-edition Street Samurai Catalog (p.34), O is
Original design by us. Weapons with a fixed magazine which are modified for enhanced-capacity clips can,
naturally, not use their normal ammo capacity anymore; cost for these magazines is including installation. Clip-
loaded weapons can still use their normal clip size in addition to the larger clips provided here.

60$//�&$3$&,7<�&/,36 $6�:($321
For those requiring less rounds in their guns than normal, these small-capacity

clips are also produced by Ares Arms.

M[Wfed 7cce 9edY[WbWX_b_jo 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n IekhY[

Ares Crusader MP 25 +1 3/24hrs 5¥ .8 O
Ares Predator 10 — 2/24hrs 5¥ .75 SR1
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AK-97/98 22 — 2/24hrs 5¥ .75 SR1
AK-97 SMG 22 — 2/24hrs 5¥ .75 SR1
Beretta Model 70 20 +1 3/24hrs 5¥ .8 O
Beretta Model 101T 10 — 2/24hrs 5¥ .75 SR1
Browing Max-Power 8 — 2/24hrs 5¥ .75 SR1
M[Wfed 7cce 9edY[WbWX_b_jo 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n IekhY[

Colt Cobra 20 — 3/24hrs 5¥ 8 O
Colt American L36 9 — 2/24hrs 5¥ .75 SR1
Fichetti Security 500 10 — 2/24hrs 5¥ .75 SR1
Fichetti Security 500a 22 — 2/24hrs 5¥ .75 SR1
FN HAR 20 — 2/24hrs 5¥ .75 SR1
H&K HK227 16 — 2/24hrs 5¥ .75 SR1
H&K HK227 20 — 2/24hrs 5¥ .75 SR1
Remington 990 5 +1 3/24hrs 75¥ .8 O
Remington Roomsweeper6 — 3/24hrs 60¥ .75 SR1
Uzi III 16 — 2/24hrs 5¥ .75 SR1
Walther MA 2100 8 — 3/24hrs 150¥ .8 SSC1

The IekhY[ indicates where the clip came from: SR1 is the first-edition Shadowrun rulebook, SSC1 is first-
edition Street Samurai Catalog, O is Original design. Weapons with a fixed magazine which are modified for
reduced-capacity clips can, naturally, not use their normal ammo capacity anymore; cost for these magazines is
including installation. Clip-loaded weapons can still use their normal clip size in addition to the smaller clips
provided here.

!!!!!>:KDW� LV� WKH� SRLQW� RI� FOLSV� OLNH� WKHVH"� <RX� RQO\� KDYH� OHVV� DPPR� WR� ILUH� LQVWHDG� RI
PRUH�@�����

³0RYHU��������������������

!!!!!>7KHVH�FOLSV�ZHUH�VWDQGDUG�LVVXH�DERXW�ILYH�\HDUV�DJR��XQWLO�$UHV�EURXJKW�RXW�WKH�ELJJHU
FOLSV�WKDW�HYHU\ERG\�XVHV�WKHVH�GD\V��<RX�FRXOG�XVH�WKHP�LI�\RX�RQO\�KDYH�WKH�QHHG�IRU�D�VPDOO
QXPEHU�RI�URXQGV�IRU�HPHUJHQFLHV�DQG�WKLQJV�OLNH�WKDW�@�����

³&XULRXV��������������������

8_emWh[

)/8,'�5(5287(5 /(*$/
A modification to the kidneys and bladder that will seriously increase survival

chances in dry environments! By enhancing the kidneys’ capabilities the user’s urine is
concentrated, meaning less water is wasted, which in turn allows the user to drink
less than when unaugmented, but still stay alive!

8eZo�9eij 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

.2 per level 6/48hrs level x 2,500¥ 1

Adds its level to the number of dice a character gets to roll to resist damage from dehydration.

9oX[hZ[Yai

0&7����
A new cyberdeck by Mitsuhama, designed specifically for the serious decker! It

comes with a built-in vidscreen to boot!

F[hiedW >WhZ[d_d] C[ceho IjehW][ BeWZ ?%E 7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

4 1 70 400 15 10 4/7 days 17,800¥ 1
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!!!!!>:KRRRK��$�YLGVFUHHQ��@�����
³,I��������������������

!!!!!>,·P�QR�GHFNHU�EXW�VLQFH�ZKHQ�GLG�WKH\�QHHG�D�YLHZ�VFUHHQ"@�����
³6DQGZDONHU��OLNH�HUP�PDQ�

!!!!!>,W·V�QRW�VXFK�D�EDG�LGHD�DFWXDOO\��\RX�FDQ�KDYH�RQH�RI�\RXU�FKXPPV�ZDWFK�RYHU�\RX�VR
\RX�FDQ�JR�LQWR�IXOO�F\EHU�PRGH��7KLV�VDYHG�P\�OLIH�RQFH�@�����

³$UFKDQJHO��������������������

!!!!!>6DQGZDONHU��LI�\RX·UH�QR�GHFNHU�WKHQ�ZK\�GRHV�\RXU�WLPH�GDWH�VWDPS�VD\� ÓLNH�HUP�PDQµ
LQVWHDG�RI�WKH�WLPH�DQG�GDWH�RI�\RXU�SRVW""@�����

³3ULQFHVV�(���������������������

!!!!!>KHKHKH�(YHQ�PHUFV�OLNH�PH�KDYH�FKXPPHUV��,W·V�DPD]LQJ�ZKDW�\D�FDQ�SLFN�XS�KLWFKHU
MDFNHG�LQWR�D�FKXPPHUV�GHFN�ZKHQ�KH�PDNHV�D�UXQ��6LGHV�,�QHYHU�VDLG�,�GLGQ·W�KDYH�DQ\�FRPS
VNLOOV��-XVW�VDLG�,�ZDVQ·W�D�GHFNHU���$OVR�WKH�OLNH�HUP�PDQ�LV�SHUPDQHQW��,�FDQ·W�FKDQJH�LW�DW�ZLOO«ZHOO
XQOHVV�,�ZDQQD�VSHQG�D�ZHHN�GRLQJ�LW��QHYHU�ZDV�WKDW�JRRG�DW�SURJUDPPLQJ@�����

³6DQGZDONHU��OLNH�HUP�PDQ�

9oX[hmWh[

&/2&.�5$',2
A headware radio receiver with a built-in 24-hour clock and alarm. Guaranteed to

wake even the tightest sleeper by direct stimulation of the brain!

;ii[dY[�9eij 7lW_bWX_b_j

o

9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

.5 2/24hrs 3,000¥ .8

:ekXb[�7Yj_ed�H[lebl[hi

!!!!!>,�GHFLGHG�LW�ZDV�WLPH�WKDW�SOD\HUV�ZKR�ZDQWHG�WR�XVH�UHYROYHUV� LQ�65,,�KDG�D�ELW�PRUH
FKRLFH�WKDQ�MXVW�D�5XJHU�6XSHU�:DUKDZN��6R�,�FDPH�XS�ZLWK�WKLV�OLWWOH�LWHP��,�KRSH�\RX�DOO�HQMR\�LW��,W
KDV�EHHQ�VXJHVWHG�WR�PH�WKDW�PD\EH�5XJHU�VKRXOG�KDYH�UHOHDVHG�WKHVH�ZHDSRQV��EXW�VHHLQJ�DV
WKH\�RQO\�KDYH�RQH�ZHDSRQ�,�FDQ�UHPHPEHU�IURP�DOO�WKH�VRXUFH�ERRNV��7KHUH�PD\�EH�PRUH��,�MXVW
FDQ·W�UHPHPEHU�RII�WKH�WRS�RI�P\�KHDG���,�GHFLGHG�WKDW�$UHV�VKRXOG�PDNH�WKHP��7KLV�H[WUDFW� LV
WDNHQ�IURP�WKHLU�ODWHVW�&DWDORJXH�VXSSOHPHQW���6HSWHPEHU�������@�����

³-DFN)URVW��FV����#ZOY�DF�XN�

7h[i�?dj[hdWj_edWb, the people who gave you the Predator and the Predator II, the
worlds leading heavy pistols, have now done the same thing for the revolver. With our
new QuikClip™ fast release cylinder system, we have revolutionised the revolver.

No mater what you need a revolver for, we have the gun for you in our new range
of Double Action Revolvers, whether it is home defense or law enforcment. In the past
the biggest problem was trying to reload fast enough, not any more, our new
QuikClip™ completely disposable cylinders make reloading as quick and simple as an
automatic.

There is now no need to mess about with single rounds, all you do is flip out the
old spent cylider, which will automaticaly spring up, throw it away, and clip in a new
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cylinder. All cylinders are made from light, yet strong polymers so as you can carry as
many as you need.
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>ehd[j��.F";�

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Light 8 7 (cy) DAR 7L 2 4/48hrs 250¥ .8
IYehf_ed��.F";�

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Light 8 7 (cy) DAR 7L 2.25 4/48hrs 275¥ 1
@W]kWh��,F";�

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Heavy 5 6 (cy) DAR 10M 2.5 5/4 days 300¥ 1.25
9edijh_Yjeh��,F";�

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Heavy 6 6 (cy) DAR 10M 2.5 7/7 days 400¥ 2
Ij_d]hWo��,F";�

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Heavy 4 6 (cy) DAR 10M 2.75 7/7 days 500¥ 3

The Scorpion and Jaguar come with an integral laser sight.
The Constrictor comes with an integral smartlink.
The Stingray comes with either a laser sight or smartlink and 1 point of recoil

compensation.
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The Ares DAR range will take any standard accessories, except a silencer.

This article introduces a new mode which is the Double Action Revolver (DAR) This means that you can fire
one round every Simple Action, from these revolvers.

The disposable cylinder means that you only take one Complex Action to completely reload and be ready
to fire again, or one Simple Action if using smartlink technology. These cylinders cost 100¥ each.

!!!!!>:K\�ZRXOG�DQ\RQH�ZDQW�D�JXQ�WKDW�\RX�FDQ·W�VLOHQFH"@�����
��������³)LUHIO\��������������������

!!!!!>5LJKW��WKH�VDPH�ZD\�\RX�$/:$<6�XVH�D�VLOHQFHU�)O\"@�����
��������³.DW]��������������������

!!!!!>,� GRQ·W� JHW� LW�� SX]]OHG� ORRN� 7KHVH� JXQV� KDYH� D� ORZHU� DPPR� FDSDFLW\� WKDQ� DQ\
DXWRPDWLF��FDQ·W�EH�VLOHQFHG�DQG�FRVW�PRUH�WR�UXQ��6R�ZK\�ZRXOG�DQ\RQH�EX\�WKHP"@�����
��������³-RE��������������������

!!!!!><RX·UH�PLVVLQJ�WKH�SRLQW�RI�WKHVH��,W·V�QRW�MXVW�D�PDWWHU�RI�ILUHSRZHU�� LWV�DOVR�D�PDWWHU�RI
VW\OH�@�����
��������³7H[DV�3HWH��������������������

!!!!!>,·YH�EHHQ�FDUU\LQJ�D�6XSHU:DUKDZN�DV�D�EDFNXS�ZHDSRQ�IRU�\HDUV�QRZ��7KH�UDWH�RI�ILUH
RQ�LW�LVQ·W�EULOOLDQW��EXW�ZKHQ�WKH�GUHN�KDV�KLW�DQG�,�QHHG�WKRVH�RQH�VKRW�WDNHGRZQV��,�XVH�WKDW��7KH
RWKHU�DGYDQWDJH�D�UHYROYHU�KDV�RYHU�DQ�DXWRPDWLF�LV��WKDW�LW�GRQ·W�MDP��,I�\RX�JHW�D�GXG�URXQG�DOO
\RX�GR�LV�JLYH�LW�DQRWKHU�SXOO��QR�PHVVLQJ�DERXW�WU\LQJ�WR�UHPRYH�WKH�EORFNDJH�@�����
��������³7KH�6KLIWHU��������������������

!!!!!>7KH� ¶GLVSRVDEOH·�F\OLQGHUV��FDQ�DFWXDO\�EH� UHILOOHG�ZLWK�VWDQGDUG�FDVHOHVV�DPPR��$Q\
FRPSHWHQW�JXQVPLWK�FDQ�GR�WKLV��7KH\�XVXDOO\�FKDUJH�DERXW�DQG�H[WUD����SHUFHQW�RQ�WRS�RI�WKH
DPPR�IRU�GRLQJ�WKLV��7KH\�FDQ�EH�UHILOOHG�DERXW���WLPHV��DIWHU�WKDW�FUDFNV�VWDUW�WR�DSSHDU��,�XVH�WR
UHILOO�P\�RZQ��DQG�GLGQ·W�QRWLFH�D�FUDFN��LW�ZDV�QR�IXQ�ZKHQ�WKH�F\OLQGHU�IHOO�LQ�KDOI�LQ�WKH�PLGGOH�RI
D�UXQ�@�����
��������³.DW]��������������������

;gk_fc[dj

%$5%('�:,5( /(*$/
In this age of monowire, barbed wire still has its uses. It’s not possible to put rolls

of monowire up as makeshift fences, it is possible to run a current through barbed
wire, and barbed wire is a natural deterrant simply because it is barbed wire!
Available in two models: barbed wire and razor wire — barbed wire is your everyday,
cattle-detaining wire, razor wire is high-quality, military-grade equipment. Costs are
per roll of 100 meters of wire, which includes a pair of strong working gloves.

8WhX[Z�m_h[0

:WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

3L 20 always 25¥ .75
HWpeh�m_h[0

:WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

3M 25 3/48hrs 75¥ 1

Damage is taken by anyone who gets caught by the wire. To avoid taking damage, a Quickness or Athletics
test is required, with the Target Number based on the density of the wire: a simple farm fence would be Target
Number 3 or 4, while a complicated military fence could run as high as 10. If a character does take damage,
she rolls a Body test to stage it down; Impact armor resists. Anyone taking damage must roll a Quickness test
against the same Target Number to avoid getting stuck in the wire. A character who is stuck can get loose by
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making another Quickness test, or simply by tearing himself free, though the latter automatically causes
damage.

!!!!!>'RQ·W�XQGHUHVWLPDWH�EDUEHG�ZLUH�MXVW�EHFDXVH�HYHU\ERG\·V�XVLQJ�PRQRZLUH�WKHVH�GD\V�
%DUEHG�ZLUH��HVSHFLDOO\�LQ�FRLOV�RU�D�JRRG�IHQFH��LV�PXFK�PRUH�PHQDFLQJ�WKDQ�D�ZLUH�WKDW�\RX
FDQ�RQO\�VHH�ZKHQ�WKH�OLJKW�LV�MXVW�ULJKW�@�����

³3UHFLRXV��������������������

!!!!!>(FKR� WKDW�RQH�FKXPPHU��1RWKLQJ� OLNH�D� OLWWOH� UD]RU�ZLUH� URXQG�D�SHULPHWHU� WR� OLYHQ�D
DWWDFN�XS�@�����

³6DQGZDONHU��OLNHBHUP�PDQ�

!!!!>'RQ·W�IRUJHW��WKRXJK��WKDW�ZH�PRYHG�WR�PRQRZLUH�IRU�D�UHDVRQ��$�JRRG�SDLU�RI�EROW�FXWWHUV
ZLOO�WDNH�GRZQ�D�5D]RU�WDSH�IHQFH�LQD�PDWWHU�RI�VHFRQGV��2U��WKH�SDUW�PDJXV�OHYLWDWHV�\RX�RYHU�LW�
RU�\RX�MXPS�LW�LI�\RX
UH�JRRG��,W�VHHPV�WR�EH�WKDW�WKH�EDUEHG�ZLUH�DQG�UD]RU�WDSH�DUH�PRVWO\�IRU
VKRZ� �RU�� SHUKDSV�� WR� PLVOHDG� RQH� LQWR� GLVUHJDUGLQJ� WKH� PRQRZLUH� VWUXQJ� $%29(� WKH� UD]RU
WDSH�@�����

³0DOB���������������������

!!!!!>,�GRQ·W�PHDQ�WR�EH�D�VPDUWDVV�EXW�DQ\RQH�ZLWK�JRJJOHV�RU�VRPH�F\EHU�LV�ERXQG�WR�VHH
WKH�VWXII��DQG�DOO�\D�QHHG�WR�JHW�DURXQG�LW�DUH�WKRVH�JORYHV�RU�D�SDLU�RI�FXWWHUV��2Q�WKH�RWKHU�KDQG
VRPH�RI�WKH�UHDOO\�F\EHUHG�XS�GXGHV�,�NQRZ�ZRXOG�VLPSO\�JR�WKURXJK�LW�@�����

³$UFKDQJHO��������������������

',&( ��,
Not just ordinary dice from KoHu North America, each actually contains five grams

of C12 and room for a micro detonator (see our article on KoHu on pages 62 to 69 of
Hkdd_d]� =[Wh). Available in D4, D6, D8, D10, D12, D20, and D30 types, these are
certain to show those **&*-ers that you mean business!

9edY[Wb :WcW]

[

Fem[h�B[l[b 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

16 1D -1 per 8 cm 6/5 days 25¥ 2.5

The Concealability reflects that it is very difficult to see that this is not a “real” die but is made of C12
instead. They come with numbers printed onto them, so they can be used as dice! If you pile a number of them
together, one detonator is all it takes to blow them all up. In such a case, the Power Level of the explosion is
12 x [square root of (.005 x number of dice)], rounding to the nearest whole number, and the Damage Level
remains at D. For instance, 64 dice gives a Damage Code of 7D.

8�23(1�,7� /(*$/
Indispensable for silent entries, the U-Open-It resembles a heavy-duty jack, but is

used to open doors with! Insert it between the vertical posts of a door-frame, and
work the lever – by pressing the door-frame asside, you can open the door without
having to unlock it! And all without leaving traces, since the doorframe snaps back
into position when you remove the U-Open-It! Available in five different grades.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

2 1-5 5 6/48hrs rating x
75¥

2

Roll a number of dice equal to the jack’s rating against the Barrier Rating of the door-frame. If any
successes are rolled, the door can be opened without having to be unlocked! Each attempt takes one minute,
divided by the number of successes. This naturally doesn't work if the door has locks on more than one side
(like having deadbolts that fall into its top edge), and also cannot be used if the door is wider than 120
centimeters or narrower than 70 centimeters, due to the jack’s length. The jack operates very smoothly, making
virtually no noise. Noticing that a door has been forced open by means of a U-Open-It® requires a
Perception(6) test. This also goes for failed attempts.
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!!!!!>1LFH�,GHD�EXW�ZKDW�DERXW�WKRVH�VWUHQJWKHQHG�GRRU�IUDPHV�RU�D�DODUP�RQ�WKH�GRRU"�3OXV�,
GRQ·W�VHH�KRZ�LW�ZRXOG�OHDYH�D�PDUN�LI�\RXU�PRYLQJ�WKH�GRRU�IUDPH�OLNH�WKDW��3XVK�WKDW�OHYHU�RQH�WRR
PDQ\�WLPHV�DQG�WKH�IUDPH�FUDFNV��%XW�LW�LV�D�QLFH�LGHD�«�PD\EH@�����

³6DQGZDONHU��OLNH�HUP�PDQ�

!!!!!>3UHWW\�IURVWLH��QRZ�DOO�,�KDYH�WR�GR�LV�SHUVXDGH�P\�EXGG\�:DOO\�QRW�WR�EUHDN�GRZQ�HYHU\
GRRU�ZH�FRPH�DFURVV�@�����

³$UFKDQJHO��������������������

!!!!!>+H�WUHDWV�GRRUV�OLNH�KH�WUHDWHG�WKDW�EORQG�ZKR�ZDQWHG�WR�VKRRW�KLP��ULJKW"@�����
³*XUWK��������������������

M[Wfedi

$5(6�%/$&.�:,'2: ��*
Ares Arms just recently released this marvel of modern science as it’s newest

addition to the light pistol market. Reserved for “special” clients, this weapon comes
with an integral silencer as well as a smartlink II targeting system. Accurate, quiet,
concealable, and deadlier than its namesake…

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Light 6 21 (c) SA/BF 6L 1 14/7 days 1,500¥ 3

(9h[Z_ji0 designed by Bob Ooton <topcat@cencom.net>)

$5(6�35('$725�,,, �3�(
Ares, no doubt noting the strong sales of level 2 smartlink systems, has improved

the premiere heavy pistol of the 2050’s by upgrading the smartlink to level 2
technology. The best just keep getting better.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Heavy 4 15 (c) SA 9M 2.5 6/36hrs 700¥ 1

(9h[Z_ji0 designed by Bob Ooton <topcat@cencom.net>)

!!!!!>$QJHO·V� EDG� DWLWXGH� JDW� WR� PH� WRR� ³� *LPPH� P\� 6DYDOHWH� RYHU� GLV� MXQN
DQ\WLPH�@�����

³:DOO\��������������������

&2/7�0$1+817(5�6�$1'�6� �3�(
Colt didn’t waste too much time in upgrading its competitor for heavy pistol when

word of the Predator III came out. Now the finest pistol in Colt’s line is available with
smartgun link of level 1 or 2.

CWd^kdj[h�I0

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Heavy 5 16 (c) SA 9M 2.25 4/24hrs 600¥ 1
CWd^kdj[h�I 0

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Heavy 5 16 (c) SA 9M 2.25 6/48hrs 800¥ 1

(9h[Z_ji0 designed by Bob Ooton <topcat@cencom.net>)
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&2/7�3($&(0$.(5 �3�(
Colt’s second new revolver has swayed many a client from Colt’s competition,

Ruger Arms. Named after it’s descendant from over two centuries ago, this elephant
gun in pistol’s clothing is sure to attract many more buyers still.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ

[

:WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Heavy 4 6 (cy) SS 10M 2.75 3/24hrs 350¥ .9

(9h[Z_ji0 designed by Bob Ooton <topcat@cencom.net>)

&2/7�3527(&725 �3�(
Colt’s new line of revolvers begins with this entry into the light pistol market. The

compact styling and light weight make it a perfect personal protection firearm for
those who find most pistols to be too large and anything smaller to be incapable of
damaging the offender. Add the pittance of a price tag to everything else this revolver
offers and one can quickly see booming sales in Colt’s future.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ

[

:WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Light 8 6 (cy) SS 6L .75 2/12hrs 300¥ .7

(9h[Z_ji0 designed by Bob Ooton <topcat@cencom.net>)

',1$7(&+�)��6(5,(6 3(5�:($321
The F5 series from DinaTech is a line of assassination tools for the discerning

professional. Looking like everyday objects, these weapons achieve their deadly
effects by a well-designed combination of disguise and lethality!

With all these weapons, Concealability reflects how difficult it is to notice that the device is not what it
appears to be.

<+7 *";
It looks like a marking pen, but it actually is a one-shot pistol firing an APDS

round! It is triggered by screwing the cap 90° clockwise. Be sure to point the rear end
of the “marker” away from you before you fire! Not reloadable.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Heavy 10 1 SS 10M — 10/14 days 500¥ 3

<+8 (";
Another marking pen, this one more lethal than the first, as it packs a full-caliber

shotgun round!

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Heavy 10 1 SS 7S — 12/14 days 700¥ 3

<+9 *"7
A screwdriver with a tip made of memory-metal! Upon pressing the micro-switch,

the tip sharpens to a dagger point perfect for quiet eliminations! Releasing the switch
returns the point to its normal shape, and the internal battery is usable for a certified
100 transformations! The battery is an easily replacable, standard AA-type.

9edY[Wb H[WY^

:WcW][* M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

8 — (str/2)L
(str)L

— 10/14 days 350¥ 3
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* = Damage is (str/2)L in “screwdriver” mode, and goes up to (str)L when the switch is pressed.

<+: B[]Wb
A band-aid meant to kill! Working on slap-patch technology, but concealed as a

common band-aid, the F5D releases a single dose of a special DMSO/cyanide mixture
onto the target’s skin!

9edY[Wb :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

9 9D — 10/10 days 1,000¥ 3

*/2&.����0.��,9 �3�(
It was once said that the man who designed the Glock pistols was either an

absolute genius or absolutely clueless as to how a pistol should be made. After over
80 years in the business, I think it’s safe to say where the truth of that statement lies.
Although bulkier than most light pistols, the Mk. IV is hands-down the most
dependable weapon in its class. The weapons design minimizes recoil and provides a
“feel” that few weapons will ever attain and fewer still will ever exceed. The Mk. IV
comes standard with an integral laser sight which may be upgraded to a smartlink,
level I or II, for an additional 200 or 400 nuyen, respectively.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Light 5 17 (c) SA 6L 1 8/24hrs 750¥ 2

The weapon’s design gives 1 point of recoil reduction.

(9h[Z_ji0 designed by Bob Ooton <topcat@cencom.net>)

*/2&.����0.��,,, �3�(
Glock’s rising star is it’s entry into the heavy sidearm market. The Mk. III is very

similar in design to it’s little brother the 18 Mk. IV, and both reap the benefits. This
pistol comes standard with a laser sight which may be upgraded at a cost of 200
nuyen to a smartgun link or even up to a smartgun II link which adds 400 nuyen to the
base price. It isn’t cheap and it isn’t pretty, but the Glock 22 Mk. III just may be the
best pistol out there today.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Heavy 4 15 (c) SA 9M 2.5 6/24hrs 600¥ 1.5

The weapon’s design gives 1 point of recoil reduction.

(9h[Z_ji0 designed by Bob Ooton <topcat@cencom.net>)

+(&./(5�	�.2&+�´%/$67(5µ �3�(
Finding itself without a competitor for the highly lucrative, yet highly packed heavy

pistol market, H&K decided that it needed to start from scratch and build a weapon
so unique that it would reclassify the meaning of heavy pistol. Still in the prototype
stages, this weapon fires downsized assault cannon rounds to devastating effect (this
pistol uses the heavy weapon recoil modifiers). The detractors of the “blaster” say that
it fires too slow and that it doesn’t carry enough ammunition. H&K replies simply that
the pistols which hold more ammunition need it, whereas the “blaster” needs only as
much as you have targets. A breakthrough in ammunition design which stabilized the
round has brought the “blaster” near completion. Look out Ares and Colt, the heat is
on.
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Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Heavy 4 6 (m) SS 12M 3 — — —

(9h[Z_ji0 designed by Bob Ooton <topcat@cencom.net>)

+(&./(5�	�.2&.�3�6�� �3�(
For those who want Heckler & Koch dependability in a light sidearm without the

hefty price tag of the VP80Z, H&K proudly offers the P7S15. A descendant of their
groundbreaking P7 pistol, this model also includes the “squeeze-cocking” action
which made the P7 so popular. That edge has more than once made the difference in
today’s world.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j

?dZ[n

Light 6 15 (c) SA 6L 1 4/24hrs 400¥ 1

For game purposes, changing clips is handled as if the pistol and user were smartlinked.

(9h[Z_ji0 designed by Bob Ooton <topcat@cencom.net>)
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+(&./(5�	�.2&+�93��= ��*
Heckler & Koch’s entry to the light pistol market has marked itself as an

immediate comer. The impeccable reliability of an H&K design coupled with a 3 round
burst feature has produced some serious competition in a group that has been long
neglected among firearms manufacturers. Also comes equipped with a detachable
shoulder stock for steady firing.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j

?dZ[n

Light 6 21 (c) SA/BF 6L 1.25 6/48hrs 1,200¥ 3

The shoulder stock (if attached) gives 1 point of recoil compensation.

(9h[Z_ji0 designed by Bob Ooton <topcat@cencom.net>)

.,7&+(1�6,1. /(*$/
Sharp as a brick, the kitchen sink boasts the concealability and subtlety of your

average rhino.

9edY[Wb H[WY^ :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

How? 0 ((2x Strength)-6)S Stun 10 always 100¥ 1

The Damage Code means that it cannot be wielded effectively by anyone with a Strength under four, but if
a troll decides to pound you over the head with one, have some REALLY good painkillers ready:)

!!!!!>1RW�IRU�WKH�VW\OLVK�@�����
³SKLO��3KLOLS�+D\ZDUG#-(7�8.�

!!!!!>+$++$+$++$+$++$++$+$+$$++$++$�«UHDO�IXQQ\«@�����
³6DQGZDONHU��OLNH�HUP�PDQ�

!!!!!>:KDW�LV�WKLV"�6RPH�VRUW�RI�EDG�MRNH"@�����
³$UFKDQJHO��������������������

!!!!!><HU�MXVW�MHDORXV�FDXVH�\D�FDQW�HYHQ�OLIW�LW��+DU�+DU�+DU@�����
³:DOO\��������������������

0$5(0217�/5 ��*
Using a bullpup frame, this assault rifle is both light and easy to conceal! Its

integral telescope and laser sights makes it a steady contender on the world military
market!

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Assault 3 36 (c) BF/FA 8M 4.25 6/4 days 1,400¥ 2.5

The telescope is rating 1.

!!!!!>,W·V�D�VWHDG\�FRQWHQGHU�RQ�WKH�ZRUOG�VKDGRZ�PDUNHW��:K\�ZRXOG�DQ�DUP\��QDWLRQDO�RU
FRUS� IRU� WKDW�PDWWHU�� QHHG� ´HDV\� WR� FRQFHDOµ� DVVDXOW� ULIOHV"� 7KLV� RQH� VPHOOV� OLNH� LW·V� EXLOW� IRU� WKH
VWUHHW�@�����

³1DYRUD��������������������

15����08/7,�%$55(/�+($9<�0$&+,1(�*81 ��-
A three-barrel design offering a high rate of fire, the NR-10 is as capable a

weapon as any! Normally installed in fixed mountings in aircraft and helicopters, it can
be fitted with spade grips so it can be fired from a tripod or pintle mounting.
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Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

HMG — 35 (c)
or belt

FA
(Minigun)

10S 41 28/30 days 75,000¥ 3

!!!!!>+PPPPP�LI� ,� UHPHPEHU�ULJKW�WKHVH�IUDJJHUV�KDYH�D�WHQGDQF\�WR�KDYH�EDUUHO�ZDUS
HYHQ�ZLWK�WKH�QDWXUH�DLU�FRROLQJ��*XHVV�WKDWV�ZKDW�\D�JHW�ZLWK�VXFK�D�KLJK�UDWH�RI�ILUH�@�����

³6DQGZDONHU��OLNHBHUP�PDQ�

!!!!!>:2$�� 7KLV� EDE\�FRPELQHV� WKH� UDWH�RI� ILUH� RI� D�PLQLJXQ� DQG� WKH� SRZHU� RI� D� KHDY\
PDFKLQHJXQ��%HOW�XS�JX\V�DQG�PHUU\�FKLVWPDV�@�����

³$UFKDQJHO��������������������

!!!!!>:DWFK�RXW�IRU�DQ\RQH�ZLWK�D�ZHDSRQ�OLNH�WKDW��WKH�LQFUHGLEOH�UHFRLO�PDNHV�WKHP�ORRVH
FRQWURO�DQG�SURFHHG�WR�KRVH�GRZQ�HYHU\WKLQJ�LQ�VLJKW��FRQVLGHU�\RXUVHOI�ZDUQHG�@�����

³63'��������������������

35('$725�6(5,(6� 3(5�:($321
Syrko Corporation of Moscow has just brought out a fantastic new range of

firearms called the Fh[ZWjeh�I[h_[i�, and designed for both military and civilian use.
All are absolutely new designs, owing nothing to the design of existing weapons.
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!!!!!>´3UHGDWRU�6HULHV"��:KDW�ZLOO�$UHV�WKLQN�RI�WKDW�QDPH"@�����
³$OOLH��������������������

!!!!!>$UHV�RZQV�6\UNR��FKXPPHU«@�����
³:DLWLQJ��������������������

!!!!!>7KDW�PHDQV�$UHV�VWXII�LV�JURVVO\�RYHU�SULFHG��<RX�FDQ�VWDPS�RXW�TXDOLW\�VWXII�LQ�5XVVLD�DW
PXFK� ORZHU�SULFHV�WKDQ� LQ� WKH�8&$6��VR� ,�EHW� WKH\·UH�PDNLQJ�D�KXJH�ZRSSLQJ�SURILW�RQ�DOPRVW
HYHU\WKLQJ�WKH\�VHOO�@�����

³1XPEHU�2QH��������������������
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FWdj^[h� ("=
The Panther™ is the assault rifle of the Predator Series®, and in fact combines two

weapons into one! The rifle has two barrels on top of each other, the upper barrel
firing caseless assault rifle ammunition, fed from a 40-round clip, while the lower
barrel fires a large-calibre shotgun round for anti-vehicle use from a 25-round clip.
Both barrels can be fired simultaneously, and both are linked into the smartgun cir-
cuitry with which the weapon comes as standard. Also included in the rifle is a gas
vent for each barrel.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Assault 1 40 (c) SA/FA 8M 5.25 8/7 days 4,000¥ 3
Shotgun 25 (c) SA/BF 8S

The gas vent for the upper barrel is rating 3, for the lower barrel it is rating 2. If both barrels are fired in
the same action, the recoil modifiers are cumulative.

!!!!!>)LUHSRZHU��FKXPPHUV��ILUHSRZHU�@�����
³6HFRQG��������������������

!!!!!>'5222222/��'HVSLWH�WKH�IDFW�WKDW�,�GRQ·W�WUXVW�PDQ\�´5XVVLDQµ�PDGH�ZHDSRQV�RWKHU
WKDQ�WKH�$.�WKLV�RQH�ORRNV�OLNH�D�ZLQQHU�WR�PH��*UDGH�$�EDQJ�EDQJ�@�����

³6DQGZDONHU��OLNH�HUP�PDQ�

!!!!!><HDK��DQG�LQ�D�IHZ�\HDUV�HYHU\�IUDJJLQJ�JDQJHU�ZLOO�EH�FDUU\LQJ�RQH�RI�WKRVH�EDELHV�
.LQGD�PDNHV�\RX�ZDQQD�UXQ�DZD\�DQG�KLGH�QR"@�����

³$UFKDQJHO��������������������

Meb\� ,F";
The Wolf™ is a heavy-duty pistol, designed for close combat. It is of simple

design, resulting in an extremely reliable and dirt-resistant weapon with a built in
smartlink. Its large clip allows long periods of fire without reloading!
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Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j

?dZ[n

Heavy 5 17 (c) SA/BF 9M 2.5 5/48hrs 800¥ 1.5

This weapon has an internal rating 2 recoil compensator, leaving the barrel free to accept other
accessories. It can fire one three-round burst per Complex Action.

!!!!!>$QRWKHU�H[FHOOHQW�ZHDSRQ��5HOLDEOH�DV�KHOO«,�KDYH�QHYHU�VHHQ�D�ZHDSRQ�WDNH�DV�KDUG
D�EHDWLQJ�GXULQJ�WHVWLQJ�WKHQ�VWLOO�ILUH�OLNH�LW�ZDV�IUHVK�IURP�WKH�FUDWH��,PSUHVLYH�LQGHHG�@�����

³6DQGZDONHU��OLNH�HUP�PDQ�

!!!!!>/RRNV�OLNH�D�ULSSRII�RI�WKH�6DYDOHWH�*XDUGLDQ�WR�PH�@�����
³$UFKDQJHO��������������������

J_][h� (">

A superb light machine gun, the Tiger™ is the most
powerful weapon in the Predator Series®. It uses a gas-
operated system for high reliability, and has a special
insulating sleeve around the barrel, to prevent it from
becoming too hot. It has a built-in level 3 gas vent and
smartlink, and fires caseless ammunition only.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

LMG — 40 (c)
or belt

SA/FA 7S 8.25 7/7 days 3,000¥ 2

!!!!!>7KH� H[WUD� UHFRLO� FRPS� LV� QLFH�� EXW� RWKHU� WKDQ� WKDW� LW·V� WKH� JRRG� ROG� $UHV� /0*� DLQ·W
LW"@�����

³$UFKDQJHO��������������������

!!!!!>-HHV�\HU�D�KDUG�HOI�WD�SOHDVH�DLQWFKD"@�����
³:DOO\��������������������

;W]b[� *"=
The Eagle™ is the Predator Series®’ submachine gun. Capable of automatic fire as

well as semi-automatic, it provides the user with extreme reliability under all
circumstances. As with all Predator Series® weapons, it has an integral smartlink and
gas vent (rating 2).

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

SMG 4 50 (c) SA/FA 6M 3 5/3 days 900¥ 1

!!!!!>,W·V�P\�WXUQ�WR�ELWFK�DURXQG��,·OO�WDNH�P\�+	.����RYHU�WKLV�EDE\�DQ\WLPH�@�����
³$OHN��������������������

9eXhW� +F"<
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A combat shotgun, the Cobra™ is destined to become hugely popular for its
immense firepower. It fires the long-standard shotgun round, and is capable of firing
any required ammunition type. The Cobra™ has an integral smartlink, and is semi-
automatic instead of the pump-action of many other
shotguns. It also features a folding stock, to add to
the weapon’s concealment.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Shotgun 2 (4) 10 (c) SA 10S 4.5 4/60hrs 1,200¥ 1

!!!!!>7ZR�ZRUGV�²�)UDQFKL�6SDV���@�����
³$UFKDQJHO��������������������

!!!!!>:LOO�\D�GR�XV�DOO�D�IDYRXU�DQG�SXW�D�OLG�RQ�LW"@�����
³63'��������������������

58*(5�0�� ��*
A hyper-modern machine pistol, this has just been adopted by an unnamed

corporation for its armored vehicle crews. Developed by the Ruger company, it has
been kept very small, but is extremely deadly for its size. As such, it is expected to
become very popular among both military troops and civilians. It is capable of both
fully-automatic and semi-automatic fire, and has an integral laser sight.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Heavy 6 18 (c) SA/FA 9M 2 8/60hrs 850¥ 3
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This weapon has a rating 2 recoil compensator and a laser sight; fully-automatic fire uses heavy weapon
recoil rules.

!!!!!>&LYLOLDQV�ZDONLQJ�DURXQG�ZLWK�D�JXQ�OLNH�WKLV�RQH"�0DNHV�P\�VSLQH�FUDZO«@�����
³%DQJLQJ��������������������

M[Wfed�7YY[iieh_[i

/$6(5('*(� ��%
This modification to edged weapons increases its penetration and damage by

putting an industrial-strength laser along the cutting edge! Burn your way through
body armor!

<eh�h[jhe\_jj_d]�m[Wfedi0

9edY[Wb :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

(-1) +1 Damage +.25 6/5 days 700¥ 2
<eh�m[Wfedi�\_jj[Z�m_j^�BWi[h;Z][��m^[d�Xek]^j0

9edY[Wb H[WY^ :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

(-1) normal +1 Damage +.25 +2/x2 +500¥ x2

This modification puts a laser device near the hilt of the weapon, shining along the weapon’s edge(s); at
the tip of the weapon a receptor is placed to avoid shining the laser further than the weapon’s tip. The
weapon’s Damage Level is increased by one level, but the weapon cannot be used to stab with anymore. It is
also impossible to fit this to a weapon with a curved edge (so no laser-katanas).

6,*+7,1*�%$1' $6�:($321
Allows you to see where your gun is pointing without having to look through your

sights! A very simple device essential for survival in the modern world, a sighting band
provides a smooth, undisrupted surface on the top of the weapon. Not available for
pistols and submachine guns.

Cekdj 9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Top — -1 .25 4/24hrs 20¥ 1

A sighting band partly negates modifiers for hipfiring (see IjeYai, page 83), in that a weapon with a
sighting band only gets +1 instead of +2 when fired from the hip. On top of the sighting band, another top-
mounted accessory can be fitted to the weapon. Each sighting band can only be fitted to a specific type of
weapon — that is, a sighting band for a CMDT will not fit an AK-97.

!!!!!>8PPP�LVQ·W�WKLV�ZKDW�,�JRW�VPDUWOLQNV�IRU"@�����
³6DQGZDONHU��OLNH�HUP�PDQ�
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!!!!!>7KLV�OLWWOH�ERRNOHW�IRU�&DU�:DUV��E\�6WHYH�-DFNVRQ�*DPHV��LV�TXLWH
KDQG\� IRU� ULJJHUV�� VR� JHW� DKROG� RI� LW� LI� \RX� ZDQW� WR� XVH� WKH� PDWHULDO
SUHVHQWHG�EHORZ��,WHPV�QRW�OLVWHG�EHORZ�DUH�QRW�DYDLODEOH�LQ�6KDGRZUXQ
IRU�YDULRXV�UHDVRQV�@�����

E\\[di[

*$866�*81��3��� ��-
The weapon counts as an Autocannon, both for ranges and

for fitting it in a vehicle. A Perception (9) test is needed to hear
the weapon firing. The weapon can only be fitted in a vehicle, and
requires a power source to operate: a running IC or MultiF engine
provides enough power, otherwise the weapon requires 1 PF per
shot.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ

[

:WcW][ M[_]^

j

7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j

?dZ[n

Cannon* — 10 (c) SS 11S 135 — 500,000¥ —
* = can only use its own, special ammo, described next.

*$866�*81�$002 $6�:($321
The Gauss Gun can fire only its own, specialized ammo. This is treated as Regular

ammo (giving no special bonuses), and can not be fired in any other weapons. Data is
for a pack of ten rounds.

9edY[Wb :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

6 normal 1.5 — 300¥ —

)/(&+(77(�*81��3��� ��-
This weapon can only fire Flechette ammo, but also uses the area-effect rules for

shotguns (Shotguns, p.95, IH??, a choke of 10). All targets in this area are attacked. If
aimed at the tire of a vehicle (an Aimed Shot, +4 Target Number), and any damage
remains after the vehicle makes its Body test, the tire is destroyed, forcing the driver

of the vehicle to make a Handling Test.
Treat the Flechette Gun as a Medium Machine Gun, for all

purposes (ranges, ammo, etc.), though it can only fire Flechette
ammo.

81&/(�$/%(57·6������&$7$/2*
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Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

MMG — 20 (c) SA/FA 9D(f) 45 14/14 days 17,000¥ 1.5

!!!!!>1RW�SDUWLFXODUO\�XVHIXO��H[FHSW�DV�D�WLUH�VKUHGGHU��2K��DQG�DOVR�WR�WDNH�RQ�XQDUPRUHG
SHGHVWULDQV��LI�WKDW·V�\RXU�JLJ�@�����

³)UHGG\��������������������

9(+,&8/$5�6+27*81��3��� ��*
Simply a shotgun you can mount on your vehicle. Takes up one “point” when

mounted in a turret. Cannot be fired when not fitted onto a vehicle.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j

?dZ[n

Shotgun 1 10 (c) SA 9S 8.5 8/72hrs 2,500¥ 1.75

!!!!!>7KLV�LV�GXPE��-XVW�JUDE�D�PDFKLQH�JXQ�LQVWHDG�RI�WKLV�NLQG�RI�GUHN�@�����
³5LJJLQ·�5HQHJDGH��������������������

,1)5$5('�/$6(5��3��� $6�1250$/
Any normal laser can be adapted to operate as an IR laser. This doubles the

weapon’s cost, but Power Level reductions due to smoke only apply if they are caused
by thermographic smoke. All the weapon’s stats remain the same, except as noted
below.

7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

+4/+7 days double
normal

+1

7:,1�/$6(5��3��� ��*
Fires two beams, and each can be fired separately (in effect, you can fire four

shots per Combat Phase). Use Sniper Rifle ranges, but reduce the Power Level by -1 at
Medium range, -2 at Long range, and -4 at Extreme; also reduce the Power Level by -1
for every 4 meters of smoke fired through. Every shot drains 2 PF; no power drain if
the vehicle has an IC or MultiF engine.

The Twin Laser takes up three “points” when fitted in a turret. There is no recoil
penalty. Ballistic armor has no effect, Impact armor is only one-half (round down)
effective. Vehicle armor is also one-half effective. For every two meters of  smoke fired
through, reduce the weapon's Power Level by 1.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ

[

:WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j

?dZ[n

Sniper — special SA 18S 340 — 700,000¥ —

%20%�5$&.��3��� ��-
Can only be mounted on rotorcraft, and takes up Firmpoints. No other items can

be mounted on the Firmpoint. Four rack types are available: for one, two, three, or four
bombs. See the table below for costs and the number of Firmpoints needed. Dropping
one or more bombs takes one action, regardless of the number of bombs dropped.

De$�e\�XecXi <_hcfe_dji 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

1 1 5/4 days 500¥ 1
2 1 6/7 days 1,100¥ 1.1
3 2 8/8 days 1,750¥ 1.3
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4 2 11/12 days 2,500¥ 1.6

!!!!!>%HWWHU�RII�XVLQJ�PLVVLOHV�@�����
³5LJJLQ
�5HQHJDGH��������������������

&/28'�%20%��3��� ��,
This bomb creates a cloud of Heavy Smoke (p.89, IH??) in an area of 10 meters

radius from the bomb. After 1D6 turns, the smokescreen detonates, doing 6S damage
to everyone in the cloud. Targets close to the cloud are subjected to an atatck as well,
but with a Power Level Reduction of -2 per meter, and all damage is Stun for targets
who are not actually in the cloud (that is, someone four meters away from the cloud is
subjected to a 2S Stun attack). Impact armor defends in all cases. Treat the weapon as
an Aerodynamic Grenade for scatter (p.96, IH??). The helicopter using a Cloud Bomb
may not be higher than 50 meters above the ground.

Storage of a Cloud Bomb inside a vehicle requires 2 CF.

:WcW][ Fem[h�B[l[b M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

6S (Stun) -1 per .5 meter 45 10/7 days 1,000¥ 4

!!!!!>1RZ�WKLV� LV�DQ� LGHD� WKDW� ,�ZKROHKHDUWHGO\�VXSSRUW��)LUVW�\RX�EOLQG� WKH� IUDJJHUV�ZLWK� WKH
VPRNH��DQG�WKHQ�LW�DOVR�EORZV�XS�ZKHQ�WKH\·UH�LQ�WKH�FORXG��@�����

³7HUU\�7D[LFDE��������������������

:[\[di[

&+$))�',63(16(5��3��� /(*$/
Creates a cloud of radar-reflective foil next to the vehicle that fires it. Exactly

where the cloud appears depends on where the dispenser is fitted on the vehicle
(GM’s decision). The cloud is some 5 meters in radius (though wind can and will
spread out te foil), and lasts for 1D6 turns. It does not move with the vehicle.

All normal attacks directed through the cloud have a +2 modifier, while all attacks
using radar have a +4 modifier (not cumulative with the +2). Assume that all vehicle
sensor systems use radar.

One “round” of chaff costs 10¥, the launcher can hold 10 rounds in an internal
magazine.

8Wi[�J_c[0 8 hours
Ia_bb0 appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 4
FWhji�Yeij0 300¥
;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0 Vehicle Shop
9<0 2

!!!!!>7KH�WULFN�LV�QHDUO\�D�ROG�DV�UDGDU�LWVHOI��DQG�VWLOO�WKHUH·V�QR�UHDO�DQVZHU�WR�LW«@�����
³5LJJLQ
�5HQHJDGH��������������������

'523�63,.(�3/$7(��3��� /(*$/
These plates can be mounted on the underside of any vehicle. It requires one

Firmpoint for the regular model, two Firmpoints for the large model; dropping either
plate requires an action.

The regular plate is 2m x 2m, the large plate is 4m x 2m. The driver of a vehicle
driving over the plate must roll a Handling Test to avoid driving over the spikes. If he
fails, his tires are ripped to pieces, and he must make a Crash Test with a +2 modifier.
If the vehicle has Runflat tires, the Handling Test has a -2 modifier to the Target Num-
ber.
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Storing a regular plate inside a vehicle requires 1 CF, a large plate needs 2 CF.
Only one plate can be mounted underneath a normal vehicle; larger vehicles (GM’s
decision) can mount either two regular plates or one large plate. It is not possible to
“reload” the plate(s) while the vehicle is moving. If standing still, it requires 1 minute
per plate, and the persons doing the reloading must be outside the vehicle. A dropped
plate can be retrieved for future use.

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Regular 22.5 5/48hrs 200¥ .9
Large 45 8/60hrs 350¥ 1.1

*$6�675($0(5��3��� /(*$/
Creates a cloud of smoke or tear gas (depending on the load in the magazine) of

some 20m x 2m. For the effects of tear gas, see 9I�=h[dWZ[, p.25, Hkdd_d]�=[Wh.
8Wi[�J_c[0 6 hours
Ia_bb0 appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill
JWh][j�DkcX[h0�4
FWhji�Yeij0 1,000¥
;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0�Vehicle Shop
9<0 1

!!!!!>,I�\RX·YH�JRW�(QYLUR6HDO��\RX�ZRQ·W�JHW�ERWKHUHG�E\�WKH�WHDU�JDV��H[FHSW�PD\EH�IRU�WKH
UHGXFHG�YLVLELOLW\�@�����

³5HOOLN��������������������

+($9<�'87<�,&(�'5233(5��3��� /(*$/
Creates a sheet of ice some 5m x 5m large. Any vehicle passing over the ice must

make a Handling test to avoid crashing. The “weapon” uses clips with ten shots each.
Reloading a clip costs 100¥ per shot. The Ice Dropper requires one action to be fired.

8Wi[�J_c[0 24 hours
Ia_bb0 appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 6
FWhji�Yeij0 1,000¥
;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0 Vehicle Shop
9<0 2

!!!!!>7UXVW� D� PXQGDQH� WR� FRPH� XS� ZLWK� DQ� LGHD� IRU� ZKLFK� ZH·YH� EHHQ� XVLQJ� VSHOOV� IRU
\HDUV�@�����

³6WHHO��������������������

!!!!!>%XW�\RX�KDYH�WR�DGPLW�WKDW�LW·V�QRW�DV�WD[LQJ�RQ�\RXU�VKDPDQ��DQG�\RX�FDQ�DOVR�XVH�LW
ZKHQ�KH·V�RXW�RI�WRZQ�@�����

³5HOOLN��������������������

)/$0(�&/28'�(-(&725��3��� ��-
Produces a cloud of Heavy Smoke (p.89, IH??) of some 5 meters radius, which

stays in place until the end of the next turn. After this, it bursts into fire; it has a
Firesetting Rating of 5 (see J[Y^� If[Yi, page 72, for details). Any vehicle passing
though the burning cloud must roll a Handling Test to avoid crashing. The cloud keeps
burning for two turns.

It costs one action to fire the Flame Cloud Ejector. It can be fired ten times, and
costs 65¥ per shot to reload. It has the equivalent of an internal magazine.

8Wi[�J_c[0 10 hours
Ia_bb0 appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 5
FWhji�Yeij0 5,000¥
;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0 Vehicle Shop
9<0 1
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!!!!!>$�S\URPDQLDF·V�ZHW�GUHDP�@�����
³<RXQJHU��������������������

5$'$53522)�$5025��3���� /(*$/
Adds +2 to the Target Number of any attempt to fire at the vehicle using vehicle

sensors. It can not be layered with normal armor, or its benefits are lost.
CWn_ckc�LWbk[0 3x Vehicle’s Body (3x original Body for cycles and aircraft)
If[[Z�F[dWbjo0 -5/-15 per 3 points
;Yedeco0 +10% per 3 points
>WdZb_d]0 +1 per 6 full points
8Wi[�J_c[0 12 hours per point
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 desired Armor Rating
9eij0 1,500¥ (1,000¥ for cycles and aircraft) per point to original Body times 3, 3,000¥ per point thereafter

$5025('�:+((/�+8%��3���� /(*$/
Adds armor to the wheel: +1 Ballistic and +1 Impact per level fitted. Armor may

not be more than +4/+4. This is cumulative with the (5/3) armor of Runflat tires, thus
these can become (9/7).

8Wi[�J_c[0 1 hour per tire per level
Ia_bb0 appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 2 + level
FWhji�Yeij0 15¥ per tire per level
;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0 Vehicle Toolkit
9<0 none

Ckd_j_edi

0,1(�352;,0,7<�)86(��3���� $6�0,1(
These devices are rating 3, which means they roll 3 dice against a passing

vehicle’s Signature when a vehicle comes within 5 meters of the mine. A successful
roll detonates the mine. Lower the Target Number by -4 when the vehicle drives
directly over the mine. Signature increases due to thermal and aural masking (p.112,
H_]][h�8bWYa�8eea) are not included in the Target Number for the mine. The mines
normally arm at the end of the turn in which they are dropped, but a successful
Demolitions B/R (2) test can set this time anywhere between 0 and virtually infinite.
Remember that you need to buy the mine separately.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

— 3 — 6/48hrs 100¥ 2.5

!!!!!>1RZ�DOO�ZH�QHHG�LV�PLQHV�WR�ILW�WKHVH�WR�@�����
³&KDW��������������������

!!!!!>(DV\�HQRXJK��6HH�SDJH����@�����
³$6')��������������������

$17,�32:(5�3/$17�52&.(7��3���� ��/
If this weapon hits, the vehicle rolls to reduce damage normally. If any damage re-

mains, the vehicle’s electrical system is shorted out. No matter how high the damage
gets, no actual damage is done to the vehicle, only the electrical system is affected.
Moving electrically-driven vehicles must make a Crash Test immediately; electrical
vehicles that are not moving can not move until the system has been fixed. Vehicles
with IC or MultiF engines can keep moving, but all electrical devices are out of
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operation. Jacked-in riggers suffer 12M Stun damage if their vehicle gets hit due to the
electrical shock that hits them straight into their nervous system.

Fixing the electrical system requires a Vehicle (B/R) skill roll with a Target Number
of 5, and some three hours of work (reduced normally).

?dj[bb_][dY[ :WcW][ Fem[h

B[l[b

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j

?dZ[n

9<

NA 12M — 2 6/48hrs 2,500¥ 1.3 2

$5025�3,(5&,1*�52&.(76��3���� ��/
When defending against this rocket, only use half of the vehicle’s armor rating.

Power Level Reduction is -8 per meter.

?dj[bb_][dY

[

:WcW]

[

Fem[h�B[l[b M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j

?dZ[n

9<

Rocke
t

NA 16D -8 per meter 2.5 10/6 days 3,500¥ 2.5 3

Missil
e

3 16D -8 per meter 3 12/6 days 4,500¥ 3 3

(;3/26,9(�7,33('�63,.(6��3���� ��,
A vehicle that drives over these suffers a 2D attack to each tire that gets hit. This is

resisted with the vehicle’s Body, and any tire armor defends against it (use the Impact
value). If a tire takes Deadly damage, it blows up and forces the driver to make a
Handling test.

9edY[Wb :WcW]

[

Fem[h�B[l[b M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

10 2D — .1 8/10 days 5¥ 2

602.,1*�-(11<��3���� ��/
Creates a cloud of Heavy Smoke (p.89, IH??) some 2 meters wide and high, and

with a length equal to the distance flown by the rocket. The cloud is created instantly.
The damage listed below is used only when the rocket hits someone or something.

?dj[bb_][dY[ :WcW][ Fem[h

B[l[b

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j

?dZ[n

9<

NA 8M Stun — 2 8/72hrs 2,000¥ 1.8 2

!!!!!><RX�FDQ�DOVR�XVH�WKHVH�WR�IRRO�SHRSOH�ZKR�DUH�ORRNLQJ�IRU�\RX�LI�\RX·UH�GRLQJ�D�SDQ]HU
UXQ��LI�\RX·YH�EHHQ�VSRWWHG��ILUH�RQH�RI�WKHVH�URFNHWV�RYHU�VRPH�FRYHU�DQG�IO\�WKURXJK�LWV�VPRNH
WUDLO��:KHQ�\RX�UHDFK�WKH�FRYHU��GLYH�EHKLQG�LW�DQG�KLW�WKH�EUDNHV��0RVW�OLNHO\��\RXU�DVVDLOODQWV�WKLQN
\RX·YH�SRSSHG�D�VPRNH�JUHQDGH�DQG�KLW�WKH�WKURWWOH��VLQFH�WKDW�FUHDWHV�D�WUDLO�RI�VPRNH�LQVWHDG�RI
D�FORXG��:LWK�OXFN��WKH\·OO�FKDVH�WKH�URFNHW�LQVWHDG�RI�\RX�@�����

³$OH[LD��������������������

!!!!!>'RQ·W�WUXVW�D�ZRUG�VKH�VD\V��$OH[LD�KDV�VKRW�GRZQ�DW�OHDVW�IRXU�W�ELUGV�FORVH�WR�WKH�)5)=
�QHHG�,�H[SODLQ�ZK\�WKH\�ZHUH�WKHUH"��ZKLOH�RQ�ERUGHU�SDWURO�GXW\�IRU�WKH�3&&��$Q\�ERUGHU�SDWURO
ZRUWK�WKHLU�VDOW�ZRQ·W�FKDVH�D�PLVVLOH�EHFDXVH�WKH\�IROORZ�\RX�RQ�WKHLU�VHQVRUV�LQVWHDG�RI�XVLQJ�0DUN
2QH�(\HEDOO�@�����

³*HRUJH��������������������

38))�'5$*21��3���� ��/
Bursts after flying a pre-selected distance. Setting this distance requires one

action before the rocket is inserted in the launcher. Riggers controlling their vehicle
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cybernetically may set the distance after the rocket is inserted into the launcher, and
before it is fired (costs a Free Action). The Heavy Smoke cloud (p.89, IH??) is some 5
meters in radius. The damage listed below is used only when the rocket hits someone.

?dj[bb_][dY

[

:WcW][ Fem[h�B[l[b M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j

?dZ[n

9<

Rocke
t

NA 8M Stun — 2 9/72hrs 2,200¥ 2 3

Missil
e

3 8M Stun — 2.5 11/72hrs 3,200¥ 2 3

),5(%$//�63(&,$/��3���� ��/
The Rocket variant has Firesetting Rating of 5 (see p.72, J[Y^�If[Yi). The Missile

has Firesetting Rating 4. This is in addition to the normal damage of the weapon. If
more than Light damage is done to a vehicle, the interior will be on fire. The Power
Level Reduction is -6 per meter.

?dj[bb_][dY

[

:WcW][ Fem[h�B[l[b M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j

?dZ[n

9<

Rocke
t

NA 12D -6 per meter 2.5 10/4 days 3,500¥ 2.3 3

Missil
e

3 9D -6 per meter 3.5 12/7 days 4,500¥ 2.5 3

7+(�%$))/(5��3���� ��/
Bursts after flying a pre-selected distance. Setting this distance requires one

action before the rocket is inserted in the launcher. Riggers controlling their vehicle
cybernetically may set the distance after the rocket is inserted into the launcher, and
before it is fired (costs a Free Action). The cloud is some 5 meters in radius and lasts
until the end of the next turn; all normal attacks directed through the cloud have a +2
modifier, while all attacks using radar have a +4 modifier (not cumulative with the +2).
Assume that all vehicle sensor systems use radar.

The damage listed below is used only when the rocket hits someone.

?dj[bb_][dY[ :WcW][ Fem[h

B[l[b

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j

?dZ[n

9<

NA 8M Stun — 2.5 6/3 days 3,000¥ 2 2

,1&(1',$5<�$002��3���� ��/
Does normal damage, but has a Firesetting rating of 3 per round (if firing a burst,

add one to this rating per round, just as with the Power Level). Available for LMGs,
MMGs, and HMGs only. Stats are for a packet of ten rounds.

9edY[Wb :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

8 normal .25 6/48hrs 30¥ 2

$17,�3(56211(/�$002��3���� ��/
Increases the Power Level of the weapon by +2 and the Damage Level by +1 (both

against creatures only; any Hardened or vehicle armor negates these increases). Avail-
able for all weapons except cannon.

9edY[Wb :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

8 +2 Power
+1 Damage

.75 12/10 days 100¥ 3.5

!!!!!><HV��GRQ·W�JHW�KLW�E\�RQH�RI�WKHVH�RU�\RX·OO�EH�VRUU\�@�����
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³7KXQGHUNLW��������������������

$17,�9(+,&8/$5�$002��3���� ��/
This ammunition does not have its Damage Level reduced when fired against a

vehicle or Hardened armor. Against other targets, damage is normal. Available for Light
and Heavy Pistols, Assault Rifles, Shotguns, SMGs, and Sniper Rifles.

9edY[Wb :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

8 see
above

.25 16/14 days 300¥ 4

75$&(5�$002��3����
See page 51, <_[bZi�e\�<_h[.

!!!!!>9HU\�HIIHFWLYH�DW�JLYLQJ�DZD\�\RXU�SRVLWLRQ�@�����
³:HQG\��������������������

(;3/26,9(�*5(1$'(��3���� ��,
Non-aerodynamic grenade; Power Level Reduction -1 per meter {SR: -1 per two

meters}.

9edY[Wb :WcW]

[

Fem[h�B[l[b M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

7 6M -1 per meter .25 6/72hrs 25¥ 1.5

602.(�*5(1$'(��3����
See page 48, <_[bZi�e\�<_h[.

&21&866,21�*5(1$'(��3���� ��,
A non-aerodynamic grenade.

9edY[Wb :WcW][ Fem[h�B[l[b M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

7 10M Stun -2 per meter .25 6/72hrs 40¥ 1.2

3$,17�*5(1$'(��3���� ��,
This grenade creates a cloud of paint with a radius of 5 meters. Exact effects are

GM’s discretion.

9edY[Wb :WcW]

[

Fem[h�B[l[b M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

6 — — .25 3/48hrs 20¥ 2

)2$0�*5(1$'(��3���� /(*$/
This grenade has a blast radius of 5 meters. If it is used against a fire, it rolls 5

dice in an opposed test against the Firesetting Rating of the substance on fire (see
page 72, J[Y^�If[Yi); if the grenade scores more successes (or if there is a tie), the
fire goes out.

9edY[Wb :WcW]

[

Fem[h�B[l[b M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

6 — — .25 3/48hrs 30¥ .9
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7YY[iieh_[i

&20387(5�*811(5��3���� ��(�
This system can operate independantly, in the same manner as a drone, as

described on p.19 of the (&),�9WjWbe]. It gets its own initiative of 10+1D6 (reduced
normally due to vehicle damage), and has Firearms and Gunnery skill, both at level 5. It
uses the vehicle’s sensors for targeting; in a vehicle without sensors, the Computer
Gunner uses normal Target Numbers. Add the Sensor Rating to the skill’s rating when
firing, just as with a character.

The Computer Gunner can only operate one set of weapons (all those that fire in
the same direction are considered a set; for instance, all weapons in a turret, all
forward-firing weapons, and so on). If more than one set is to be controlled, one
computer must be fitted per set. In effect, this computer turns all those weapons into
a single drone (see pages 100-107, H_]][h�8bWYa�8eea).

8Wi[�J_c[0 6 hours per weapon to be controlled
Ia_bb0 appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 4
FWhji�Yeij0 6,000¥ per weapon to be controlled
;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0 Vehicle Facility
9<0 1 per two weapons to be controlled (round up)

!!!!!>$OORZV�\RX�WR�KDYH�\RXU�KDQGV�IUHH�DQG�VWLOO�ILUH��EXW�RWKHU�WKDQ�WKDW�LW·V�YDOXH�LV�GRXEWIXO
PH�WKLQNV�@�����

³6WHIIL��������������������

$8720$7,&�7$5*(7�$&48,6,7,21�'(9,&(��$7$'���3���� ��(�
Functions as level 3 sensors, but only for the weapons to which the sensor

package has been fitted. Only one central logic unit is needed, regardless of the
number of sensor packages present.

The weapon(s) can also fire as described on p.20 of the 2036 Catalog. The “critical
range” is 0 to 50 meters, and the weapon rolls 3 dice (the sensor's rating) to see if it
hits.

9[djhWb�Be]_Y�Kd_j0 I[dieh�FWYaW][0

8Wi[�J_c[0 7 days 8Wi[�J_c[0 6 hours
Ia_bb0 appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill Ia_bb0 appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 5 JWh][j�DkcX[h0 3
FWhji�Yeij0 40,000¥ FWhji�Yeij0 10,000¥
;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0 Vehicle Facility ;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0 Vehicle Shop
9<0 2 9<0 0

6,1*/(�:($321�&20387(5��3���� ��(�
Must be fitted to each weapon separately. Gives a -1 modifier to the Target

Number for that weapon only. This modifier applies even to sensor-enhanced targeting
(p.126, H_]][h�8bWYa�8eea).

8Wi[�J_c[0 6 hours
Ia_bb0 appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 4
FWhji�Yeij0 1,500¥
;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0 Vehicle Toolkit
9<0 0

(;75$�'5,9(5�&21752/6��3���� /(*$/
This is a set of secondary controls (p.117, H_]][h�8bWYa�8eea), which can only be

fitted into a turret. 1 CF is needed in the turret to house the control gear, while
another 2 CF somewhere else in the vehicle is required for the rest of the control
links. Riggers can jack in through these controls.
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8Wi[�J_c[0 2 weeks
Ia_bb0 appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 6
FWhji�Yeij0 5,000¥
;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0�Vehicle Facility
9<0 1 in turret, 2 in rest of vehicle.

:($321�7,0(5��3���� /(*$/
Activating this system costs a Simple Action; riggers jacked into the vehicle pay

only a Free Action. Must be fitted to each weapon separately.
8Wi[�J_c[0 1 hour
Ia_bb0 Firearms (B/R) or appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 4
FWhji�Yeij0 350¥
;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0 Vehicle Toolkit
9<0 0

´7+81'(5.,7µ�)8(/�&(//6��3���� /(*$/
Only available for electrically-driven motorcycles. This system increases both

Cruising and Maximum Speeds by +50%. These fuel cells replace the bike’s normal
batteries. Recharging time is doubled.

8Wi[�J_c[0 12 hours
Ia_bb0 appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 5
FWhji�Yeij0 50¥ x vehicle's current top speed
;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0 Vehicle Shop
9<0 0

0$*$=,1(�6:,7&+��3���� $6�:($321
Allows two clips or belts to be fitted to one weapon. The firer can select which

clip or belt is to be used by spending a Simple Action (a Free Action if the weapon is a
smartgun controlled through a Smartgun Link, or if it is an integral vehicle weapon
controlled by a rigger through a Vehicle Control Rig).

8Wi[�J_c[0 2 hours
Ia_bb0 Firearms (B/R) skill
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 4
FWhji�Yeij0 250¥
;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0 Firearms Toolkit
9<0 0
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5$'$5�'(7(&725��3���� /(*$/
If a vehicle is the target of the Sensors of another vehicle, this device is allowed a

test using its rating for the number of dice, against a Target Number 4. If the test suc-
ceeds (generates at least one success), the Radar Detector will warn the vehicle’s
driver (by means of a sound) that the vehicle is about to be under attack. It does not
indicate where the attack is coming from.

The device can be linked into a Chaff Dispenser (see p.64) and/or an ECM system
for 100¥ per link; when it detects something, it fires one round of chaff and/or
switches on the ECM automatically (this feature can be turned on or off by spending a
Simple Action).

8Wi[�J_c[0 10 minutes (+30 minutes for link to Chaff Dispenser)
Ia_bb0 Electronics (B/R) or appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 4
FWhji�Yeij0 75¥ x rating² (max. rating = 4)
;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0 Vehicle Toolkit
9<0 0

5$'$5�-$00(5��3���� ��(�
This is a rating 2 ECM system (see p.126, H_]][h�8bWYa�8eea).
FWhji�Yeij0 60,000¥
9<0 3

%2//,;��3���� ��(�
Blocks all radio reception and limpet beacons (see below) within 5 km. All vehicle

sensors within 5 km add 1D6 to their Target Numbers (roll every action the weapons
are fired using the sensors). Add 2D6 to the Target Numbers of all vehicle sensors and
remote-controlled vehicles within 1.5 km. Furthermore, the Bollix also works as level 2
ECM.

For every turn the Bollix is in use, it uses 2 PF of power. If the vehicle is equipped
with an IC or MultiF engine, the Bollix can operate indefinitely.

FWhji�Yeij0 150,000¥
9<0 4

'8$/�/(9(/�)/$7%('��3���� /(*$/
Available in 7-meter, 10-meter, and 20-meter variants, this trailer can hold twice

the number of containers of a normal Flatbed Trailer of its size (p.115, H_]][h�8bWYa
8eea), stacked on top of eachother.

7-meter variant (Body = 2): 15,000¥
10-meter variant (Body = 3): 22,500¥
20-meter variant (Body = 4): 30,000¥

0,1,�6$)(��3���� /(*$/
Either model has a Barrier Rating of 6, and has a rating 4 Keypad Maglock (see

p.86, D[e"7dWhY^_ijÁi�=k_Z[�je�H[Wb�B_\[) on its lid. The small safe can hold .75 CF of
cargo, the large one can hold 2 CF.

IcWbb�iW\[0 BWh][�iW\[0

8Wi[�J_c[0�1 hour 8Wi[�J_c[0 1 hour
Ia_bb0 appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill Ia_bb0 appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 3 JWh][j DkcX[h0 3
FWhji�Yeij0 150¥ FWhji�Yeij0 700¥
;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0 Vehicle Toolkit ;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0 Vehicle Toolkit
9<0 1 9<0 3

!!!!!>6LPSOH� HQRXJK� WR� SDVV�� MXVW� WDNH� WKH� HQWLUH� VDIH� DQG� RSHQ� LW� LQ� \RXU� RZQ� WLPH�� $
EORZWRUFK�QRUPDOO\�GRHV�WKH�WULFN�@�����
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³5REELH�5DQVRP��������������������

3257$%/(�($57+�67$7,21��3���� /(*$/
Takes 1 turn to deploy.
8Wi[�J_c[0 6 hours
Ia_bb0 Electronics (B/R) or appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 6
FWhji�Yeij0 700¥
;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0 Vehicle Shop
9<0 3

6$)(7<�6($7��3���� /(*$/
This seat gives the occupant three extra dice to roll for his Body Test in case of a

crash. It takes four Complex Actions to get into a Safety Seat, and two to get out. If the
harnesses are not used, it only takes one Complex Action to get into or out of the
seat, but the extra Body dice are lost. Also available in Large model, for big
passengers.

8Wi[�J_c[0 2 days
Ia_bb0 appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 4
FWhji�Yeij0 1,000¥ (1,200¥ for Large model)
;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0 Vehicle Shop
9<0 6 (7 for Large model)

!!!!!>$GG� DOO� WKHVH� VDIHW\� GHYLFHV� WRJHWKHU� DQG� QR� ZD\� DUH� \RX� JRLQJ� WR� JHW� KXUW� LQ� D
FUDVK�@�����

³'DQFHU��������������������

29(5'5,9(��3���� /(*$/
Increases Maximum Speed by +20%, but extended use can be harmful to the

vehicle. At the end of every turn this device is in use, roll 2D6. If the roll is less than
the number of turns, the vehicle’s engine malfunctions. Roll on the Engine Failure
Table on p.110, Rigger Black Book, to see the effect of the engine failure. If and when
the engine fails, it automatically and immediately loses the speed bonus of the
Overdrive. The Overdrive itself is not damaged.

The Overdrive unit gives a +1 to Handling, but only when it is engaged. If the unit
is deactivated whle the vehicle is traveling at higher than its normal top speed, the
driver must immediately make a Handling Test. If it fails, make a Crash Test.

One Overdrive must be installed for every wheel the vehicle has. It is of no use to
vehicles that do not use wheels to move (aircraft, LAVs, boats, and so on).

Activating or deactivating Overdrive costs a Simple Action, or a Free Action for a
rigger controlling the vehicle cybernetically.

8Wi[�J_c[0 1 day per wheel
Ia_bb0 appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 6
FWhji�Yeij0 1,000¥ per wheel
;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0 Vehicle Facility
9<0 0

!!!!!>*RRG�IRU�DQ�H[WUD�ERRVW�DV�ORQJ�DV�\RX�GRQ·W�NHHS�LW�RQ�IRU�WRR�ORQJ�@�����
³))<��������������������

$17,/2&.�%5$.,1*�6<67(0��3���� /(*$/
Gives a -1 modifier to Handling, but only when making a Handling Test due to

applying the brakes (GM’s decision).
8Wi[�J_c[0 1 day per wheel
Ia_bb0 appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill
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JWh][j�DkcX[h0 5
FWhji�Yeij0 1,000¥ per wheel
;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0 Vehicle Facility
9<0 0

)$/6(�:($3216��3���� /(*$/
To notice that these are not real, a Perception (6) test is needed. For every ten

meters (round down) the observer is away, increase the Target Number by +1.
8Wi[�J_c[0 1 hour per “weapon”
Ia_bb0 appropriate Vehicle (B/R) skill
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 2
FWhji�Yeij0 100¥ per “weapon”
;gk_fc[dj�d[[Z[Z0�Vehicle Toolkit
9<0 0

!!!!!>7KRXJK� WKHVH� DUH� OHJDO�� GRQ
W� EH� VXUSULVHG� LI� D� FRS� VWDUWV� DVNLQJ� QDVW\
TXHVWLRQV�@�����

³6OXPEHU��������������������

(;7(51$/�:($321�32'�(-(&7,21�6<67(0��3���� ��-
This is basically a pod which can contain a single weapon and 1 CF of dedicated

ammo storage. The pod must be fitted to a Hardpoint or Firmpoint, which can not be
used for anything else (though a Firmpoint on an aircraft may mount a missile or
rocket in addition to the pod, as usual).

Ejecting each pod takes a Simple Action for the vehicle’s driver or pilot. Jacked-in
riggers pay a Free Action per pod to be ejected.

Though any weapon can be mounted in a pod, it is bound to the normal
restrictions, depending on where the pod is to be mounted — if mounted on a
Hardpoint, any weapon is allowed; no heavy weapons if mounted on a Firmpoint.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

— — 10 5/4 days 2,000¥ 1

F[hiedWb�?j[ci

+$1'�+(/'�*5(1$'(�/$81&+(5��3���� ��-
Simply a Grenade Launcher that cannot be fitted to another weapon.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Grenade 2 5 (c) SS grenad
e

2.5 9/5 days 2,300¥ 3

),5(3522)�68,7��3���� /(*$/
Provides armor against fire damage only. The level of armor depends on how long

the wearer is exposed: 4 points for the first 10 turns (30 seconds), 3 points during
turns 11 to 14, 2 points in turns 15 to 16, 1 point in turns 17 and 18, and no
protection after that. Keep track of the number of turns the suit has been exposed to
fire, because the suit does not repair itself (it can’t be repaired in any way). For
instance, if a new suit is exposed to fire for six turns, it only has four turns of level 4
protection left the next time it is exposed to fire. The suit also has a Fire Resistance
Rating of 6 (see page 72, J[Y^�If[Yi).

9edY[Wb 8Wbb_ij_Y ?cfWYj M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n
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4 special 3 6/72hrs 500¥ 2.5

!!!!!>7RR�EDG�\RX�FDQ·W�ZHDU�WKHVH�WKLQJV�LQ�SXEOLF�SODFHV�ZLWKRXW�SHRSOH�UDLVLQJ�H\HEURZV�
RWKHUZLVH�,·G�IHHO�D�ZKROH�ORW�VDIHU�ZLWK�DOO�WKHVH�PDJHV�DURXQG�@�����

³0LNH�0D[HU��������������������

!!!!!>$UH�\RX�NLGGLQJ"�3HRSOH�DOZD\V�WKLQN�ZH�WKURZ�ILUHEDOOV�DURXQG�WKH�SODFH��EXW�ZH·G�EH
FUD]\�LI�ZH�GLG�³�RU�XQFRQFLRXV�IURP�WKH�GUDLQ�@�����

³)URJJ\��������������������
!!!!!>:DLW�IRU�D�OLQH�RI�ILUH�UHVLVWDQW�FORWKHV�LQ�D�3ODVWLF�:DUULRUV�UHOHDVH�FRPLQJ�WR�D�FRPSXWHU
QHDU�\RX�VRRQ�@�����

³*XUWK��&KURPH�

%$77/(�9(67��3���� /(*$/
Has sufficient room to hold the following items: one pistol of any type (in a built-

in holster), two hand grenades of any type, six ammo clips for any weapon, and one
knife (in a built-in sheath) of any type. The pistol and knife count as being in a holster
when quickdrawing.

9edY[Wb 8Wbb_ij_Y ?cfWYj M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

7 0 0 1 5/3 days 750¥ 1.75

$17,�9(+,&8/$5�5,)/(��3���� ��-
Comes with a built-in rating 2 telescope sight. This weapon fires Medium

Machine Gun ammo, but uses Assault Rifle ranges. Also, its damage is not reduced
when firing against vehicles.

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Assault 3 10 (c) SA/BF 8S 5.3 14/16 days 6,000¥ 3.2

%2:,(�.1,)(��3���� ��%
No changes.

9edY[Wb H[WY^ :WcW][ M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

6 0 (str+2)L 1 3/24hrs 50¥ .8

!!!!!>*LYH�PH�D�&RXJDU�DQ\WLPH�@�����
³:DWFKHU��������������������

/$6(5�/$:�9/$:��3���� ��-
These weapons are one-shot, though they can be recharged in about an hour

using the built-in recharger. For the LAW, use the Assault Rifle ranges. For the VLAW,
use the SMG ranges. For both, reduce the Power Level as follows: -1 at Medium range,
-2 at Long range, -4 at Extreme range; and -1 for every meter of smoke shot through.

BWi[h�B7M0

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Assault 2 1 (m) SS 12M 5 24/21 days 75,000¥ 3
BWi[h�LB7M0

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

SMG 4 1 (m) SS 10M 3.5 24/21 days 60,000¥ 3
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3257$%/(�),5(�(;7,1*8,6+(5��3���� /(*$/
Takes up 1 CF when stored inside a vehicle. Refilling the extinguisher costs 20¥.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

2 4 9 2/12hrs 150¥ .8

!!!!!>1RZ�WKLV�LV�KDQG\�ZLWK�DOO�WKRVH�S\URWHFKQLF�PLVVLOHV�EHLQJ�VROG�KHUH�@�����
³$6')��������������������

/,03(7�%($&21��3���� /(*$/
Gives a -1 modifier to the Target Number of any vehicle-mounted weapons that

are targeted using the vehicle’s sensors, and also for missile fire from man-pack
missile launchers.

A laser or radar-guided weapon passing within 20 meters of a Limpet Beacon has
a chance of heading for the beacon. Roll a test using the weapon’s Intelligence against
a Target Number 4. No successes means the weapon heads for the beacon. Resolve an
attack with 1D6-1 successes in favor of the weapon against the vehicle (or whatever)
the beacon is mounted on.

If a weapon with a blast area hits the vehicle with the Limpet Beacon, there is a 1
to 3 on 1D6 chance that the beacon is destroyed by the blast.

9edY[Wb HWj_d] M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

8 -1 — 8/6 days 250¥ 1.2

7+(50,7(�/,03(7�0,1(��3���� ��,
Makes a normal attack against the vehicle this mine is placed on, using the

damage code listed below. This same code is also used to resolve the attack on
anyone who happens to be in the blast radius. The timer can be set between 2
seconds and 2 minutes. The mine has a Firesetting Rating of 2; when more than one
mine is set to explode at the same time, add the ratings together. If damage is done to
a vehicle, its interior may be on fire.

9edY[Wb :WcW]

[

Fem[h�B[l[b M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

8 10S -5 per meter .25 9/7 days 80¥ 2.5

?dj[hdWb�9ecXkij_ed
Everything here is only available for IC and MultiF engines.

78%8/$5�+($'(56��3���� /(*$/
These cost 20% of the cost of the engine fitted in the vehicle (p.109, H_]][h�8bWYa

8eea). The vehicle’s Cruising and Maximum Speeds are both increased by +5%,
though Signature is modified by -1.

8Wi[�J_c[0 2 days
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 3
If[[Z�?dYh[Wi[0 +20%
<k[b�9edikcfj_ed0 +0%
9eij0 +15% (IC); +20% (MultiF)
I_]dWjkh[0 -1

&$5%85(725��3���� /(*$/
If buying a new engine with this carburetor, reduce the cost of the engine by 20%

(that means you don’t get any nuyen back if you refit an existing engine with it,
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chummer!). If retro-fitting an engine with this carburetor, its cost is as listed below.
Don’t bother with the Base Time, Skill, Target Number, Parts Cost, and Equipment
Needed when installing a new engine with this carburetor. Only install the engine
(p.108-110, H_]][h�8bWYa�8eea).

Both Cruise and Maximum Speeds are reduced by 10%, and Economy is increased
by 10%.

8Wi[�J_c[0 1 day
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 4
If[[Z�?dYh[Wi[0 -10%
<k[b�9edikcfj_ed0 -10%
9eij0 -20%
I_]dWjkh[0 -0

08/7,�&$5%85(725�6<67(0��3���� /(*$/
Same as the above Carburetor, but the engine’s cost is reduced by 10%; Cruise

and Maximum Speeds are reduced by 5%, and Economy is increased by 5%.
8Wi[�J_c[0 2 days
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 4
If[[Z�?dYh[Wi[0 -5%
<k[b�9edikcfj_ed0 -5%
9eij0 -10%
I_]dWjkh[0 -0

1,75286�2;,'(��3���� /(*$/
Each tank takes up 1 CF, and costs 200¥ to refill. Opening a tank costs a Simple

Action (Free Action for jacked-in riggers), and increases the vehicle’s Maximum Speed
by +50%. Economy stays the same. This increase lasts until the end of the next turn,
and only one tank can be used at a time — that is, effects of nitrous are not
cumulative.

After the effect stops, the vehicle slows down until it is moving at Maximum
Speed.

8Wi[�J_c[0 5 hours per tank
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 3
If[[Z�?dYh[Wi[0 +50% (only when engaged)
<k[b�9edikcfj_ed0 +0%
9eij0 500¥ per tank, 100¥ for engine modification
I_]dWjkh[0 -1 (only when engaged)
9<0 1 per tank

!!!!!>$.$�ODXJKLQJ�JDV��:KHQ�\RX·UH�ILOOLQJ�WKRVH�WDQNV��GRQ·W�IRUJHW�LW·V�WR[LF�@�����
³�����������������������

!!!!!>,�GRQ·W�WKLQN�PDQ\�UXQQHUV�FDUH�DERXW�WKDW�ODVW�VWDWHPHQW��IRU�REYLRXV�UHDVRQV�@�����
³6WHSIDWKHU��������������������

´%/8(35,17('µ�(1*,1(6��3���� /(*$/
Cruising and Maximum Speeds are increased by 10%, though Economy stays the

same. Installing this engine is exactly the same as installing any other engine.
8Wi[�J_c[0 2 days
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 4
If[[Z�?dYh[Wi[0 +10%
<k[b�9edikcfj_ed0 +0%
9eij0 +30% (IC); +50% (MultiF)
I_]dWjkh[0 -0

785%2&+$5*(5��3����
See p.110, H_]][h�8bWYa�8eea.
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683(5&+$5*(5��3���� /(*$/
Gives a +10/+30 to Speed, per level (maximum 4). Any work done to the engine is

permanently modified by +1 for every Supercharger level fitted.
8Wi[�J_c[0 2 days per level
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 level+4 for ground and marine vehicles; level+5 for air cushion, drones, RPVs, and aircraft;

level+6 for rotorcraft
CWn_ckc�?dYh[Wi[0 +35% (1 level is always possible)
<k[b�9edikcfj_ed0 +10% (IC); +15% (MultiF)
9eij0 +20% (IC); +30% (MultiF)
I_]dWjkh[0 -1 per two levels (round down)

9$5,$%/(�3,7&+�785%2&+$5*(5��3���� /(*$/
Similar to the normal Turbocharger (p.110, H_]][h�8bWYa�8eea), but with the fol-

lowing modifiers. Speed increase is +7/+21 per level. Any work done to the engine is
permanently modified by +1 for every level installed.

8Wi[�J_c[0 1 day per level
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 level+3 for ground and marine vehicles; level+4 for air cushion, drones, RPVs, and aircraft;

level+5 for rotorcraft
CWn_ckc�?dYh[Wi[0 +25% (1 level is always possible)
<k[b�9edikcfj_ed0 +7% (IC); +13% (MultiF)
9eij0 +15% (IC); +20% (MultiF)
I_]dWjkh[0 -1

785%2�683(5&+$5*(5��3���� /(*$/
A combination of a normal turbocharger and a supercharger. Any work done to

the engine is modified by +2 for every level installed.
8Wi[�J_c[0 3 days per level
JWh][j�DkcX[h0 level+4 for ground and marine vehicles; level+5 for air cushion, drones, RPVs, and aircraft;

level+6 for rotorcraft
CWn_ckc�?dYh[Wi[0 +40% (1 level is always possible)
<k[b�9edikcfj_ed0 +13% (IC); +22% (MultiF)
9eij0 +25% (IC); +40% (MultiF)
I_]dWjkh[0 -1 per three levels (round up)
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7HCEH���:7C7=;�H;I?IJ7D9;
If the rating of a piece of body armor is greater than

the Power Level of the attack, the Target Number for the
Resistance Test is 2. This means that, if you get hit by a
hold-out (4L) or by a heavy pistol (9M) and you’re wearing
an armor jacket and lined coat (total Ballistic armor of 7),
you get to roll against a Target Number of 2 in either case.

This house-rule allows characters to even better
survive attacks with low Power Levels: for every 2 full
points that the armor’s rating exceeds the Power Level of
the attack, you get to roll an extra die for the Resistance
Test. So, that would mean in the example above that the
target would get an extra die to defend against the hold-
out, but not against the heavy pistol.

7KJE<?H;
—Marc A Renouf <jormung@ENGIN.UMICH.EDU>

Note: These rules have one holdover from IH?. In our
game, we have kept the concept of “dodge” intact.
Namely, one can spend X dice from his or her combat
pool to devote to dodging an attack. The target number for
dodging is typically a 4 (though this is often modified) as
per IH?. The rationale for this rule being kept is as follows:
Bullet from light pistol. Bullet from rifle. Both travel at
roughly similar velocities, high enough that you are not
actually dodging the bullet but rather trying to get away
from the point of aim. Therefore, it should be no more
difficult to get out of the pistol’s line of aim than the rifle’s
(actually, the rifle would be easier to dodge at close range,
which adds another level of complexity that it is not
prudent to keep track of).  In IH??, however, dodge dice
are rolled with the same Target Number as the Body Target
Number. In the case of a light pistol, it is a 6, in the case
of a rifle, it is 7 to 9.  If one would include the effects of
armor making easier to “dodge,” this makes little or no
sense.

Therefore, to get around this vague dependence on
power level, the old IH? rules for dodging have been held
over. These rules actually allow for more clean misses,
which means more ammo wasted shooting at nothing in
particular, which is WAY more realistic than hitting
everything you shoot at. So, with that out of the way, let us
proceed…

7KJE<?H;
The easiest way to illustrate is by example. Consider

the following. Spam the Sam has a Firearms skill of 7 and
is using an Ingram Smartgun. He is shooting at a poor corp
guard at medium range, no relative movement, good light
conditions (yeah, right, when does that ever happen…)

His base Target Number is a 5, modified to a 3 by the
presence of sly old Spam’s trusty smartlink. Spam fires ten
rounds on full auto, rolling a 2, 4, 5, 5, 8, 8, and 11. Now
here's where it gets a bit tricky. The Ingram has gas vent 2
and a folding stock. But folding stocks are for pussies, so
Spam fires from the hip, leaving him with only 2 points of
recoil reduction. The first round hits on the base Target
Number of 3 as it has no recoil (though in the IH?? errata
(see page 88) it states that the first round is subject to
recoil mod. GM choice, but we don’t use it as semiautos
don’t have it.) The second and third rounds are taken care
of by the gas vent 2, so the first three rounds hit with a
target number of 3. After that, recoil takes over, so the
fourth round has a +1 (Target Number 4), the fifth round
has a further +1 (Target Number 5) and so on.

Say the corp goon didn’t dodge (too good to be true).
In that case, Spam’s 11 is good enough to hit with 11
rounds, but only ten were fired, so he hits with ten
rounds. Ouch. Damage from that comes out to be 17D
(actually, the damage code is staged up more than D due
to the number of rounds that hit. The GM has the choice of
capping the damage at D, using the rules in the back of
<_[bZi� e\� <_h[, or continuing the staging starting at Light-
overflow, Moderate-overflow, and so on (see page 82).
This gets real vicious real quick. But then, so does getting
nailed with many SMG rounds). Keep in mind that Spam
has only one success with this number of rounds. So far,
this is just like the rules as written. But wait, there's
more…

But what if the guard dodges? In that case, you take
off Spam’s successes on a one-for-one basis with the
guard’s dodge successes STARTING FROM THE HIGHEST
NUMBER. So say the guard gets a single dodge success.
Spam the Sam’s 11 is removed. In IH??, Spam would miss
completely!  But alas, he has  two 8’s, so he hits with 8
rounds (base Target Number 3, 3 rounds for free with
recoil comp, one more round on a one-for-+1 basis as
described above). The damage code for this is 15D (again,
overflow damage is up to the discretion of the GM). But
note that Spam has 2 successes, which is sufficient to
stage the damage up one category (this gets REAL ugly
when you use the overflow-staging rules…)

Now say there were two guards. Being an equal-
opportunity hose-beast, Spam decides that they each get
five rounds. His base Target Number is again a 3 (5 - 2).
Again, he gets three rounds at that Target Number. The
fourth round hits on a 4, the fifth round hits on a 5. At this
point, however, Spam is switching targets, and thus has to
pay the secondary target modifier of +2.  So the sixth
round hits at an 8, not a 6. The seventh round hits on a 9,
etc., all the way up to the tenth round, which would hit on
a 12.

237,21$/�58/(6
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So with his 2,4,5,5,8,8, and 11, Spam hits the first
goon with all five rounds and the second with four rounds.
(This assumes that the goons are close enough that Spam
doesn’t have to walk his fire). Say both guards dodge, and
both score two successes. Both guards start taking off
successes FROM THE HIGHEST, so both take off the 11 and
one of the 8’s. At this point, Spam hits the first guard with
all 5 rounds (ouch) and wings the second guard with 1
round. So damage codes are 12S for the first guard and 8M
for the second, each treated as though Spam had only one
success (no upward staging).

If both guards had gotten three dodge successes, the
second guard would have been missed completely, as
Spam’s highest is now a 5, which is not enough to hit the
second guard at all. The first guard would have been in
trouble, though.  Spam’s two 5’s are enough to still hit
with all five rounds fired in the first goon's direction, for a
damage code of 12S. But Spam has two 5’s, so the damage
code stages up to 12D. Ouch.

If there were more targets, each would get a +2 jump
in Spam’s target number when it came to the rounds that
they were to be hit with.

E::?J?;I
As you have probably noticed, it is possible to dodge

into more damage. Them’s the breaks. That’s what
happens when you dodge into the stream of lead instead
of away from it.

Also, this is one of the few circumstances where a tie
favors the defender, since the attacker has no more
successes that indicate rounds that hit after all his
successes have been taken off the top.

As an added bonus, you don't have to roll bijillions of
dice and the dice you do roll only have to be rolled once,
regardless of how many targets you are engaging.

These rules allow for engaging multiple targets,
walking your fire, hitting with partial bursts, you name it.
They are fairly realistic (typically, only about the first four
rounds hit with any accuracy, and it is very difficult to hit
more than one target reliably. If you are emplaced, firing
with tracers, and have sufficient recoil comp, however, the
automatic weapon can become a fearsome opponent, just
like it is in real life.

I hope my explanation has been clear (probably not,
but I suck at trying to write examples this way.  It’s easier
if you actually see it in use).  If not, let me know, and I will
attempt to further clarify them. They may seem
complicated, but in practice, once you get the hang of
lining up your successes numerically and taking off the
top, they get very quick and easy to use. The added bonus
of only having to roll the dice once for all the targets is
nice as well. As I said, if anything is unclear, or my math
sucks, or whatever, let me know.

:;CEB?J?EDI
—by Carl Rigney

Of course, in my 2040 the military has keyed
resonating explosives that analyze the vibrations of the
previous explosions and time their detonation to maximize
the effect. There are also smart-charges that explain their
operation the way medkits do. Ignore both; the PCs don’t
need these kind of toys.

Moving on to mechanics, I find FASA’s demolitions
skill absurd. “Simple” demolitions like blowing holes in
walls should be straightforward. For someone with
demolitions skill, I’d make the Target Number equal to the
number of charges required, regardless of size, because
the tricky part is the fusing. Setup for simple demo takes 1
minute per 1kg block, obviously more if they have to be
propped up, less if it’s prewired in demo carrysacks.
Tamping increases the time quite a bit. You can do things
hastily, dividing the time it takes by the penalty you accept
to your Target Number. If you have enough explosives and
make your Success Test, the wall is breached; the more
successes, the cleaner the results. If the test fails, it could
range from a hangfire to simply not breaching. People with
very high demolitions skills can probably get by with less
explosive simply because generous margins are built into
the rule-of-thumb numbers given in the :[ceb_j_edi
chapter. Properly destroying things like roads, bridges, or
(gack!) airfields take MUCH longer, because you have to a
lot of work preparing the structure, you can’t just tie 6
sticks of dynamite to the railroad track and blow up the
bridge, no matter what you see in the movies.

In your example, if your demo engineer has all the
time she wants she needs to roll skill 4 vs. target 2,
although I might up it to a 4 on the basis that its a ceiling
and suchlike. In other words, a routine task.

;NF7D:;:�9>7H79J;H�9H;7J?ED�IOIJ;C
This system was created by Nightfox, to which he

added an advantages/disadvantages list from Brian
Angliss, and posted the result on the ShadowRN mailing
list somewhere in the first half of 1994. Jani reposted it on
Januari 29, 1995, which prompted Nightfox to add this
comment:
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and trust me when I say - don’t allow them to have 46 points.

Well, since people haved asked, here is my character creation system with the disadvange list made by Brian Angliss
included. It tends to be a lot more flexible than the original system and have a little higher 0 point values.
!!!!!>"""@������³*XUWK����SRLQW�YDOXHV"�

Ej^[h�fe_dj�Yeiji
2 access to ShadowTech Bioware + Cyberware
2 access to Alpha Cyberware + Cultured Bioware (if

Shadowtech is bought)
4 access to Beta Cyberware + Cultured Bioware (if

Shadowtech is bought) These are still all at their
normal prices

All Metahuman races have the same ability and
special bonuses as normal. Humans get +4 skill points
and either 3 extra starting contacts, a buddy, a gang or
acces to shadowtech Bioware and Cyberware. Also a
mage may ask for something special and possibly receive
it :)

A normal PC will run in the 35 point range, an NPC
will run lower, while and higher level character will run
up to 46 points (rather powerful really)

All characters get their native language at Intelligence +2, and a further (Intelligence) points of languages. They start off
with 1 in there Karma pool and two contacts.

Characters may take allergies or disadvantages for more skill/Attribute points Brian Angliss’s Disadvantage System is
included here as help if needed.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
From:         Brian Angliss <angliss@PHYSCI.PSU.EDU>
Subject:      ShadowRun disad system-here it is, folks

As many of you asked that I post my SR modifications, here’s the first. Use it if you like it, ignore it if you don’t.
Comments and additions will be taken in stride and flames will be doused.

I>7:EMHKD�:?I7:L7DJ7=;I
based off of GURPS and Hero, but mostly GURPS.

The way I set them up is the character gets a certain number of points for each disadvantage. These points can be used
like Force points, skill points, or Attribute points. These disads do not give extra money for any reason. I also have a small
and very incomplete list of advantages that can be purchased with Disad points but nothing else. They are quite powerful and
expensive. The maximum number of Disad points I allow in my game is 20, but you can do as you see fit.

:?I7:L7DJ7=;�J78B;
DWc[ Fe_dj�=W_d ;\\[Yji
Age 1/10 years over 40 -1 Body, Quickness, and Strength per 10 years
Odius Personal Habit 1-3 +1/3/5 Target Number for social rolls (stuff like farting loudly in public)
Social Stigma 1-3 +1/3/5 Target Number for social rolls (reaction varies from person to person)
Albino 4 Severe Sunlight Alergy, distinguishing feature
Deaf 4 Neural hearing centers are dead — cyber won’t help. Player must use sign language too
Epilepsy 6 +4 to all TNs when stressed and a Willpower(11) roll to avoid spasams for 10-Willpower

min.
Obese 2 -1 Quickness, +1 die for swimming, -1 Charisma
Giant 3 +1 Body, +1 Strength, -1 Quickness, +1 Target Number for social skills
Hemophilia 6 +1 box physical damage after even a light wound per minute until a coagulant is applied.

Not usable with platelet factories —no Points!

9^WhWYj[h�=[d[hWj_ed�jWXb[
Fe_dji 7jjh_Xkj[i Ia_bbi H[iekhY[i%<ehY[ CW]_Y

1 17 18 1000¥/7 —
2 18 19 2000¥/9 —
3 19 20 3000¥/12 —
4 20 21 5000¥/15 —
5 20 22 10,000¥/17 —
6 21 23 30,000¥/19 —
7 22 24 60,000¥/22 —
8 23 25 90,000¥/25 —
9 23 26 140,000¥/27 —
10 24 27 220,000¥/29 —
11 25 28 300,000¥/32 —
12 26 30 400,000¥/35 Adept
13 27 32 500,000¥/38 —
14 28 34 650,000¥/42 —
15 29 36 800,000¥/46 —
16 30 40 1,000,000¥/50 Mage
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Low Pain Threshold 2 +1 box Stun damage each wound, +1 Target Number to resist pain (like torture)
Mute 5 Like Deaf, the player can’t talk either
Skinny 1 -1 Target Number to fit through small places, -1 Strength
Stutters 2 +2 Target Number for speaking/Language skills, and player must roll too in tight

situations
Absent Minded 3 +4 Target Number all memory tests, +3 Target Number for concentration tests
Alcoholic 3 +6 Target Number to resist taking a drink and getting drunk (rate is up to GM)
Bad Temper 2 Willpower(5+) roll to resist insulting people who stress him out
DWc[ Fe_dj�=W_d ;\\[Yji
Berserk 3 Willpower(9) test NOT to fly into an all-out attack of foe until foe is dead/unconscious.

Wounds are not felt until Rage wears off.
Bloodlust 2 Will only go for the kill, never attacks to wound or maim.
Bully 2 Willpower(4) test to not push people around
Code of Honor 1-3 This depends on the GM, but varies on how restrictive the Code is
Combat Paralysis 3 In combat, make a Willpower(8) test or suffer a -2 to Reaction
Compulsive Behavior 1-3 GMs discretion, but off of frequency of the behavior
Cowardice 2 Make a Willpower(5) test to not run from all danger
Delusions 1-3 These vary, but the most common would be of grandeur. They relate to severity
Dsylexia 3 Can NEVER learn to read. Period.
Fanatic 3 Self explanatory — cause can be anything
Glutton 1 Eats all the time, may or may not be Obese too.
Greedy/Miserly 2 Hordes money/never uses it — this is mostly a roleplaying thing
Gullable 2 +4 Target Number to detect bullshit
Honesty 4 Will not break the law — ever. A real kicker.
Illiterate 2 Can’t read yet, but can learn. Needs to buy off this disad to learn to read
Impulsive 3 Always rushes into things
Racism 3 Self explanatory
Jealousy 2 Always jealous of anyone who is better than the character
Kleptomaniac 3 Must steal daily, +1 die any stealing skill
Lecherous 3 Makes passes at anything that moves
Overconfident 2 Mostly a role play device
Pacifism 6 Won’t fight unless for self defense, and won’t ever kill
Paranoia 1 Pretty normal in the world of Shadowrun
Phobias 1-5 This is based off the severity and type of fear at GMs discretion
Pyromania 1 Loves to light fires. Roleplay it
Sadism 3 Enjoys causing pain, +1 die to torture skills
Masochism 4 Likes feeling pain, +1 Stun box every wound, Stun or physical
Shy 1-3 Based off severity
Split Personality 2/person This requires massive roleplaying and also the skills of the character to be split between

the multiple personalities
Unlucky 1-3 Severity (level 3 effects everyone around the unlucky person too)
Vows 1-3 How strong the person holds their vows
Weak Willed 1/level +2 Target Number per level on all Willpower tests
Dependant NPC’s 3/person Children, spouses, etc.
Distinctive Feature 1-3 Based on what it looks like, how easy it is to hide, and the effect it has on others
Hunted and Watched 1-4 Based off of who wants you, how badly they want you, what they want you for, and

what they want to do to you when they get you
Secret ID 3 Dual identity, one as a real person with a SIN and one as a runner
Rivalry 1-3 Romantic to professional to both
Vulnerablity 1-4 Extra damage to specific body parts, or especially vulnerable to a type of attack

FEM;HI to be purchased only with Disad points:

7:L7DJ7=;�J78B;
DWc[ Fe_dj�9eij ;\\[Yji
Double Jointed 2 +Quickness dice to contortionism, +1 die to all build and repair, +1 Reaction (like

Enhanced Articulation)
Ambidexterity 3 No modifiers for using two weapons at the same time, can use 2 smartlinks too.
Eidietic Memory 10 Photographic memory — no memory rolls are necessary
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High Pain Threshold 2 -1 box Stun, -1 Target Number to resist pain
Astrally Insensetive 3/level -1 Target Number per level to resist all spells, +1 Target Number per level for magician to

heal character
Peripheral vision 4 -1 Target Number, +1 die to all visual perception
Speed Healing 3 -1 Target Number for doctor tests and -1/3 base time to heal
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;NJ?D=K?I>?D=�<?H;I
J[Y^� If[Yi talks about starting fires (page 72), but

here’s how to put them out using the same system.
The extinguisher rolls a number of dice equal to its

rating, in an opposed test against the Firesetting Rating of
the substance on fire (see J[Y^�If[Yi); if the extinguisher
scores more successes (or if there is a tie), the fire goes
out. Fire extinguishers will therefore have a rating,
with some typical ratings appearing in the table
below. A fire extinguisher will hardly work if the
substance on fire floats onto the extinguishing
material—putting out a gasoline fire with water
won’t work for this reason.

<?H;�;NJ?D=K?I>;H�H7J?D=I
;nj_d]k_i^[h�jof[%c[j^eZ HWj_d]
Beating the fire with a broom 1
Blanket (cloth) 2
Blanket (fire-resistant) 3
Typical fire extinguisher 3-6
Water (plenty) 3

Also, if you want to be realistic, some methods
of putting out a fire can only make it worse:
throwing water on burning frying oil will only result
in a huge fireball filling the room (magicians eat
your heart out!).

<7BB?D=�:7C7=;
Though <_[bZi� e\� <_h[ has rules for falling

damage on page 76, these are a bit unrealistic when
falling short distances: simply dropping to the ground
when you’re standing causes 2D damage, which means
that only people with a Body of 8 or higher can fully stage
this down to nothing.

<7BB?D=�:7C7=;�J78B;
:_ijWdY[�\Wbb[d :WcW][
up to 1 meter 1D6M
1 to 3 meters (½ distance)S
more than 3 meters (½ distance)D

Looking at the <Wbb_d]� :WcW][� JWXb[ above, falling
from heights over 3 meters uses the <_[bZi�e\� <_h[ rules.
Below 3 meters, the same rules are used, but the Damage
Level is S. Under 1 meters, the damage is Moderate, but
roll 1D6 for the Power Level; the Rule of Six applies to this
1D6, so you never know how high your Target Number can
end up.

That means that if you drop to the ground while
standing (by spending a Free Action to do so, p.81, IH??),
you take 1D6M damage, unless you fall correctly. Assume
that anyone who has Unarmed Combat skill knows how to
fall without injuring himself in such a situation; other
people need to make an Athletics(4) test to avoid injury.

When “changing position” as a Simple Action (p.81,
IH??), you don’t take damage from hitting the pavement.

As an extra nicety to players, your GM could decide to
add 1D6 to the Power Level of any fall…

>;BC;JI
The rules for helmets work fine if nobody tries to

make an Aimed Shot to the character’s head. Things get
difficult once someone does want to do
this.

The helmet in the IH?? rules gives
+1/+1 armor, but what if the helmet is the
only armor that protects in a given attack,
like an Aimed Shot to the head? This could
be solved by ruling that the helmet only
gives 1/1 armor, but this is unrealistic: it is
easier to build a good helmet than a piece
of body armor that protects equally well.

This optional rule works as follows:
under normal circumstances, a helmet
gives its normal armor bonus, cumulative
with other worn armor, like in the IH??
rules. If a character is only wearing a
helmet, simply use only the bonus — only
wearing the +1/+1 helmet gives the
character an armor of Ballistic 1, Impact 1.

But now, if someone makes an Aimed
Shot to the wearer’s head, the helmet has
different armor values, which are based on
the armor the helmet is supposed to be
part of, but add the helmet’s armor to this.
Following this reasoning, the helmet in the

IH?? rules belongs to the partial heavy armor; the partial
heavy has armor 6/4, the helmet is +1/+1. This means the
helmet by itself has armor 7/5, but only when an attack is
aimed specifically at the wearer’s head.

F?IJEB�H;9E?B
Pistols use the normal recoil rules, but to better

simulate real life, you could let pistols capable of firing
bursts of fully-automatic use Heavy Weapon recoil rules
when firing in either of those modes.

IJ7=?D=�EL;H<BEM
Under IH?? rules, you cannot completely kill someone

with a single attack even if you use a 1,000D nuclear
weapon. Using the optional rules in <_[bZi� e\� <_h[, it is
possible but still hard to do. Therefore, we present two
options for making the game deadlier in a big way.
Examples of both follow as well.
1. The least deadly. Every two successes that the attacker

has left, and which would stage the damage past D,
give the target an additional Light wound.

2. If the target takes a Deadly wound, any additional
successes are used to start again at Light, but this is
Overflow damage.
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Joe Sample shoots at Jane Victim using a 6M
SMG. Joe gets a total of 9 successes on his
Firearms test. Jane, being the victim she is, is not
wearing any armor, and her Body of 2 doesn’t cut
it — she rolls no successes to reduce the damage.
The first 4 of Joe’s successes stage the damage up
to Deadly. But Joe has 5 successes left…
1. This gives Jane two more Light wounds, meaning

she is now at 2 points of Overflow damage:
one more point and she’s gone for good.

2. The first 2 successes stage the damage to Light,
the second pair stages it to Moderate: she is
now suffering from 3 points of Overflow
damage, and that makes her officially and
completely dead.

In any case, Jane’s pals had better call
DocWagon™ to see if they can either revive her, or
sell her for parts, whichever is more convenient.

Remember, you only completely die when your
Overflow is more than your Body rating, as indicated on
page 111 of IH??.

IJE9AI
Weapons come with different types

of stocks: rigid, folding, and stockless.
A rigid stock is one that doesn’t fold; a
folding stock is one that somehow can
be retracted or otherwise folded out of
the way; and a stockless weapon is one
that, oddly enough, doesn’t have a
stock.

Game effects for all of these are
pretty simple. On a stockless or
folding-stock weapon, you cannot
mount stock-mounted accessories (i.e.,
shock pads); on a weapon with a rigid
stock, you can fit shock pads.

Simple enough so far. Now, to
make some more differences between
stocked and stockless weapons, we
introduce the Hipfiring modifier of +2.
This modifier is applied any time a
character fires a weapon without
bracing it against his shoulder. In
effect, hip firing means you aren't
looking over your weapons’s sights,
and so you don't know exactly where
your weapon is pointing. Smartguns
never get this +2, because you always
know what the gun is aimed at (the
crosshairs in your field of vision sort of
give it away). A weapon fitted with a
sighting band (p.61) only gets a +1 instead of a +2, but
this is not cumulative with the bonus provided by a laser
sight.

The only other exception to this are single-shot and
semi-auto pistols, which do not suffer this +2 because
they are meant to be fired without a stock. When firing
from the hip, you don’t get the benefits provided by shock

pads; to get these, you need to put the weapon’s butt
against your shoulder.

In effect, hip firing means you aren't looking over your
weapons’s sights, and so you don't know exactly where
your weapon is pointing. Smartguns and weapons with
laser sights never get hipfiring modifiers.

A folding-stock weapon can only be fired from the
shoulder if the stock is folded out; a rigid-stock weapon
can always be fired from the shoulder; a stockless
weapon can never be fired from the shoulder. Weapons
mounted on tripods, gyro-mounts, or vehicles don't get
the +2 hipfiring modifier.

Extending or retracting a folding stock costs a Simple
Action. Concealability of a weapon with a folding stock is
assumed to be for the weapon with the stock folded;
unfolding it lowers Concealability by 2 points. Folding
stocks do not normally provide recoil compensation,
unless noted in the weapon's description.

To conclude this bit, we include a list of all stockless
weapons, and of those with folding stocks. You should be
able to deduce from the pictures and/or descriptions in

the various supplements which kind
of stock each weapon has, though.

IjeYab[ii0 Ares MP Laser, Ares MP Maser,
ArmTech Mini-6 Grenade Pistol, Ceres Tri-
Barrel, Defiance AT-900, Fichetti Military
XI, GE Vindicator Minigun, H&K MP-5 TX,
H&K MPK9, H&K MPK-11, Heavy Machine
Gun, Ingram Mk IV, Ingram Warrior-10,
IWS Mini-5, M400 Heavy Machine Gun,
Medium Machine Gun, Micro Uzi III,
sawn-off Remington 990, Remington
Roomsweeper, Sandler “Mad Max,” Seco
Quickfire, Sternmeyer Stakeout 10, Uzi
Miniauto 9, Walther S900, Whitney-
Morgan Caseless Machine Gun
<ebZ_d]� IjeYa0 AK-97 SMG, Arasaka
Minami 10, Ares AMP, Ares Crusader MP,
Ares Suppressor Automatic Grenade
Launcher, Ares Wippet, Beretta 200ST,
Bond & Carrington MP-11, Browning
Defender 10, Ceska Black Scorpion, Colt
Cobra, Fichetti Hurricane, FN HAR, Franchi
SPAS-22, H&K 70 K, H&K G12A3z, H&K
HK227, H&K HK227S, H&K MP-2013, H&K
MP-9, Ingram MAC-14, Ingram MAC-20,
Ingram Model 20t Smartgun, Mossberg
CMDT Combat Gun, Ranger Arms Security
12, Sandler Model II, Sandler TMP, SCK
Model 100, SIG 882, Sternmeyer SMG 21,
Steyr MP I 25, Uzi III, Uzi IV, vz 88V

M>?J;�F>EIF>EHEKI
This nasty substance is covered

well in <_[bZi�e\�<_h[ (page 86), but in order to comply to
the fire rules in J[Y^�If[Yi (page 72), a small addition is
needed: WP has a Firesetting rating of 7; anytime
something takes damage from WP there is a chance a fire
is started. This fire can be extinguished normally.
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KD7HC;:�9EC87J�CEL;I
To effectively use these new moves, you’ll need to use

the Melee Combat v2.1 rules from J[Y^� If[Yi. None of
the martial arts included there give modifiers for the use
of these moves, except as noted below.

:_l_d]� 8bem0 attempting to knock your opponents down
by diving into him. Damage is none, but both the target
and attacker are prone if the attack hits. If the attack
fails, only the attacker is prone. Target Number is
target’s Body Rating minus one-half (round down) the
attacker’s Body Rating. The target cannot Block this
attack, and also cannot perform a Diving Blow as a
counter-attack. In case both attacker and defender
want to do this maneuver, tough luck for the defender,
but the attacker gets to do this move while the
defender must do something else.

;bXem� IcWi^0 hitting someone with your elbow, usually
when they’re standing beside or behind you.2 Damage
is (str+1)M Stun Target Number is 4, but with -1 Reach.

<bo_d]� A_Ya0 you’ve seen Bruce Lee do it, now do it
yourself! Very difficult, this requires you to jump up
and kick at the target’s head. If such a kick fails to hit
the character must succeed at an Athletics(4) test to
land successfully (also see <Wbb_d]� :WcW][, p.82).
Damage is (str+2)M Stun, and this is counted as an
Aimed Shot to the head with +1 Reach, so the target
does not use armor (except for helmets) to defend
against it. If a Sweep is performed against a character
doing a Flying Kick, both fail automatically. Tai Know
Do and Thai Boxing give a +1 modifier to this move,
Kung Fu a +2.

Ad[[� Ijh_a[0 slamming your knee into your opponent’s
torso. Damage is (str+1)M Stun, Target Number = 5.
Thai Boxing gives a +2 modifier to using this move.

HekdZ^eki[�A_Ya0 turning a 360 on one leg to kick extra
hard with your other leg. Damage is (str+3)M Stun,
Target Number is 6. All combat styles that give a
modifier to a normal kick give the same modifier to a
roundhouse kick.

IY_iieh� A_Ya0 jumping up into the air and kicking two
targets at once, one with each leg. You must be
between the two targets, who must be about 2 meters
apart (3 meters if you’re a troll, or 1 meter if you’re a
dwarf). Make a single attack test against a Target
Number of 6 for both targets, and split the successes
between the two targets as you like. Each target gets to
make a separate attack test to defend. If a target gets
hit, she takes (str+1)M Stun damage from the kick. Like
with Flying Kicks, if a Sweep is performed against you,
both attacks automatically fail—you can still hit a
target that doesn’t attempt to Sweep you.

                                                  
2 Add this to an idea SK came up with: a spur in the rear end of

your forearm, extending backward… —Gurth
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³*XUWK��WKH�QH[W�JHQHUDWLRQ�RI�KHURHV�

;hhWjW�\eh�j^[�I^WZemhkd�IekhY[Xeea�<_[bZi�e\�<_h[

FW][�)(��9ebj�C"()�7iiWkbj�H_\b[�
Weapon statistics are fouled up. They should read as follows:

Jof[ 9edY[Wb 7cce CeZ[ :WcW]

[

M[_]^j 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n

Assault 3 40 (c) SA/BF/FA 8M 4.5 6/36hrs 950¥ 2

FW][�+/��8Wjjb[JWY��?dj[]hWj_ed�Ioij[c�
Replace the final paragraph with the following:
“Using BattleTac™ requires Military Science skill, or preferably the Small Units Tactics Specialization of that skill, and the

Special Skill BattleTac™ (acquired as per a General skill (see p.190 IH??) after character generation). See also page 84 for more
information.”

�FW][�,&��JWh][j�:[i_]dWjehi�
The range for the Microwave Designator should be 8,000m, and the range for the Radar Designator should be 10,000m.

FW][�-*��7XbWj_l[�L[^_Yb[�7hceh�
Price is per point of the vehicle’s original Body. Also, a motorcycle can mount up to one-half (round  down) of its original

Body.

FW][�-,��@kcf_d]�
A character can standing broad jump a distance equal to one-half (round down) his Strength, minus his body, for a

minimum of one meter. If the character’s Strength is less than his Body, add +1 to the Target Number of the Jumping Test.

FW][�.'��E\\">WdZ�JhW_d_d]�
The cost of the Special Skill: Ambidexterity is equal to 2 Skill Points per Skill Rating. Also, in the example, the modifier

should be +2, not -2.

FW][�.*".+��IcWhjb_da�B[l[b�??�
Replace the third paragraph with the following:
“Called Shots (p. 92, IH??) are easier to make with the Smartlink Level II. Apply a +2 Called Shot modifier (instead of the

normal +4) when using the Smartlink Level II.”

FW][�.+��Icea[�Hkb[i�
The rate at which a cloud of smoke dissipates in the wind is noted incorrectly in the second paragraph. The duration of a

blowing smoke cloud is found  by subtracting the result of the wind strength D6 from 7, and in turn dividing that number into
the indicated duration for the smoke. (So for example, a smoke mortar  round explodes. Scatter (wind direction) is
determined. Then another D6 is rolled for the wind strength; the result is 5 (a strong wind). Therefore, the smoke will only
remain, blowing and dissipating in the direction of the wind, for 7 - 5 = 2, 4 ÷ 2 = 2 minutes before it offers no modifier.
Also, the Table notation “In Minutes” should be under the third column, directly below “duration.”

FW][�/'��FWdj^[h�7iiWkbj�9Wdded�IjWj_ij_Yi�
The cost of the Panther Assault Cannon is 7,200¥.

I>7:EMHKD�0�<?;B:I�E<�<?H;��;hhWjW��l'$'�

April 21, 1994

(55$7$�6+((76
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;hhWjW�\eh�j^[�I^WZemhkd�IekhY[Xeea�J^[�=h_ce_h[!�I[YedZ�;Z_j_ed

!!!!!>+H\�EHWWHU�WKLV�WKDQ�D�WKLUG�HGLWLRQ@�����
³7KH�IRONV�DW�)$6$��0HVV�XS�DJDLQ�

IF;BB�<EHCKB7I
:hW_d�B[l[b Fh_Y[ :hW_d�B[l[b Fh_Y[
Light 50¥ x Force Moderate 100¥ x Force
Serious 500¥ x Force Deadly 1,000¥ x Force

;D9>7DJ?D=�C7J;H?7B�9EIJI
CWj[h_Wb HWm�\ehc H[\_d[Z�\ehc HWZ_YWb�\ehc
Herbals 50¥ 100¥ 200¥
Crystals 100¥ 200¥ 400¥
Semi-precious Gems 200¥ 400¥ 800¥
Precious Gems 500¥ 1,000¥ 2,000¥
Iron 50¥ 100¥ 200¥
Copper 100¥ 200¥ 400¥
Silver 300¥ 600¥ 1,200¥
Gold 10,000¥ 20,000¥ 40,000¥
Mercury 600¥ 1,200¥ 2,400¥
Tin 30¥ 60¥ 120¥
Lead 30¥ 60¥ 120¥
Orichalcum 88,000 per unit

C7=?97B�IKFFB?;I
DWc[ 7lW_bWX_b_jo 9eij Ijh[[j�?dZ[n
Fetish Focus 3/26hrs Rating x 3,000¥ 1
Ally Conjuring Materials (Force)/36hrs 1,000¥ per unit 1
Ward Castin Materials (Force)/36hrs 1,000¥ per unit 1
Watcher Casting Materials (Force)/36hrs 1,000¥ per unit 1

FW][�/(0�MWhZi
Replace the third paragraph of this section with the following:
“Warding requires the magician to make a Sorcery Test against the desired Force Rating of the ward.  The astral rating of

the ward is equal to that Force Rating and it remains active for a number of days equal to the number of successes. The
magician may choose not to use all his successes, making  it easier to resist Drain for setting the wards.”

;hhWjW�\eh�j^[�I^WZemhkd�IekhY[Xeea�Fh_c[�Hkdd[hi

The following omissions have been noted in the FH?C;�HKDD;HI sourcebook.

H;D�C7HJ?D:7B;��FW][�*("*)�
This character’s list of skills was omitted.

Ia_bbi
Boat: 3
Car: 4
Etiquette (Corporate): 4
Etiquette (Media): 7
Etiquette (Street): 6

Firearms: 2
Interrogation: 7
Negotiation: 4
Stealth: 3
If[Y_Wb�Ia_bb
Nose for a Story: 6

IKJ>;HB7D:��FW][�-("-)�
This character’s list of skills was omitted.
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Ia_bbi
Car: 4
Computer: 14
Computer (B/R): 9
Computer Theory: 14
Electronics: 7
Etiquette (Corporate): 4
Etiquette (Street): 3
Firearms: 2

Pistols: 4

Predator: 6
Knowledge

Music: 4*
Physical Sciences: 4

A7HB">;?DP�P;IIB;H��FW][�-,"-.�
The character’s correct name is Zessler, despite what

the text says.

I>7:EMHKD0�Fh_c[�Hkdd[hi�;hhWjW��l'$&�

December 5, 1994
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;hhWjW�\eh�j^[�hkb[Xeea�I^WZemhkd�I[YedZ�;Z_j_ed

Hey, it’s better than a third edition... —The Folks at FASA

Sometimes, no matter what you do, errors creep in. What follows is the official errata for Shadowrun, Second Edition.
Most of these aren’t as much errors as clarifications or reconsiderations of some rules after the book went to the printers.
The relevant rules sections will be corrected in future printings. Enjoy.

L;>?9B;I�7D:�M;7FED�:7C7=;
An important point was inadequatly made in the rules.

On page 108 it speaks about comparing the Power of an
attacking weapon against the Vehicle Armor Rating. It
states that if the Power of the weapon does not exceed
the Vehicle Armor Rating the attack will do no damage.
This is true, except that when using Burst or Autofire
(p.92) the comparison should be made before the Damage
Code is increased to account for the multiple rounds in
the burst. So, a weapon with a base Damage Code of say
5M will not penetrate vehicular armor with a rating of 6 or
higher, even if a burst is fired (adjusted Damage Code 8S).
Note also that the Damage Code modifier for a Called Shot
should be applied before the comparison.

87HH?;HI�7D:�M;7FED�:7C7=;
The references above to the Damage Code and Barrier

Ratings hold for attacks against normal Barriers as well
(p.98).

<KBB"7KJE�I>EJ=KDI
Shotguns capable of Full-Autofire mode (FA) should

use the Heavy Weapon Recoil rules (p.89) and recieve a
Recoil Modifier of +2 per round, not the standard +1 per
round.

IF;BBI
Change the Drain Code of Mind Probe to [(F/2)+2]D.

I>7:EMHKD�??�;HH7J7�L'$&��.%/(�

Shadowrun™ is a trademark of FASA Corporation © 1992 FASA Corporation All Rights Reserved Permission is granted to copy this page
for distribution.
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f$)(��7kjecWj_Y�IkYY[ii�WdZ�<W_bkh[
Ignore the notation about the rule of six giving an

automatic success. That statement is wrong.

f$)(��J^[�Hkb[�e\�I_n
Add: the rule of six does not apply to Initiative (see

p.79).

f$+&��9ecXWj�CW][

The combat mage’s Body should be 2 (3) and his dice
pools: Combat: 7 (9) and Magic: 6 (8).  His Heal Moderate
Wounds: 3 spell should simply be Heal: 3.

f$+'��:[Ya[h
The decker’s Reaction should read 5(9)* and her

Initiative should read 5(9)* + 1d6(3d6)*. The askerisk still
refers to matrix-only Initiative.
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f$+*��;bl[d�:[Ya[h
The elven decker’s changes are the same as for the

decker, p.51.

f$+,��<ehc[h�MW][�CW][
The Heal Severe Wounds: 3 spell under the Fighter

profile should read simply Heal: 3.

f$+-��=Wd]�C[cX[h
The gang member has a Projectile Weapons skill of 3.

f$+/��H_]][h
The rigger’s Essence should be 1.35.

f$,(��Ijh[[j�IWckhW_
The street samurai’s Quickness should read 4 (5), his

Strength 6 (7), his Essence .1, his Combat Pool 7, and he
should have only one level of Muscle Replacement.

f$,/��J^[�Ia_bb�M[X��IH??�=C�IYh[[d�Wbie�
Add a dot between the Firearms, Gunnery, Projectile,

and Throwing skills and their respective (B/R) skills. Those
four should resemble Armed Combat, like so:

— skill name —l— (B/R)

Also, shift the dot associated with Conjuring in
toward the skill, so that web-section looks like this:

l— Magical Theory —
|–l– Conjuring
l— Sorcery

f$./� � HWd][Z� 9ecXWj� CeZ_\_[hi� jWXb[� �IH??� =C
IYh[[d�Wbie�

Change the “recoil, heavy weapon” modifier to “+1
per round fired that Combat Phase.”

f$./��H[Ye_b
In the first paragraph, replace the second half of the

paragraph starting with "Full-autofire…" with the following:
“Full-autofire weapons take a cumulative +1 modifier for
each round fired that Combat Phase. That is, a character
choosing to fire a seven-round full-autofire burst receives
a +7 modifier. If that same character chooses instead to
fire two five-round full-auto bursts, he would have a +5
modifier for the first burst, and a +10 modifier for the
second burst.”

The final paragraph (top of second column) should
read: “Double the uncompensated recoil modifiers for
medium and heavy machineguns (heavy weapons) and
shotguns. If a medium machine gun is firing 10 rounds,
and has six points of recoil compensation, its final
modifier is +8(4x2).”

f$/("/)��<kbb"7kje�CeZ[
Replace the sentence beginning “Each round fired…”

with the following: “Each round fired inposes a +1 recoil
modifier for the entire group.”

Also replace the last sentence on the page with: “The
Power Rating of the weapon increases by 1 point for every
round fired in that full-auto burst.”

The example has some errors.  Replace the fifth to
seventh paragraphs with the following: "“The first punk
gets a three-round burst, which increases the Damage
Code of the weapon to 10D. The three-round burst
qualifies for 3 points of recoil, which the weapon
compensates for.  Punk 1: Damage Code 10D, Target
Number 3.

“Punk 2 gets a three-round burst too, with the same
healthy damage code of 10D. Now, however, six rounds
have been fired so the total recoil modifier is 6. The
weapon compensates for 3, leaving 3 for a +3 modifier.
This is the second target of the combat phase, which adds
another +2 modifier. Punk 2: Damage Code 10D, Target
Number 8.

“Punk 3 gets the four-round burst (lucky her) that has
a damage code of 11D. The recoil modifier is now +7 (10-
3). Being the third target also means a +4 modifier added
to the attack because of multiple targets.  Punk 3: Damage
Code 11D, Target Number 14.”

f$/,��Ijh[d]j^�C_d_ckc�HWj_d]
Change the final sentence of the section to read: “a

crossbow’s Strength Minimum Rating is used to determine
its range.”

f$/.��=h[dWZ[�8bWij�:_W]hWc
The “5S” notation in the right-hand diagram should

read “4S,” and the total blast consequently “20S.”

f$/.��8Whh_[hi��][d[hWb�
Add to the end of the page (column two): “Always use

the base Power Rating of the round, unmodified for burst
or full-autofire, for comparison against the Barrier Rating.”

f$'&(��<h_[dZi�_d�j^[�C[b[[
The “see page” reference for multiple opponents

should read “this page” instead of p.90.

f$'&.��L[^_Yb[i!�M[Wfedi!�WdZ�CW]_Y
Third paragraph, change the second sentence to: “that

is, if the base Power of the weapon, unmodified by burst
or full-autofire, does not exceed the rating of the vehicle
armor, it will not penetrate.”

f$')'��If[bb�IkYY[ii�J[ij
The final paragraph of the example should read:

“Rolling the dice, Jason gets a total of 10 dice (4+6)
against a Target Number of 6 (5+1). The results are
1,3,4,5,5,6,6,6,6,6. Five of the dice score 6, so there are 6
successes.”
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f$'**�If_h_j�JWXb[
Under the nature spirits it should be the “Hearth”

spirit, not the “Heath” spirit.  There are no candy spirits in
Shadowrun.

f$'+'��If[bb�:_h[Yjeho
Change the “type” of the spells Mana Bolt, Mana

Missile, and Manaball to “mana,” rather than “physical” as
listed.

f$'+)��C_dZ�FheX[
Change the Drain to [(F/2)+2]D.

f$'++�Jh[Wj
Change the first sentence of the third paragraph to

“Successes from the Spell Success Test can be used to
actually heal boxes of damage, or reduce the base time,
as found on the following table.”

f$'+.��IfWha
Change the duration of the spell to “Instant.”

f$'+/��JWXb[�e\�If[bbi
Change the type of Mana Missile to “M,” the Drain

Code of Mind Probe to [(F/2)+2]D, and the duration of
Spark to “Instant.”

!!!!!>,W� VKRXOG�EH�0DQDEDOO� WKDW�PXVW� EH�FKDQJHG� WR�0�� ,
IHHO�@�����

³*XUWK��������������������

f$',.��FWii_l[�7b[hj
The second sentence should read “Add 50 percent to

the ratings of all IC.”

f$',.��J^[�Effei_j_ed
Use the decker archetype instead of the corporate

decker as noted, if the� IH??� =Wc[cWij[h� IYh[[d is
available, then use the corporate decker.

f$'-/��:WcW]_d]�j^[�JWh][j
Remove the word “die” from the sixth line.

f$(&(��9edjWYji
In the last paragraph, remove the word “half” from

“…half the character’s Intelligence…”

f$(&+��9ehfehWj[�I[Ykh_jo�=kWhZ
Add a Willpower Attribute of 2.

f$(&-��J^[�<_n[h
Add the skill “Equipment Acquisition: 4” skill.

f$(''��J^[�Ijh[[j�9ef
Add a Willpower Attribute of 3.
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9EHFEH7J;�>?JC7D
“If the corp needs someone taken care of, it’s me

who gets the job. It doesn’t matter who, why, where or
when to me, rest assured that whoever ends up on the
wrong side of my mission will not see another day. I firmly
believe in the ideals of my corporation—I wouldn’t do this
work if I didn’t”

GKEJ;I
“One shot one kill.”
“Don’t mess with a pro. Comprende, chummer?”
“Lone Star? They can’t touch me even if they tried.”

9ECC;DJ7HO
The corporate hitman is a different kind of company

man. He specializes in eliminating people, and knows a
hundred and one ways to do it. His superiors know he is
something special, and intend to make every use of his
skills—if the situation warrants it.
7JJH?8KJ;I IA?BBI

Body: 3 Armed Combat: 6(7)
Quickness: 6(7) Athletics: 2(3)
Strength: 5 Demolitions: 5
Charisma: 1 Etiquette (Corporate): 3
Intelligence: 6 Firearms: 6(8)
Willpower: 6 Psychology: 4
Essence: .3 Stealth: 5(6)
Reaction: 6(11) Unarmed Combat: 6(7)

9O8;HM7H; 8?EM7H;
Cyberarm with Heavy Pistol Enhanced Articulation

Cybergun and Retractable Reflex Recorder (Firearms)
Spur

Cybereyes with Optical
Magnification (3)

Smartlink Level II
Wired Reflexes (2)

Professional Rating: 4

;BL;D�C7=?97B�9KBJ�FH?;IJ
“The modern age has proven the old religions wrong.

They still see magic as evil, even though they’re trying to
change now—too late, as ever. Magic is the only true
religion. It has Power, real Power, something that the
others lack. I have made it my life’s goal to teach others
its Ways.”

GKEJ;I
“Don’t fear me, fear them up in those glass towers.”
“Magic is Power. Learning to wield it is just one step

to total delivery.”

9ECC;DJ7HO
The magical cult priest firmly believes in her ideals.

She sees her magical talents as a gift from some higher
force, and intends to use them to its greater glory. In a
way, her thinking is similar to that of other religions, but
she has given a Sixth World twist to it.
7JJH?8KJ;I IA?BBI

Body: 3 Armed Combat (Staff): 2
Quickness: 5 Conjuring: 4
Strength: 2 Enchanting: 3
Charisma: 7 Etiquette (Street): 5
Intelligence: 4 Etiquette (Tribal): 2
Willpower: 6 Leadership: 4
Essence: 6 Magical Theory: 3
Magic: 6 Sorcery: 5
Reaction: 4 If[Y_Wb�Ia_bb

Religion (Magical Cults): 5
IF;BBI

Heal: 6
Magic Fingers: 5
Mind Probe: 4
Trid Entertainment: 6

Professional Rating: 1-3

$5&+(7<3(6�	�&217$&76
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The Shadowrun book provides a pretty good character sheet, but we’ve found that it absolutely never
has the room to write down all the weapons characters are likely to own, let alone keep track of all the
modifications on those weapons. Therefore, the next page provides three weapon monitors, with this page
holding a short explanation of how we intended them to be used. For this, we use a sample weapon as
toted by Richie, one of Mr. Brett’s characters: an Arasaka Rapid Assault Shot 12 auto-shotgun.

:HDSRQ &RQFHDO 'DPDJH 6KRUW 0HGLXP /RQJ ([WUHPH :HLJKW 5HFRLO
Assault Shot 12        NA            8S          5        20        50       100     7.25     +2    
7\SH��Shotgun                                                   0DJD]LQH�FDSDFLW\�	�W\SH��20 (c)                         
7RS�PRXQW��Ultra-sound Sight��������������������������������� %DUUHO�PRXQW��Improved Gas Vent (4)�������������������������
8QGHU�EDUUHO�PRXQW��Rangefinder��������������������������� 6WRFN�PRXQW��Shock pads������������������������������������������
6WRFN�W\SH��QRQH�ULJLG�IROGLQJ 6PDUWOLQN��Level II (Internal)�����������������������������������������
7RWDO�UHFRLO�UHGXFWLRQ��5������������������������������������������� )LULQJ�PRGHV��Semi-Auto/Full-Auto��������������������������
$PPR�W\SH )XOO�FOLSV�OHIW (PSW\�FOLSV 5RXQGV�OHIW�LQ�FOLS /RRVH�DPPR

Gas (Neuro-Stun) 1                                              20                                                        
Explosive        10                                            3                                                          
Duplex           4                     1                       16                                                        
APDS              10                                            20                                                        
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Going over the filled-out monitor, we can see the obvious details, like that the weapon is not
concealable, does 8S damage, its ranges in meters, and that it weighs 7.25 kilograms. But the record sheet
also says that the shotgun has a recoil modifier of +2 per round (in effect, heavy weapon recoil rules). The
weapon’s type is a Shotgun, and it holds 20 rounds in a clip.

On the weapon’s top mount is an ultra-sound sight, with a rangefinder on the under-barrel mount, an
improved gas vent rating 4 on the barrel, and shock pads on the stock. The stock type is “rigid,” which
means that the weapon does have a stock, but that it can’t fold (this is probably something peculiar to our
game, in that we sort of rate weapons for the type of stock they have; see page 83.) Furthermore, the
weapon has an internal smartlink, of level II technology. The gas vent and shock pads combined give 5
points of recoil reduction when firing the Arasaka (Richie’s Strength of 8 would give another 2 points, but
that’s not listed here as it isn’t particular to this weapon), which can fire in SA and FA modes.

The weapon is provided with 1 full clip of gas rounds, 10 clips of Explosive, but the current clip has only
3 rounds left in it. Also, there originally were 5 clips of duplex ammo, but one has been emptied completely
(he loaded it with Duplex and roasted a fragging dragon with one ten-round burst…), and the current one
has had 4 rounds fired from it. Also, he has 10 clips of APDS rounds, none of which has been fired.
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